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This is the final report for NASA/GSFC Contract NAS 5-20660, dated
31 August 1974, The contract provides two Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radi-
ometer (VISSR) instruments for the Goostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite B and C (GOES B and C) spacecrafts. The instruments are identical
to those developed and supplied under the previous Contract NAS 5-21 139
except for minor electronic changes to the module and scanner and changes
to the lubrication utilized for the scan mirror encoder bearings, During the
contract period, twelve engineering changes were submitted as proposals of
which eleven wore accepted and incorporated into the contract. Three of
these changes were implemented at no additional contract cost. The Contract
specified delivery of the. instruments for the GOES B spacecraft 18-1/2
months after Initiation of the Contract ARO and for the GOES C spacecraft,
24 months ARO. The first instrument, designated Flight 3, Serial Number
005, was delivered 17-1/2 months ARO. The second instruirlont, designated
Flight 4, Serial Number 006, was delivered 25 months ARO.
J30th instrunaents contain all the listed changes and are electrically
and operationally identical. Engineering Changes 010 and 012 were incor-
porated in the GOES B instrument (SIN 005) by retrofit, and underwent
limited retest following initial acceFilance and delivery.
The following summarizes changes to these instruments as compared
to those supplied on the previous SMS Contract. In addition, there were a
significant number of Class II changes primarily involving corrections of
drawing errors and omissions, All electrical changes were breadboarded
(where complexity required this), were incorporated into the test module,
and subjected to verification of proper operation throughout full instrument
temperature range. Evaluation of the changes also included design operating








Table 1-1. Engineering Change Summary I
CHANGE NUMBER IDENTITY DESCRIPTION
BASIC CONTRACT REGULATED TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY INCREASES TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY ACCURACY,
SUPPLY VOLTAGE
BASIC CONTRACT SUBSTITUTE TELEMETRY SUPPLY RESULT OF REASSESSING TELEMETRY PRIORITIES,
VOLTAGE IN LIEU OF REDUNDANT
ENCODER TEMPERATURE
001 REDUNDANT "STEP SCAN ON" COMMAND PROVIDES A BACK-UP COMMAND IN CASE THE NORMAL "STEP SCAM'
ON" COMMAND SHOULD FAIL,
003 CHANGE IN THERMAL SURFACFS REPLACES THE AFT COVE' AND THE ENCODER COVERS WITH COVERS
HAVING POLISHED SURFACES,
	 THE ORIGINAL COVERS USED THERMAL
TAPE THAT WAS A POSSIBLE SOURCE OF OPTICAL CONTAMINATION,
004 REWORK SMSIVISSR ENCODERS (GFE) UPGRADE THE GFE SMSIVISSR ENCODERS SIN DD6 AND SIN 007 TO
FLIGHT QUALITY FOR USE AS VISSRIGOES SPARES,
005 CONNECTOR KEYING PROVISIONS THE SMSIVISSR SPACECRAFT CONTRACTOR MODIFIED CERTAIN CON-
(VI SSR) NECTORS WITH A KEYING ARRANGEMENT TO AVOID IMPROPER
CONNECTIONS,
	
THIS CHANGE DUPLICATES THIS MODIFICATION
FOR THE TWO GOES INSTRUMENTS,
006 ADDITIONAL IN-FLIGHT OPERATIONAL THIS CHANGE PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY TO INITIATE THE CALI-
CAPABILITY FOR GOES B AND C BRATION SEQUENCE WITHOUT THE NECESSITY OF MIRROR TRAVEL TO
THE SOUTH OR THE NORTH SCAN LIMITS, 	 IN ADDITION, CAPA-
BILITY IS PROVIDED FOR COMMANDING THE FRAME SIZE THAT
EXCEEDS THE NORMAL FRAME ELECTRICAL LIMITS,
007 ENCODER 006 BEARING LUBRICATION; RESCINDS PREVIOUS DIRECTION REGARDING BEARING LUBRICATION
CHANGE BURNISHED M0S 2 UTILIZING BURNISHED MOS 2
 BEARINGS FOR THE ENCODER
ASSEMBLIES,
008 GOES C ENCODER BEARING; CHANGE REWORK OF THE GOES C ENCODERS TO INCORPORATE THE IMPROVED
SPUTTER MoS2 BEARING LUBRICATION METHOD,
009 GOES B ELECTRONIC MODULE REPAIR OF THE ELECTRONICS MODULE FOLLOWING DAMAGE CAUSED
HOUSING REPAIR BY A GROUND STRAP SCREW PROTRUDING INSIDE THE MODULE
DURING SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION,
010 DESIGN MODIFICATION TO SCAN DRIVE THIS CHANGE IS AN IMPROVEMENT OF THE ORIGINAL CIRCUITRY
ELECTRONICS TO REDUCE CURRENT TO MINIMIZE BANG-BANG MODE OPERATION OF THE SCAN DRIVE
TRANSIENTS DURING RETRACE DURING RETRACE WITH HIGH FRICTION BEARINGS,
O11 DESIGN MODIFICATION TO ELIMINATE ELIMINATES A POSSIBLE LOGIC DISRUPTION WHEN THE LONG
THE RELAY BOUNCE ASSOCIATED WITH FRAME IS SELECTED,
COMMAND TO THE LONG FRAME MODE
012 GOES B ENCODER RETROFIT REPLACE THE GOES B ENCODERS WITH ENCODERS HAVING THE









BACKUP FOR STEP SCAN ON COMMAND (Engineering Change Order 001)
An alternate method was provided to command scan mirror stepping
action in order to circumvent a single point failure mode that would render
the scan drive inoperative.
The Step Scan ON command pulse is regenerated in the VISSR by a
trigger circuit and coupled through a pulse transformer to provide isolation
between command ground and auxilliary power ground as shown in Figure 2-1.
(Dwg 45211), This nonredundant circuit drives both the primary and redun-
dant scan logic boards. In the event of a failure in the command isolator
circuit, an emergency work-around procedure would be required to obtain
scan mirror motion, The only means of obtaining stepping action would be
to momentarily interrupt VISSR power or momentarily transfer to the other
scan drive, whereupon the step scan logic would be initialized in the ON
condition, Continuous scanning could then be obtained if the Scan Reverse
command were issued just prior to reaching the top of frame where the Step
Scan OFF function occurs. However, the calibration function would be lost
because it is activated at the top of frame.
To prevent this operating problem that would result from a failure in
the single command isolator circuit, either a redundant command isolator
circuit could be added or another command could serve double duty. The
added duplicate circuit would require re-layout of the circuit board whereas
the backup command could be very simply summed through a resistor, but
z
would require minor changes in operating procedures. The latter approach
was implemented with the Scan Rage Normal command also serving to cause
the Step Scan ON function to occur, The VISSR waits at the top of the frame
for the Step Scan ON command where the transfer to normal rate timing has
already occurred automatically after completion ol. retrace at the rapid step






rate, Thus, to issue the Scan Rate Normal command as a backup for Stop
Scan ON would cause no change in VISSR response for this condition.
The circuit was changed by ORing the Step Scan ON and Scan Rate
Normal isolated commands at the base of transistor Q8 to set the Scan ON/OE
flip-flop U17 to the ON state, The Step Scan ON command does not affect the
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REDUCED SCAN DRIVE CURRENT TRANSIENTS
This change provides Improved control of the scan drive for precise
,updating of control logic based on encoder position rather than a fixed time
reference, This minimizes bang-bang mode switching and the resulting
power transients particularly during rapid stepping.
An Increase In bearing friction causes the scan mirror position encoder
to lag behind in time from the reference rarap signal generator, The logic
word in the scan line logic register is updated at midstep by the ramp
generator V cosec after the stop timing, signal. If the encoder does not
make its sc go.n line word transition at nearly the same time, the scan servo
will switch from the linear mode to the bang-bang mode, This applies nearly
full drive to accelerate the mirror to r--,hieNe agreement of the two logic words,
The excess drive from the bang-bang must then be countered by a short period
of reverse drive to decelerate the mirror once the logic words agree, and the
servo is operating in the linear mode
.
. This type of erratic scan drive oper-
ation causes unnecessary power consumption particularly in retrace where the
duty cycle is high.
The design change (See Figure 4-3 ) Dwg 45138) involves slaving the
ramp generator to the encoder so that the scan logic word updates when the
encoder word changes at midstep. Drive is applied until the encoder reaches
the desired position rather than for a fixed t mo Internal of 27 msec which
requires smooth, low friction bearings. The modified circuit can typically
accommodate bearing drag of 20 in. -oz and continue to operate smoothly
in the linear mode. The drag of the molydisulphide lubed encoder bearings
is typically 4 to 5 In, -oz for the combined encoders.
Tests on the GOES B VISSR by the spacecraft contractor showed a
reduction in VISSR average input power during retrace from 7 watts to le ss
than I watt after the circuit modification.

SBRC
► 11111, iRRMiY,,if 9-R9 AI
CALIBRATION CIRCUITRY ACTIVATED BY COMMAND
A roquirement on previous Instruments was that the VISSR Internal
calibration sequence should only occur at the north frame limit, The cali-
bration logic was enabled at the first scan stop and clocked by the restore
timing pulse to gonerate a 5-level staircase. This function provides a gain
check on the visible and infrar,,d channel amplifiers, Additionally, the IR
calibration target comes into the field of view (FOV) on the third scan line
if Its motor has been enabled by conini-ind prior t^:) the start of the cali.
bration sequence. Another staircase occurs on the fourth line after which
the calibration logic is locked out, The, logic Is similarly cycled after
reaching the south frame limit by four de restore timing pulses, but the
staircase and target motor drive circuits are inhibited. If the south limit
is not reached, the logic is not recycled and cannot respond at the next
north limit,
The original intent of this Chang; was to allow use of the calibration
even if the scan mirror could not roach the south limit due to intentional
short frame operation or scan mirror bearing lulDrication build up problems,
A design change for the GOES 11 and C instruments provides the capa-
bility to override the calibration logic lockoat in response to certain co—.4-
mands whereby calibration (= now be obtained on short frames, The cali-
bration logic is activated by the transition 
of 
the scan direction latch U14
on Scan Logic Schematic 45138 (Figuro 2-4). The latch was previously
controlled by the south frame limit comparator, but now is also controlled
by the forward-reverse flip-flop IJ16 in response to the- Scan Direction
Reverse command, Thus, it is no longer necessary to reach the south
frame limit to recycle the calibration logic,
2.7
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The other transition of the scan direction latch was previously con-
trolled by the north frame limit comparator, but now also has a lockout
override,, The state of the latch is changed by a pulse derived from the ON
translation of the scan ON/OFF flip-flop U17. See Figure 4-5 (Dwg 45138),
Thus, to obtain a calibration sequence during short frame operation, the
procedure requires;
1. A Scan Direction Reverse Command from forward to reverse
to recycle the calibration logic and to retrace to the appropriate
start line;
L. Another reverse command for forward scan direction;
3, A Stop Scan OFF command to enable the latch trigger circuit; and
4. The Stop Scan ON coniniand to activate the trigger for the latch
that initiates the calibration sequence,

Iry




This change provides the capability to increaso the size of the scan
frame to roll out possible encoder bearing lubrication build-up at the ends
of the norrnal frarne.
An electronic design change was implemented whereby the visible
channel focus commands were made dual function commands to add the
expanded frame capability. Issuing a single Visible Focus Forward command
thus also causes expanded frame size and conversely, Visible Focus Reverse
con,in-land results in normal frame size. The command pulse drives an added
latching relay whose contacts control the logic word in the frame lirnit com-
parators of the scan logic. See Figure 2-6 (Dwg 45138). The expanded
frame has 128 additional -,tops at each end.
Entry into expanded frame operation can. be  initiated at any scan line
during the normal frame whereby the frame will be bounded by the expanded
frame limits. The expanded frame mode is terminated by issuing a single.
Visible Focus Reverse command when at a scan line, within the limits of the
normal frame. If the nornial frame comn-iand is issued when in the expanded
frame segment, operation will vary depending on which scan drive is being
used. For example, if normal frame is coninianded when in the north
expanded segment during retrace with redundant drive, the scan rate will
immediately change from rapid to normal, and scan direction will reverse,
to provide stepping toward the north normal frame limit NNh ore it will stop.
However, for the primary scan drive in the north expanded segment, issuance
of the Visible Focus Reverse command to return to normal frame will cause
retrace stepping action to stop immediately. Issuance of a Stop Scan ON
command will then result in stepping toward the south limit at the normal
rate without stopping at the north normal frame limit until this limit is




















































The commandable • lung frame capability was added to compensate
for the lubrication buildup in the Kulun bearings that were originally fitted
in tho GOES li VISSR encoders. Now that the• bearings have been replaced
on both GOES li and C' instrunivnts with molydisulphide lubricated bearings,

















IMPROVIM ACCURACY FOR TEMP AIA'TUIIF: XIONITOIt ,'l1 cures
The VISSK calibration dope e nds on the- ak curacy of the tempe ratury
source in the scanner assembly, part ► t alarly the- calibration shutter
temperature sensor. The design change improves the specified temperature•
accuracy to U. L °C' as compared to an unspecified value for previous VN.IiH
instrunsents.
'The change- involves the use- of U. U5 T accuracy the rmisturs and
redesign of the bias cire nits for the sensors and tht , telerttetry scaling
cire u ► t to operate front regulated +IL volts.	 1 hest . . ircuits in previous
SMS VISSP instruments (See Figure 2-7, Dwg 44740) were powered from
unregulated 115 volts supplied front the VISSR do-dc converter via the
spaces raft 2 0 -volt source. This a r r.engement was sensitive to voltage
changes caused by variations in loading imbal.ence and temperature changes.
Suitable corrections to the tc nperature telemetry data could not be made
based only on +15 volt telemetry without the -15 volt data which is nut
te•lemetered.
The circuit dersign change added an integrated circuit voltage regulator
to the- Ala 'Temperature Nlonitor circuit board to provide a stably +IL volt
source for the temperature sensing elements. Furthermore, any dependence
on the unregulated -15 volt supply to provide the zero reference offset to the
sensors was removed by applying instead an offset voltage derived from the
regulated +IL volt source to the noninverting differential input of the -scaling
amplifier. See Figure L-H (Dwg 4"3t)51.
The +12 volt source is provided for telemetry at a -t-volt mdximt ► Itt
value via a voltage divider and brought Out on tht • circuit board connector
that previously .arrit-d the telemetry signal for the redundant encoder
temperature monitor. This monitor circuit was deleted to make roust for
the regulator. The tentperaturt • monitor e t rcu.t for the electronics module
which is located on the A ll circuit board was not modified to use the regulated
+l.'. volts. "The operating point for the IR detector temperaturt• servo is now
r__
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set by a voltage derived from the 4 . 12 volt regulated source instead of the
unregulated -15 volt source. This provides a more nearly constant IR
detector signal output by holding the detector at a set temperature in the
















	 Two changes occurred during tht- contract period affecting the mechan-
ical configuration. The first was the alit-ration of thermal control surfaces
(Engineering ' hange 003), and the second, was the change in the scan drive
lubrication (Engineering Change 008 and 0I2).
THERMAL CONTROL SURFACES
The VISSR has the following four thermal control surfaces:
I. End cover over the scan imrror cavity
i
L. Encoder covers
(	 3. Radiative cooler shield
1.
4. Radiative cooler adapter
The first three items are surfaces covered with reflective tape, and the
i
fourth is covered with a thermal blanket.
During the SMS program, there was evidence of debris in a cavity
adjacent to the primary mirror that appart • ntly migrated from tht- thermal
control reflective tape. If this had not been AL'ttced, it is conceivable that
the debris could have migrated into an area around the primary focal plane
and caused an optical obscuration. This being the case, the tape was elim-
inated from areas in the vicinity of the scan mirror opening.
The proposed and subsequently approved proposal for eliminating this
potential problem in the GOES B and C instruments was to eliminate the tape
and perfurm the same function by use of polished reflective finishes on the
applicable surfaces. This resulted in the use of a polished aluminum end
cover over the scan mirror cavity, and polished aluminum encoder covers.
11










Thi- changes are indicated in Figure 3-1 - a drawing of the end cover, and
Figure 3-2 - a photograph of the encoder cover. A sample of the polished
aluminum was forwarded to NASA/GSF(' wKere it was verified that the new
surface niet or ex. ceded the emissivity requirements previously provided by
the re-flective tape.
'-+	 SCAN DRIVE 11FAR ING LU IMCATION
Ei	
SNIS I developed a VISSR scan drive ani,maly follo%tng n ► no months of
1!	
operational use. The scan mirror stalled at the south end of the frame near
the normal frame !imit. The anomaly resulted in narrowing of the useful
l	 t i aerie as a functit)n of operational time. Investigations revealed that the
problem Has caused by abnor.na r
 lubrication buildup in the scan drive bearings
at the frame end. The problem resulted in an extens,ve effort for determining
an optimum lubrr.ate,in method to as q ur,' trouble-froe (iperation of future
instruments. The original bearing lubrication method utilized burnished
MoS2 on the balls end raceways together with a Rulon ''A'' ball cage. This
method, becausv of the limited bearing rotation, resulted in excessive lubri-
cation buildup at the scan limits to the exti-nt of causing excessive bearing
friction. The optinium lubrication method has been determined to be a
sputtered MoS 2 lubrication system precisely controlled to a thin application
together with a bronze bearing retainer rather than the Teflon/ lubrication
transfer type retainer. This improved scan drive lubrication method is used
on the GOES l3  and C instrunicrits. The lubrication investigation and develop-
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Section 5
INTEGRATFI) P11OTOSENSOR (IPS) POTTING VOID PROBLEM
The first indication of a problem with the- Integrated Photosensor (IPS)
unit y was when tilt- GMS-1 radionieter had a high-voltage failure in IPS S/N
UU y . Thin was found to bt- the result of a butting void undo-r tilt- high-voltage
multiplier board. Figure 5-1 shows a d rdw ing gat the IPS cross section. The
area of failure is near the right-hand vertical standoff on the lowermost
board just above , the photomultiplier. Figure 5-L through 5-4 are photos of
tilt , actual pa ► tially dissected high-voltage converter. The black spot in the
right-hand portion of both photos in the area of the failure. cable 5-1 givt-n
the operating history of this GMS tailed IPS unit.
Table i-I. Opt-rating history of GMS IPS SN Utlel
VACUUM TESTS AT [MR
VACUUM TESTS AT SEIRC WHIE(
INSTAIIED IN THE VISSR





720 hours T0M VACUUM TIM[
IPS FAIEED 20 hours INTO THE FIRST SPACECRAFT VACUUM EXPOSURE
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The IPS design had been previously develoreel and qualified during the
SMS contract. The second purchase lot of IPS units for GM6, GOES, and
VAS were to be manufacturec+ ids-ntically to the previous lot with the excep-
tion of certain approved changes to manufacturing procedures.
All the existing 52 IPS units pu -chased in the second lot contain
questionable putting in the area of the high-voltage- multiplier. Table 5-2
gives a d.-scription by tnstrumvnt and project of the 52 suspect IPS units.
In an attempt to establish some type of reliability status for these units, a
thermal-vacuum lift- test was conducted. This test used the seven GOES,
three GMS, and one SMS spare units. All units were placed in thermal
vacuum at 40'C and I v IG' t' turr pressure for a proposed '+U-day test.
I he high-voltage monitor point was recorded continuously for the duration
J the test. The anode current and oscillator output waveform %kere checked
twice %%vi-kly or vdien any irr,-gularity occurred on tilt- high-voltage- monitor.
Table Z. Distribution of Suspect IPS Units
";MS-1
	 A	 GOIS B	 M
GMS -2	 A	 GO( S -C	 A
GMS - SPARES	 i	 GOfS D WASi	 A
GMS FAILED
	
1 SN 009	 GOES SPARES	 e
M	 GOES FARM	 I SN 1?3
GOES BROKEN
	 1 SN 109
32
IOIAL IPN UNITS PROCURED
IN THIS MANWACIURING 101 57





OF POOR QUALITY	 S It It
AM the failure modt- is relateO to the duration of continuous vacuum
i
exposure, the data Ire ► rll the shorter vacuum exposures at the spacecraft
level are of questionable value. IteKarelless of this, the numerical pre-
diction is g,- neI*aIIN useful in de ser• ih ► ng the• possibilities ee1 ,en operational
faiItIre.
the vIt ven ll ►5 t► ntt y cu1 • rently under test at SIt1W have heen in tl it- rntai
vat ut ► 111 tot • .:, 37(1 hours as of LL June 1 1 17",	 'I ahlo 5-3, the • till' rl ► t.11-VACUUM
life- test Mtatus, gives the serial nutllht-rs Lind history of this test. Onv mal-
It► nCtion ha y ut t urre(I to date involving; tilt- GM:$ IPS unit, Serial No. 113,
This unit had undergone 100 hours ul thermal-vacuum to-sting prior to delivery
trom F:KM, the t11an • e1at hirer • ; the • 1.111e11-o in the SIM(' vacuum test occurred
at 575 hours into) tilt- lest.	 The failure • sy111ptottls were i(le • nt ital to the GMS
unit, Scrial No, OW), that failed while installt-11 In the Gh1ti spacecraft, Both
fa ► lures occurred .11te-r relatively short vacuttm exposures when cowpared to
the total length of the vat uunl life test. No additional tailure^s have occurred
during the • remaining ISUO hours of the test,
I able 1- 3,	 Status of IPS VacU11111 Life 10-4t to Date
(.()1"
	 11 1 %	 SN SN




111 SN 1231AIIID 4111117 AMR
S1S HOURS	 OIRI1	 1All(1111
SYMPI(1MN 0('( ORRID 01111









Until this latest test series u y ;ng the eleven spare IYti units, the• longest
vaclluitl exposure any of the • IPS units had been subjected to was approximately
t 300 hour(. This additional vat uum exposure has provideel more substantial
SANTA 13ARSARA RESEARCH CENTER
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s It It c
information for goew rating preliminary rt•I ► ability Mtattatics.	 Itasvd on all
At' rutttulated test Atli • rt it) date for (,OFF, (;MS, and -4 parr luhrM, .11)1)roxi-
itt.ltt • ly 5p, ,1111, Ilnll hottt • !1 of vacuum it- Mting helve been t ondut tt•tl.	 Ihtring
tilts 1u•riod, I%%o II I S unit y hAVI- la ► It ti II'0II1 .11,1>art• III ly the h t,tttc• vac'u ► IIII
mated potting dettc iency,	 'I • hr ►► tt .In tit ► tr-betwrrn t. ► ilurr 1^171i1t t alru-
lationh bamed ,it 	 data ^ztve an (\1 1.11,!•• of 11 4 00 hours for a mingIc II's unit
f.It a 00", cunticit • nc a It•vt•l.
Atl ► ttlttedly, the tr-it da ta at t . ,till somewhat limited, however, It pointo
to an "Infant t ►►orta llt y " tailuuo type ittr thr 1,ottltig void
t rur,am It .11 ► 1 ►ea r : it) he, vxtendod the rtttal-vac uut ►► tt•.
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A	 EXAMINATION OF TIIF: S\1S VISSIZ SCAN \ 11MOR
TES'r HF:AIZINGS
11	 VISSIZ VNCODI-:R Itl'ARIN(',S, 45>3.'.
1NVFS'r1C',A'r1ON OF "1'IIF GOES IWAIZING ASST\MLY
''Itt ? N-1N' 1'1-:S'I' VAll.l'IZF 11Y RAI.I., IZAC'F, AN')






I Fncoder/Torque Motor/Rearing Cross Section . . . . . . . . .
L Nearing Life Te:{t of SN 02" + , Rolling; and Static Friction.
3 Ilearing Life Test of SN 02 1 , Fnd of Scan Pe.tk Torque
Iluildup
	 ...................................
4 Hearing Life Test of SN 032, Rollin; and Static Friction.
	 .
5 Ilea ri ng	 Life 'Pest of SN 032, End of Scan Pe.ik 'T'orgtie
Nu ► ldup	 ...................................
6 Nearing SN 032,
	
Inner ft,,ce, 13.(11	 'Crack .
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
7 Nearing; SN 032,	 Inner Race, Higher	 NIagnification	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
H Ilea ring SN 032,	 Inner	 It. ► ce, Higher	 Magnification	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
,j Neartng SN 032,	 Inner Race, Separate	 Nall	 Track .	 .	 .	 ,	 ,	 .	 .
10 Nearing; SN 032,	 !nner Race, Higher Magnification	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
11 Nearing Life Test,	 SN 022,	 F.nd of Scan I'e.tic Torcpw
Build up 	 ...................................
I	 _ SF M Photograph of a 11,01 from Fafnir Nearing SN 022
CA200
	 Ntagnificationl	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
13 SI-'M Photograph of Inner Race Nall	 1'rack from Fafnir
tiN 022 (xl(U Magnification) . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
1 .3 SF.M Photograph of the Inner Race Kill Track from
Fafnir SN 022	 (x100	 Magnification)	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
15 SFNI Pnotograph of the Inner Ract, Nall Track from
Fafnir SN 022 (x500 Magnification) .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
It Bearing Life Test	 1,	 SN 030, End of tican Peak "Torque
lliiil-iiip	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
17 hearing	 Life 'rest	 I,	 SN 0	 4, Find of Scan Peak Torque
lluildup
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TRANSFER FILM LUBRICATION EVALUATION I
In the VISSR scan mirror drive development pi,ase, a servo system in-
corporating an optical encoder was selected over a lead scree and stepper
motor. The optical encoder's poor tolerance of center shift and the off- center
holding torque requirements dictated the use of precision hall hearings over
flex pivots. These bearings were required to be large and highly preloaded
to support the approximately 38-pound mass of the scan mirror structure
v., ith the required precision. A Fafnir ANIVW5 .37 WOD X1101 DB Torque Tube
g earing vras selected for this application.
The original lubrication scheme utilized a Rulon "A" ball cage and a
manually burnished MoS) film on the raceways and balls. This was decided
after oil and greases were rejected for possible outgassing and film creep
problems. The Rulon "A" cage provided a teflon transfer film while the bur-
niched h1oS 2 formed a temporary wear barrier (luring run-in.
The VISSR bearing application requires a limited scan motion of t5°
.about a nominal center point. An absolute mechanical limit exists at t6. 5°
about the same center. Each of the tvto bearing pairs is mounted within a
precision optical encoder (see Figure 1). These bearings serve the dual pur-
pose of providing a precision inounting for the optical encoder disk and sup-
porting the approximately 38-pound scan mirror structure.
The VISSR/VAS five-year mission requires a minimum of two complete
scan frames (pictures) per hour or 87,600 cycles. 'T'he scan iilirror is stepped
in increments of 1' l . 775 arc seconds at a rate of 1 . t,67 steps per second dur-
ing the forward or "picture taking" scan. It is then retraced using the same
step size, but at a rate ten titres the forward rate. Each scan and retrace is
composed of 1810 steps each or approximately 10' of travel. The bearing hall
travel is liittited to 5. 31' on the inner race and 4.69 on the outer race by this
frame size.
As a result of excessive transfer film ac,_unwlation v.-ithin the SMS scan
mirror encoder bearings, an attempt \vas made to replace the Rulon "A" sepa-
rator with a material hav ink, a lower t ransfe r rate. At the recommendation










































































of the Fafnir Bearing Corporation and several other hearing experts, the
GMS and GOES encoder bearings were procured with hteldin P1-30X hall
separators. This material was thought to have a lower transfer rite due to
its reduced teflon content.
After receipt of the bearings, a vacuum life test was started using hear-
ing SN OZO. The he..ring was installed in the life test fixture as received with-
out it run-in. The life test procedure is a duplicate of the VISSR scan pattern
with the exception that rather than 1820 steps, the fixture uses approximately
600 steps to cover the 10 scan. A times - ten acceleration factor is used to
allo ,.% the test to be completed in a reasonable time period. Greater accelera-
tion factors are not usable clue to the transfer characteristics of the retainer.
The results of this test are shown in Figures L and 3.
The rolling and static fr i :tion of test bearing SN OZ9 increased only
slightly over the 102, 000 cycles of the test period. The end-of-scan lubri-
cant buildup started at L, 000 cycles and reached Lt; inch-ounces by 11_, GOO
cycles.
The end -of - scan peak buildup at 102, 000 cycles reached 50 inch-ounces.
At this time the behavior of the Xleldin P1-30X hall separator xit s not signifi-
cantly different from that of the Rulon "A" material previously tested for the
SNIS program.
As an outcome of the Xleldin hearing tests, an investigation was started
into other more suitable lubrication systems. These ^ entered about IZV sput -
ter deposited MoS ) films using various hall cage materials. During discus-
sions Feld %p ith the encoder manufacturer IBald ,.%in Flectronicsl, it was dis-
covered that a considerable run-in of the hearings was incurred in the shaft
grind and disk centering operations. As Baldwin had been instructed to mini-
niize run-in to prevent excess t ransfe - filth buildup this came as a au -prise.
The run-in totalled approximately 4800 revolutions at iS rpm, and is an es-
sential part of the manufacturing process. As a result of this infortr.ation,
all subsequent test bearings "ere given a sisimlated run-in prior to oscilla-
tory testing to the life test fixture.
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Figure 2, Bearing I.ife Test of SN 029, Rollin; and
Static Friction
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Figure 3, Hearing Life Test of SN
Teak Torque buildup
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At this tin g e, a second Meldin separated bearing test was started at th4
	
1	 urging of CSFC. The test utilized bearing SN 032 borrowed from the GMS
program. To more closely simulate the actual test history of an encoder,
f
these bearings were given the 4800-revolution run-in at 10 rpm prior to the
	
l	 start ut the test. The initial torque values were comparable with previous
	
^-	 tests. The end-of-scan torque buildup began immediately but did not rise as
rapidly as before. Static and rolling friction appeared to he normal until
	
r j	approximately 30, 000 scan cycles hail been completed. After that point the
	
^) }	 static friction began a rauid rise with peak static friction levels exceeding
	
{..	 LO inc'	 nces by 75, 000 cycles. These data are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.
Photographs of the ball tracks (Figures 6 through 10) show a uniform
transfer film was established during the run-in. This \"as distur • ed by the
I..
oscillating ball motion creating evenly spaced areas of disturbed and undis-
turbed film. The undisturbed film is smooth and even v., hen examined at up
J
to 30x. The areas of disturbed film, where the oscillating hall tracks appear,
iare composed of bet-, een 30 °,o and 90",, bare metal. The remainder is covered
with a transfer film of various thickness as indicated by the optical fringe pat-
terns. 'The ''bare'' areas may have some coating but it is not apparent when
examined optically. The ends of the ball track have obvious accumulations of
transfer film debris. This .vas squeezed into a semi-circle by the contact
ellipse. The heights of these accumulations are between 12, OOOA and 20, 000A
above the bearing; surface.
The net force of 72 balls pressing simultaneously against the ramps
created by these accumulations is the cause of the end-of-scan torque buildup.
The missing transfer film from the ball track areas is either clinging to the
balls (this has been observed) or has flaked off the surfaces. The rotivil tex
ture of the ball-raceway interface created by the partial removal of the t rans-
fer film is the cause of the increased rolling and static friction. Photographs
of bearing; SN 032 in various magnifications are shown in Figures 6 through 10
as examples of the problem.
I
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Figure 4. bearing Life Test of SN 032, Rolling and
Static Friction
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Figure 5. Bearing; Life Test of SN 032, Find of Scan
Peak Torque Buildup
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Figure O. Rearing SN 031, Inner Race
Rall Track
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Figure 7. Bearing; SN 032, Inner Race, Higher Magnification
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The ►• esult s oft hese t est s show that t ransfe r t i lm lubrication my stems
are unsuited for .applications wherein bearing motion limits or 1)reventa it tit ►
torso rvpleni slit m• nt of the t ran afer thin.	 I his problem is compounded by a
con it) ination of ball spacing and angular motion th.it prevents the interlocking
of the h. ► II tracks. Without this, the end of scan debris created by the balls
from the I ►'.tnsfer film is nit removed by the adjacent balls.
Supporting information is presented in the Appendices. Appendix A
describes an examination by q tr. Charles F. Vest (GSVC) of a Itulon "A"
lepar.ated bearing tested in the ten-times accelerated VlSSI1 fixture. At the
time this test took place little • was understood about the transfer film phe-
nomenon at Still('. As a result, some test data points related to the end-of-
sc.anre lust. The• bearing used in this test had received no pre-buildups %\e
vious run-in, thus \\as free of a uniformly distributed transfer film. The
photogr.t lit s iitciuded in 1\I r. Vest's report contiri ► i . ► n .tccu ►► iul.ttioit of the
Transfer film at the vied-of-scan positions. The region het\\een  the ball tracks
appears to lie nearly free of transfer fiIi ► t, Using a count of the interference
pattern ft• in
.
L;es, the film appears to be It), 500A (A) thick in the peak buildup
region. The film thickness in the normal bill track region is apparently less
than 1400A (1 /4.X).
In the (j5E'(' report it should be noted that the s.tme number of fringes
tl'pear on either side of the buildup peak. If the buildup \\ere due to the balls
v.e.tring or sinking into a previously deposited film, a greater inimber (it'
fringes -xottld appear on the side toward the hall t rack. if it is occurring as
i result of i continuousl y deposited film, vdivrein the film remains very thin
(<,I/4V in the b.tII track region, and does not exist beyond the buildup, the
fringe pattern \\111 be s\m ► t it , trt .al as observed.
A emit radi ct ion exists here in that the ba II Reomet ry theoretically pre-
vents a direct separator-to-ball, hall-to-rac • e\\ay transfer,	 this is explained
in the memo of G. K. Ilobbs (Appendix 11), 'The transfer does occur as allus-
t rat ed to the Vest i t-mo; the ► rnech.tnism is not understood at this ti ► tu•.
SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER	 1.:
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A second memo, by I1. S. Noji, Hughes E1 Segundo (Appendix C), involves
the analysis of a test bearing SN 007 ►)reviously run-in with a Rulon "A'' sepa-
rator by Baldm.-in Electronics. This resulted in abnormally high rolling and
static friction. A.fter this occurrence early in the program, Baldwin ,%-as in-
structed to minimize bearing rnn-in. The bearing was sent to Fafnir for
cleaning and replacement of the Rulon "A" separator with a Nleldin separator.
When the bearing \vas reinstalled in the test fixture, it became apparent that
the previous transfer film had not been completely removed.
The bearing %%as then sent to Mr. Noji for analysis to verify this theory.
It should be noted that a great similarity exists between this test bearing and
the appearance of SN 032.
SPUTTERED MoS2 LUBRICATION SYSTEMS EVALUATION
During the initial attempts at developing a sputtered MoS) lubrication
system bearing, SNs 022, 024, 025, 026, and 030 \,%ere sent to GSFC who then
subcontracted the spatter coating of the raceways to llohnian Plating. }fearing
SN 022 was returned to SBRC for vacuum life testing with m.hat is believed to
be between b, OOOA and 12, OOOA of MoS2 on the raceways. The balls were un-
coated and a phenolic (Synthane I.LB-3) hall separator vas used.
During the oscillating motion 05 ) life test, static and rolling friction
remained nominal; hom.-ever, a significant end-of-scan buildup began within
the first 700 cycles. This buildup reached l ea in.-oz by 3000 cycles. Over-
running the buildup ten times on each end-of-scan reduced the peak torque
required to less than 7 in.-oz. The test was restarted and by 3789 cycles the
peak had returned to 11 in.-oz. The test was suspended ,\hile the hearing
was given approximately 4000 revolutions at 10 rpm. After restarting the
test, the bearing torque characteristics followed the original plot almost
exactly, reaching a peak end-of-scan torque in excess of 20 in.-oz by 10, 000
cycles. A plot of the worst-case end-of-scan buildup is sho\^n in Figure 11.
The test bearings SN 022 \ere then disassembled and photographed
using a SERI. Due to the large size of the bearing raceways and the limited
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I.	 Figure 11. Bearing Life Test, SN 022, End of Scan
Peak Torque Buildup
^j
volume of the SEM chamber, the photographs are confined to a small area of
the inner race (see Figures 12 through 15). The photographs illustrate the
excessive thickness of the coating and the action of the balls in forcing the
material to the sides and into a buildup at the end-of-scan position.
A meeting was held at Fafnir with Mr. Vest (GSFC), Adolph Betterim
(Fafnir), and G. Barnett (SBRC) in attendance to examine additional NIOS2
coated bearings and to perform preload and torque tests on them. One of
these bearings, SN 030, was then brought to SBRC for life testing. The re-
sults of this life test were essentially a repeat of SN DLL. A plot of the worst-
case end-of-scan buildup is sho%, • n in Figure 16.
It became apparent through tests of bearings SNO22 and SNO30 that the
thickness of the Ilohnian coatings was in excess of that required by this applica-
tion. Due to the logistics problems of dealing with an east coast firm, contracts
were negotiated with Technology of Materials in Santa Barbara, and Ron Christy
of 11tiches F1 Segundo, for development of suitable sputtered MoS2 coatings.





BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
The ball \k .is initially uncoated. Some transfer of
sputtered AloS2 has occurred during; bearing testing.
The MoS2 appears as splotchy layers of approxiniately
uniform thickness. Two bubble inclusions can be seen
in the lower center of the picture.
Figure 12. SEM Photograph of a Ball from Fafnir Bearing SN 022
(x200 Magnification)
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The• region betv^een arrows 1 and -, is composed of
MoS) squeezed out of the ball contact ellipse tmvard
the high side of the inner r. ► ce. The track of the con-
tact ellipse lies bet\,% , een arrows 2 and 3. I'he lov.,
side Moti) accumulation lies  he t \\ een :i r roe\ s 3 and 4.
Above arrow 1 is nearly undisturbed Mott, replicating
the steel surface beneath it. Most of the apparent
scratches are in the AtoS2 coating generated by \xiping
the race-way after-coating in an effort to eliminate
excess MoS2.
Figure 13. SFNI Photograph of Inner Mace 13all "Track from Fafnir SN 022
(x100 Magnification)
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
This is a further enlargement of the previous area
showing greater detail. The ball contact ellipse ap-
proaches from the upper left, and stops in the center
of the photograph. It then retreats toward the upper
left. The AIoSL debris to the right mvas created dur-
ing one of the two run-ins the bearing received while
in test.
Figure 15. SEM Photograph of the Inner Race Ball Track from
Fafnir 5N 022 (x500 Magnification)
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Figure 16, bearing life 'Test 1, SN 030, F:nd of Scan
Peak Torque buildup
The initial problem was in the development of a process for removal of
the existing \IoS 2 coating from the availa')le test hearings. This was done by
Ron Christy and ix docume nted in SbRC Specification 1586().
The bearings coated by Technology of Materials utilized a hard under-
coating of titanium carbide %kith an overcoating of MoS2. The MoS2 coating
Of these bearings tended to flake off, causing excessive rolling and static
friction. Technology of Materials eras eventually dropped as a lubrication
source for this particular heartnc.
The coatings applied by Ron Christy proved to he durable and reproduc-
ible from lot to lot. Initially, sevaral combinations of coating thickness and
hall separator material %%ere tried. there included uncoated phenolic sepa-
rators with coated halls and races; coated bronze separators with coated balls
and races; and full complement hearings with coated halls and races, nnly
the bronze separated hearings proved to be satisfactory for this particular







application. ball separators of Nitronic 60 steel were fabricated although




A group of commercial bearings were purchased from Split Ball Flearing
(SIM for the initial tests as flight grade Fafnir bearings were ► inavailable.
These gave mislead i ng results due to poor ball size matching. When the SBb
(}	 bearings "ere disassem bled after life testing, as few as 12 of the 36 balls
ti were found to be carrying the entire load. The end-of - scan torque buildup
for these bearings is the sum of the forces necess. ► ry to cause each of the
72 balls to climb its own buildup tines their average distance from the cen-
ter of hearing rotation. With the x ► iialler number of h. ► Ils carrying the entire
lead, the surface pressure per hall increased. llowever, due to the finite
coating thickness, little increase occurred in the actual end-of-scan torque
buildup. This caused the end-of-scan torque buildups to appear smaller for
a given coating thickness. A„ the coating thickness of MoS2 approached the
ball tolerance, the end-of-scan buildup began to rise rapidly.
When flight grade Fafnir bearings became available with their tighter
hall tolerances, the thickness previously chosen using the commercial SBB
bearings proved to be excessive. Fafnir bearing 5N 024 was coated with
2400A on the balls and races, and 4500A on the hronze separator. The re
suits of its test are shown in Figure 17, Hearing SN 024 was then stripped
and recoated with 1000A on the balls, races, and separator. The results of
subsequent life test of the bearing are sho^kn in Figure 18. When examining
this graph, it will be noted that some end-of-scan buildup continues to appear
i
although the thickness decrease from 2400A to 1000A had a significant effect.
bearing SN 025 was initially coated with 2400A on the raceways and halls,
and 4500A on the separator. This hearing %%as then placed in a special fixture
for determining if excessive .%ear Mould set in after an extended operating
period. A 10-cycle per minute rate was used with it sinusoidal scan pattern.
The cA200) acceleration factor i ► akes any comparison of rolling, static or
end-of-scan torque buildups nearly i ► ieaningless	 Figure 19 illustrates the
results of this test performed in a dry N2 chamber. No abnormal wear pattern
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1 Figure 17. Bearing Life Test 1, SN 024, Find of Scan
Peak Torque Buildup
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I	 Figure 19. Bearing Life Test I, SN 025, End of Scan
Peak Torque Buildup
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(tr tortlue buildups occurred during the test. Visual examination after hearing
disassembly sl►owed no mechanical wear. SN 025 was then stripped and re-
coated %% it h 1000A of MoS j. A second life trat of this bearing at the normal
(x10) acceIt - rated rate is shown in Figure _'0,
Prior to the i nit t, ► I t rst s of bea rings tiN 024 and 025 % tt h a _'400A costing,
► he GO( 'S "C"WISSR) encoder bearings SNs 026 and 030 %%e• rr committed for
coating.	 Phis action \%as probably pr; m.tture; limNev er, based on existing
1,nowledge and the pressure of a schedule sl,p, it seeittc• d reasonahIe. After
coating kith 400A to 2800A and a 4800 re\.-olution run-in, these bearings \vere
placed in the life test fixture.
Table 1 gives the	 stilts of the test.







t	 le. Friction friction CW CC\\
(in,-oz) (ill.
	
»1 (in. - oz) (in. - oz)
l ► .'. ,1 I	 .	 1'` i ► , !i0 U, U0 U,	 1111
hbO 0, 75 L, ^5 ^. l0
o	 t , t,,	 o7 I	 . 2. 0, 05 2, 50 3.85
o-) t, I 1 ,	 50 8 ^, J. 0W 4, 55
030 ti 1 . 80 j ► 1 ► , 0o 0, 00
030 t,t,0 1	 .	 7t ► 1	 ..I	 , 6. 0 7. -10
030 ^^,	 t,7ti 1	 .	 7-,, 1.	 4- , 3, 75 . 7?
030 I	 I	 ,	 -,tt•. 1	 .	 Kl I	 .	 35 .	 ^t' I	 1	 ,	 nil
The obviously high end-of-scan buildup caused the bearings to be re
stripped and tooted kith 1000A on the races, halls, and separ.ctor. After
retoating the hearings	 again run-in for 4800 revolutions and placed in
the life test fixture. Table 2 gives results of this test. Eased on these test
results, hearings SN U_'t, and 030 were released fir use in the GOFS "C"
(VISSR) encoders. Some end-of-scan huildup will occur; however, it should
not become a significant factor in their operation. This is borne out by the












k:vcle I•'riction I'rictioil x:11 e:(:11
(111,	 0Z) (in.	 ozl (In,	 oz l (tn,	 oz)
u,:h 0 1.	 3( ! 1. -1 u (1,	 el l 0. 00
o 2l o X00 1),	 l 0. 7 S ► . I	 ;^^
II	 •	 1. 1.1 I	 .	 1	 1 •. It,	 `Itl 1	 . 1	 1	 •`
1.	 1 ,	 'tl l 11, 00 11, 00
ill 1.1 1	 .	 1	 11 ll.	 ' 1 i Fo
e\tencled Irle test of be. 1-1ligs tiN 02 . 1 .tncl tiN 0z 1% after .i second	 ,.iIit— with
( ( 1(111:^ of \1o;	 F1 e ^corst cane peak ha((((ul) shown in Vigtires IS acid 20 does
not ,•\,ved I, 50 i fl. •o7. after •1 ti, 000 evcIere for S  02 .1 and 1 `. -10 in, - of. .ifter
1 1, 000 cycles for tiN 02 •1, 'i'he second hearing (SN 02 1 apparently has . ►
thicker coating thmi tiN 02 .1. 	 I'he current , oating toler•Ince as specified tit
tiIMC process specification I-St," is !,_'00A. i)uring the pet • ind \\hon 1•e. ► rings
Sn (Q-;, 0-1 -,, ()_'n, and (1i(1 wert , coated, the toler. ► nces were he -ld to .ipprox-
irrtatt-1v t500A.
After the test results for the second sputter coating of bearings tiN 02 -1,
025, 0-'1 ` , and 1130 bet -mie AVIltlahle, the nonun•11 , o sting thickness per speci-
flc.ttion ltitlti ct \,.es reclucrcl to I()O!	 (10:1,	 Thirteen additional bearing parrs
ckere, processed to this spec iftcation ccttIt etch heing given .1 .'.-1110-cvcie run - in
follo\,ed by a ti000-c y cle 35 osclllatin^z evaItiation of the Itthrication coating,
The Bost - test It leasitr • erl it , tit ti .ire listed In 1'ahIv 3,
I'he end - of - sc.ln hill1,1ups for a!I but tcco of the thirteen set. .t re approxi -
mately the sable as their static friction readings, This can be interpreted to
ii) ean that no measurable buildup rs occ • urrinw, The other turn sets, S  078
.Ind S  0St,, appear to have sItg lit Iv thicker coatings, 	 I his -would not cause	 a
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c.ttecl stltlul.tting; tFle VISSR, Sc. ► n ,, Irt • ,ir .inn suppo
kith IllOOA, SN 024 Mid tl; 	 Subjected to the
Irve1s given to "Table •3,
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Fable 3,	 Fer► t Me.isurement K
ti^
e r. ► t;r
► tl.
1	 1*1.'tIo11
:1ve r. ► ^r
h{tUlnt;
Vrrrtton
f:nc1	 of	 Sc • . ► n	 . ► t
5000
	
( ^ , Ir.
l	 1\	 I 'ea i CIE*\\	 I'e. ► 1,
Ill. -oz (in,	 oz)
11. -or.) 1n,-n7.1
Il i i I	 .	 11 ; ^^ I	 . I	 .	 '
o7S 1,	 211 U,	 `10
tlso 1 . 40 1. 00 11, I	 ,	 s•,
I ► s-7 1	 . t ► ,	 t{5 I	 ;I 1	 .	 •Ill
11^ 1	 .	 -It l 1	 0 1	 .	 ;	 I 1 •	 -1 61
lh I	 .	 I `t5 1111 I .	 311
Its ; 11,	 ` t ll 0, s(1 1 . 30 I	 .	 I	 tl
t11. t ► ,	 + 0, SO 1.	 -1 `• I	 41
U^+t I	 . I. 00 I.	 -l1
111.3 1	 .	 L+ I 11,	 s5 I	 .	 I I	 .	 r
Il^ t " !	 .	 ! l	 .	 ' I , I	 , tll I	 ,
I,1 IuIIv gtt. ► lifv thtw Iit1)rtcmioil `\.trot, .t vihr. ► tion fixttcl'c • \t 11.4 f. ► I,ri-
S I li (;
._.
Prior to the vibration tests, SN 024 had received •18, 000 cycles of oiler
ation .and 3N 02S, 14,000 cycles. 	 l'he prev ► hr.atton dat. ► .err shown to l.'tl;ures
IS and 20. A post-vibration examination of the hearings while installed in the
preload fixtures revealed .a smaII amouatt of black powder on the shaft outside
,d the hearings. 'Phis is thought to he MoS, powder dislodged front the coveted
-iurface of the hell separator. 'Phis was borne out by the incre,cse in a i - of-
scan ouildup during; the post-vibration life test .hown in Figures _'I and ..'^.
p his additional end-of-scan huiltlup is most likely dae to the ponder rolling
out of the hell t r.tt k and increasing tie normal end-of- mcan buildup.
I	 , , the result of .a test drive failure, the host - vibration life test was
stopped . ► nd restarted after 53,250 cycles.	 '1'o rest .art the test in .a ne%v fix-
titre \\ithout the problem of misaligned end - of- seen huildup dehrts, the he. ► r
tngs \\v re givvit a tit) - revoItit ► on run In.	 Flits short run - in caused tit' previous
entl-of-scan buildups to completely d ► sappe.er.	 In the continuation of this test.
the end - of - seen huildeea.s refort, eel at approximately the initial r,ity. 	 The data
trout this life test are shmcn to Figures .'.I and -'.'-.
SI'10\1.ARY
In st ► tttmary, the tests performs-d to date Verify the s.etusfactor y oper.t
tion of .a thin sputtert-d Motit lubrication system. The tests also confirm the
unsutt.ahtlit\ of tr.ensfer lubrication systems for this particular .application.
Loth systems have .applications for which the\ are eminently suited, and con
Tersely other .applications in which they wo+ild Lail to perforate satisfactorily.
It the inform.ction .anti processes in this report art , to he used, they should he
thormighk tested m the p.trtictihr .application in question. Ver y suhtle differ-
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Mr \IR IYPE ANIV%y W.00 DUPL[x PAIR
SIARING LIFE IE S I OF SA 071 RF SPUTTERED
COATID V ITN IOOOX OF -Ao ,
 ON 1HE BAIIN RACES AND
SAE 060 BRONZE BAIT SEPARATORS SO tS PRELOAD
, S ROIAIION Of INNIIR RACE Al 1.0 MINUTES
fOkItiARD SCAN AND 0.' NIINUTE RETRACE
AVERAGI ROILING FRICTION	 1.0 IN.-01 (PEAK	 1.10 IN.-02)
AVERAGI STATIC FRICTION
	
1.25 1N.-Ol iPIAK	 1.40 IN.-01l
^F#0 RIV RUN-IN TO CLEAR BUILDUPS
10^	 PI AK CV11 AND CCIV END OF SCAN TORQUE81 1 IIDUP , I IN -07
♦ CAN t;Y(CIN (10001
Figure 21. licarmg Life Test 3, SN 024, F:nd of Scan
Peak Torque 13uildup (Post Vibration)
FA F NIR T''Pt A'AMS4F1:0D DUPDX PAIR
B W ARING LIFE TE5 OF SN 015 RF SPUTTERED
I ATI D I P- lWXUF NToS; ON THE BAILS. RACES AND
'1 Wl ORDWE BAIL SEPARATORS 5)-IB PRELOAD
'TA110% OF INNER RACE AT 2.0 NIINUTEN
­ ..AND SCAN ANn 0.2 '. I INUTE RETRACE
AVIRA61 ROt:ING FRICTION	 0.0 IN.-01 11.10 IN. -OZ PEAK
AMAGE STATIC. FRICTION - 1.3 M-OZ i.SO IN.-07 PEAK(
Pf AK CIV AND i uV, END OF SCAN TUROUE




Figure 22. E3earing Life Test 3, SN 025, Find of Scan
Peak "Torque fluildtlF, (Post Vibration)
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Appendix A
F.XANIINATION OF THE SN1S VISSR
SCAN MIRROR L1FF TEST BEARINGS
5ANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
twev - M9N #.H. , Iq •.
rwV ,N, t w l—	 ORIGINAL PACE IS
u*1: 1411 1 Sr. TES C; ► Vt"R NIE I	 OF POOR QUALITY
ro	 .. Mr. 1anic•s Phooix, rode '131	 DATE: Febi-teary g, 1973
FROM : Mr. CN-Iries T;. Vest, Code 764
Material; Engincering i!ranch
su1+11r : Examination of the S1VIS V1SSR Scan Mirror Life Test Bearings
REFER: SBRC Reliability Suns many for the Final Desimn Review (10/17/72).
1nt rodu(" ion
The sm)ject duplex pair of bearings were received for examination from
the Sania Barlvra Research Center (S131tC) installed in their test fixture
(Figure 1) after having operated in :i life test for 8f3, 000 c y cles (> 3 years
of operas ional lifet ime) in a vacuum of 10 -r) 	 r, at 35")C, and in an
o ,rillatory ►T-jotion of 10O Clockwise a ►ul 100 counter clockwise while under
a 45-15 preload. The lubricani was hurnished MoS 2 on the mces and balls.
In addition, a Ittilon A - MoS2 composite hall retainer was used to provide
transfer lubrication.	 S13RC states that this lubrication technique is
acceptable. as the test results showed that the static friction increased
foam 1.0 to only 1.8 oz. in. over the test period. Because they detected
a "ditem" at each end of the 10 sweep by manual feel, they would like
to use only the burnished MoS2 film and eliminate the teflon-type Rulon
retainer.
Bea ring Exam ination
Torque measure ments were made while the bearings were still installed
in the test fixture (45 lb. axial load), area the results were as follows:
Bet^vven the +10° and -10° detentn, 1. 5 oz. in.
110 toward 00 3. 8 oz. in.
-00 toward 0° , 5. 5 oz. in .
0 toward -10° 3. 8 oz. in.
0° toward X10° . 5. 5 oz. in.
The detcnts were menticned in the referenced report and are shcwn in
later photographs.
The bearii ► f:,s we, e removed from the fi:aure (Fi p re 1) and were dis-
assemblod, and each component was examuted at various magnifications.
Fig'itre 2 pictures a closeup of the bcarin:;a nd of one of the Rulon A
fully machined retainers. It is obvious that the retainers Nvere f:uided on
the outer race land. Very little wear of the retainers at this land contact
area or even in tho ball pockets teas evident.
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Fil;l ► rc 3 shows a sam}l)c hn;;rin(, h;111 ;it 13X and two views of the bill
surf.tce at 200N. The call is hrivht and sh;nv (like a new ball) with a
few small :-,pots of lubricant fi'm. This appearance suggests that the
limited movement did not I1';lnsfer ary significant amount of teflon from
the retainers and th;-t eery little MOS,, w :Is burnished onto the balls.
Tile top rir;ht photogr:lph shows that ttie ball has ;1 patchy film and a
line of heavier spots (if the transferred materini. 'rhe top left I)hotu,;r,,I)h
shows that a vat nje fil ► n is present as indicated by the scratchers put in
the fil ► u by a S'aarp probe. The file; ;appears to be thin and generally
uniforrll (e::ceut for the above nlcntioned spots) and appears to be comimsed
of the transferred Rulun and the burnished MoS2 powders.
Figure 4 shows the lubricating; film oil 	 outer race and the hall tracks
therein. The bill tracks are in segments, one wherever a ball has
oscillated. The ball tracks did not overlap.
Figure 5 shows the lubricating; film on the inner race where the balls
have oscillated (36 areas) and also shows that the distance of oscillation
was not sufficient to Alm% , bills to rotate into each other's track. The
20OX ph()t , ) ,rral,hs of a ball track show areas with thick and thin trans-
ferred film. Fi gwre 6 shows three sections of the lubricating; film,
illustrating; thc: plus and minus ends and the middle section of the ball
track. The build-up at each end is seen in the top and bottom photoaraphs
(dark gray areas). The center photographs show the middle of the ball
track where a detent was formed curing the test and where the film is
very thin with :1 thicker build-iii) on the ball tract: edge. 	 This build-up
could be retransferred vy ball spin and slip back into the ball track.
thereby replenishini; the lubricant. The darker deposits are probably
made up partly of the burnished MoS,, powders and the transferred
Rulon WTFL).	 A.
In Figure 7 are shown two areas of the ball groove of the inner race
showint; variations in the amount of A1oS2 that Was hul'lllshed onto the
surface. It is understood that t}le burnishin- method used employed
a cotton swat, and manual pressure in a process that was net designed
for use on bearings that are to operate more than a. few cycles .
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Discussion
The followitlg' Sketch illustrates my concept of the transferred Will
condition under a bal! path.
Stop	 >	 St 01)
det cs lit	 ctstent	 detwit
-10	 0	 -+10
Front the sketch and the photographs in Figure 6, it appears that the
troll action has trill:-fanned a film from lho Rulon A retainer tci the ball
path and I[NA the film has mixed %vith the burnished MoS 2 . Also, it
appear; that the ball has bushed the film along; the sides and to each end
of its track where the film has formed a Mile up. This action probably
nas created the detvnt at each end and is only detectable when the bearing
is rotated Lv hand past the; pile up. III
	
operation the cietents
would not be noticed as the balls W0111d always travel the sime distance
in the same track without climbing; over the pile up.
Conclusions and Recommendations
It is concluded from this examination that t h e lubricating; technique used,
although not thorough, was satisfactory fir this undemanoing; application
as shown b%• the test bearings which had operated more than the design
lifetime of the VISSI2 scan mirror and with the final torque values bciuu;
Avell within the capability of the drive motor. From the lack of visible
burnished 11()S,, oil 	 balls and from the evidence of incomplete film
of burnished I151S2
 "n the races, it is "llc• iudeci ttl.lt t'1e burnished fill"
would be inadequate to provide sufficient lubrication without the trans-
ferred teflon malarial from the retainer. Therefore, it is recommended
for the next encoder's bearings that a more complete MoS2
 film he
applied by burnishing or sputtering, and that the Ilulon retainer still
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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bt. used and that the benrint;s be run-in several tho
before assembly into the encoder in under to Iransl
teflon to the balls 1 IEB transfer film run-in
It is also recommended that the operation of the be




















'LACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAM
r
r.
Fi;,*ure 3. Three photographs of a ball showing; the transferred film. The
bottom view (13X) shows that the ball is still quite clean and bright and with
a-few small areas of transferred film. The top two photographs show the
hall surface at 200X. left view shows scratches in the film (made with a
sharp instrument) and some black speckled MoS 2 . the right view shows







Fringe pattern of thin
transferred film in the
center region of a ball
track.
200X.
Inner raci- hall t:r►►►►vv with
by a r 1-()%1
5. 5X.
Dark mass is heavy
accumulation of tr; ► ns-
ferred teflon-M(
material at the enA
of a ball track.
200X.
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Th ree photographs f 200X) of
section~ of the transferred
film in the inner rice hall
t rack	 The top and Ix ► tt ►► ni
I ►hoto;; ,how Ow buildup at
each end of the ball's travel.
and the center phut ► , shows
the middle of the kill's track
The film from the middle to
1x ► th the plc.S and minus
directions becomes thicker,
but is still thin. The clear
middle section (X) probably
has a very thin transferred
film that is difficult to
discern.
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Two areas of the ball groove of the inner race Top photo pictures
burnished MoS22 film on left (dark area) between ball tracks. Lower
photo picturesUall groove near the land with only spotty MoS2
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Re: Ball and Roller Bearing Engineering, Arvin Palmgren, 3rd Ed.
Burbank & Co. Phil., 1959.
Since the VISSR Encoder bearing balls do not normally run on the
complete inner and outer races due to the limited scan angle, re-
tainer transfer onto the races tends to build up at the end of
scan positions of the balls. It is therefore desirable to know
how much the shaft must be rotated in order to roll the balls
on all of the races.
The equations for angular contact bearing motions from the
reference were used to determine the encoder shaft rotation
required in order to move a ball to the position of the next
ball. c onsidering both the inner and outer race contact points.
The equations used were based on a fixed outer race and unit
rotation of the inner race. The required motion was then simply
found by noting that the balls are spaced 10 degrees apart.
The equations are
D








eballs wrt inner race
	
eb =-.5 (l 
 ^ m
where D  = ball diameter = 3/16 inch
dm
 = bearing pitch diameter = 2.897 in.
= contact angle = 170
r	 6c	 .459
6b	 -.531
So for an inner race rotation of 1 0 , the balls travel .469 0 ahead
on the :cuter race and .531 0
 back on the inner race as measured
on the inner race. Therefore, in order to obtain a 10° motion
on the outer and inner race respectively requires 21.3 0 and 18.81
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If a full ball complement were to be used, then the rotations
could he reduced to 15.8° and 13.9° for complete ball motion
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SUBJECT	 Investigation of the GOES Bearing Assembly 	 FPOM	 H. S. Noji
"Run-In" Test Failure by Ball, Race, and	 DAG.	 27-17-32
Retainer Surface Analyses
	
GLDG.	 6	 MAIL STA. D133
LOQ CC	 ExT.6623
I. INTRODUCT?JN:
During the GOES self-lubricated bearing "run-in" test operation at
Santa Barbara Research Center, high torques developed by one of the
beariny assemblies.	 It was suspected that this was probably caused by
excessive and rapid lubricant transfer film build-up on the bearing race
ball paths.
In order to determine the pcssible cause of this "run-in" anomaly,
the subjeLt bearing assembly was disassembled and submitted to this
activity for examination. The bearing assembly consisted of the inner
and the outer races, the ball retainer, and the bearing balls.
II. EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND RESULTS:
A. Backgr(,und History: It was reported that the assembly (identified
Z77 0007- , manufactured by FAFNIR) had been used approximately
three years ago in a Rulon A+5N MoS 2 (Teflon/MoS 22 /inert filler
composite) "run-in" test operation. 	 Recently, tF^e subject bearing
was returned to the manufacturer for re-cleaning. Upon receiving
the supposedly cleaned assembly, is was placed in the test station
for "run-in" with a Meldin P I-30X (polyimide-Teflon) self-lubricating
retainer.	 Almost immediately after the start of this "run-in"
operation, erratic, abnormal torque behavior of the bearing developed.
B. Retainer Examination:
1. Appearance: One of the retainer ball pockets was sectioned Fnr
microscopic examination. No noticeable topographical irregulari-
ties (e.g., wear scars) were observed on the ball pocket surface
at 10OX magnification.
2. Specific Gravit - The spezific gravity of the retainer material




3.	 IR Analysis: A small piece of this retaine" material was
ground with potassium bromide powder and analyzed with an
infrared spectrophotumeter (KBr pellet technique). The IR
spectrum showed the absorption bands which are characteris-
tics of polyimide and Teflon.
t
All of the above tests indicated that the retainer material in the




Appearance: The surface of the bearing balls was microscopi-
cally examined, and photographed at 100X magnification using
a Reichert M,?tallograph. Two heavy strips of transfer film
(approximately 3.3 mm long and 0.45 mm wide) were found
directly opposite to each other (160 0 apart) on most of the
balls (see Figure 1).
2. IR Analysis: An attempt was Rude LG partially remove the
transfer films from the ball surfaces by placing the '.)alls
(22 each) and potassium bromide powder in a vial of vibrator-
mixer, and agitating the vial vigorously. The ext r acted KBr
sample was molded into a pellet, and analyzed wiO an IR
spectrophotometer.	 IR analysis indicated that the transfer
film contained polyamides (i.e., nylon). No absorption bands
which are characteristics of Teflon were found on the IR
spectrum.
3. SEM and EDX Analysis: The surface of one ball was examined
y tg magnification scanning electron (SFM) photomicrography.
The same areas were further evaluated with x-ray energy disper-
sion spectroscopy (EDX) in the SEM analyzer. The EDX revealed
that the ball surface contained molydbenum and sulfur.
All of the above results indicate that the ball surfaces contain film
strips of an MoS -impregnated, pol amide-type lubricant. Teflon impreg-
nated polyimide ?trom the retainer was not detected on the ball surfaces.
It will be shown that the lubricant film readily transferred to the clean
ball surfaces from the races already containing a polyamide-MoS film,
before any transfer	 film from the Meldin PI-30X self-lubricating retain-
er began.
D.	 Inner Race:
1. Appea rance: The ball path of the inner race was also micro-
scopically examined and photographed at 100 X magnification
using a Reichert Metallograph with white light (xenon) illu••
mination. A complete, 1 m long montage of the photographs,
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equivalent to a 1 cm long segment of the ball path, was
prepared to show the appearance of the transfer film and
their interference fringes. Portions of the montage are
shown in Figures 2 and 3. As shown in these figures,
photomicrographic examination of the ball path revealed
alternating bare and film containing segments. Each heavy
transfer film section (approximately 2.6 mm long and 0.45 mm
(	 wide) is followed by a bared transfer film section (about
3.4 mm long and 0.6 mm wide). The light transfer film
ti	 sections are believed to be contacted by the ball surfaces,
causin transfer of the poorly adhering race film to the
balls ?Figure 1). At one end of each bared race path seg-
ment, there is a transfer film build-up, exhibiting colorful
interference fringes. Using the optical film thickness
determination method described in Ref. 1, the thickness of
the transfer film "bumps" was estimated to be about 12,0004
(see Figures 2 and 3).	 It appears that a position of the
removed transfer film within each bared segment was displaced
(roll-squeezed) to one end of the segment by the rolling
{	 ball. Note that the formation of similar bumps was reported
in Ref. 2. The length of the segments indicate a total
included angle of 5 degrees of bearing oscillation.
2. Cotton Swab Test: The transfer film on the ball path was
rather easi y removed when rubbed with a dry cotton swab.
This indicated that the transfer film was loosely adhered to
the ball path surface.
3. Carbon Tetrachloride Extraction: An attempt was made, but
without success, to remove the race transfer film with carbon
tetrachloride. This indicated that the transfer film could
neither be delaminated nor dissolved in carbon tetrachloride
(surface tension =27 dynes/cm).
4. IR Anal sis: The race was immersed in spectroquality grade
DM(N,N- imethylformamide), and an IR analysis was conducted
on this DMF extract.
	 It was revealed that the transfer film
is constituted of polyamides and inorganic nitrates. The
presence of polyimide absorption bands was not detected.
5. SEM and EDX Analysis: Due to the large size and configuration
oft a race, SEM and EDX analyses could not be conducted on
the ball path surface.
The above evaluations substantiated that the transfer film on the






E.	 Outer Race: The outer race ball path appeared similar to that
ohe inner race when cursorily examined with a magnifying lens.
No further evaluation was, therefore, conducted on the outer race
ball path transfer film.
II1. CONCLUSIONS:
A variety of standard and special tests indicated that the GOES
gimbal bearing race ball paths may have been originally lubricated with
an MOS2/P-01 amide n lon self-lubricating composite film instead of the
Teflon-containing Ru on +5 0ftI/ MoS 2
 layer, as it was previously believed.
It cannot be said with certainty whether the original polyamide/MoS2
film was formed by a "run-in" process of by some type of a st'ck-burnishing
techn i que.	 It is, however, certain that the so-called cleaning procedure
did not remove that film.	 It only caused a reduction in adhesion, which was
shown thermodynamically feasible in Ref. 3 and its actual occurrence was
demonstrated in both References 3 and 4.
It is also apparent that during the recent brief "run-in" period with
the Meldin PI-30X retainer, no polyimide transfer film of any observable
kind formed on either the balls or the races.
IV. RECOMMEN DATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK:
Currently, the only failure prediction technique dealing with the
wear life of self-lubricated bearings is the one developed by Hughes
technologists (References 1 and 2).
Actual gimbal bearing tests with a given composite are of limited
value: the results are useful only to show short-term, first order bearing
behavior :
 unless the tests are life tests.
	 With the ever-increasing life
requirements for space vehicles, life testing is rapidly becoming prohibi-
tive in terms of both lead time and cost. Moreover, if the retainer
material is not selected by wear testing, starting full-fledged bearing
tests with no or limited knowledge of fundamen,al composite behavior in




is a reasonable choice to
bearing retainer material, the
of the Meldin is probably sig-
^5% MoS2.
G ^	 Ao roved: 	 andp	 1	 ^1	 ti




Materials Physics Section	 Materials Technology Dept
Establishing confidence in long-term,
formance requires the use of the Materials
simulator apparatus and the composite wear
(References 1 and 2). While Meldin PI-30X
replace Rulon A+5% MoS 2
 as the GOES gimbal
wear and transfer film formation mechanism
nificantly different from that of Rulon A
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Y DRAWIVG N0. SHEET
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^ 15742 11 14
15744 13
1AP63 2 4 e
.; 1A9E2 2 5 8
19049 2 3 5 7 8	 9	 10	 11	 1?	 13
! a 19119• 3 6 7 10 11	 12	 14
' 19145 3 t
19146 3
19347 3a 19148 3 ...,
' 197P1 4
191 P2 6 11
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19467 2 4 5 6 8	 10
louF9 10
19471 10
`: 1 19486 4 6 8 10 1 1..
	
.1,3	 _ 14
1, 19:i 7 3 10
19E29 4 6 6 10 11	 13	 14
39644 4 6 8 ;,a 11	 12	 13	 14
241.49 3 5 9
2!c440 3 6 T 9 11	 12	 14
2!5659 2 4 6 7 B .	 10	 11	 12	 0	 14
25748 3 6 7 9 11	 12	 13
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261P4 3 5 9
261 A5 3 S 9
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2F1 P7 3 5 9
2WO 3 5 9
261 P9 3 5 9
26190 3 5 9
26191 3 5 9
2AI92 5 9
261°3 3 5 9
26194 3 5 9
26195 2 4 8
26196 3 6 9
26197 3 6 9
20,199 3 6 9
26 ?no 2 3 5 8	 9
2AV17 4 6 7 8	 10	 it 12 13 14
26471 3 5 9 12	 13
2Fu72 3 5 9 12	 15
2FPE5 4 6 7 8	 10	 11 12 13 14
27067 3 5 6 7	 9	 11 12 13
270P4 2 4 N
271"6 3 5 7 9	 10	 12 13
27187 3 5 7 9	 10	 12 13
271PB 3 5 7 9	 10	 12 13
271P9 2 3 5 7	 9	 10 12 13
27190 2 5 7 9	 10	 12 13
27191 2 5 T 9	 10	 12 13
27192 2 5 7 e	 10	 12 13
:l 2PI37 2 4 e
E i 2 P 13 8 2 4 e
E^	
;t 2P139 2 4 6
2P140 2 4 8
44345 2 4 6 7	 8	 10 11 13 14j 44656 2 5 8
45044 2 4 6 7	 e	 10 11 12 1.1	 14
49720 2 4 8
k 4!721 2 4 R ._
41722 2 4 8
45723 2 4 8
43749 2 4 P
45943 4 6 7 8	 10	 11 12 13 14
45947 4 6 7 8	 10	 11 12 13 14
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NO, REQUIRED FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY	 NOMENCLATURE
0 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 A 9
1	 VISSR/GOCS SYSTEM
1	 SCANfFR ASSY-VISSF/GOES
REFER TO ACI 44345-P
1	 ELECTRONICS MOnULE ASSYiUNIT P)
-..-	 REFER T O Act 45094-2
X	 VISSR SCANmrR( IC D)
X	 Sprc"SHIPPING CONTAINER, VISSR
X	 OPT ICAL AI1J' ► STMCNTS A MEASURrPENTS
I CAPLE	 ASSY 9 w -W7,i'ER 2x659
X INTEkrONn: LTST-INTERFACE CABLING
1 CA(1LL	 ASSYgl- 1 8-W13 A W61 ,PER P5659
X INTE:RcONN LYSI-INTERFACE CAnLING
1 COVEP AS Y,TE;ST-RARN COOLER
1 COVER, CONE
i RING, MOUNTTN'Gt	 CRYOSTAT
1 RING
1 RING, MOUNTTN(,	 COVER
1 RING,	 MOUNTTNG,	 RFTAINE:R
1 RING
S WlNlln^ . CRYOSTAT
I COVEP,WINDO ►-I-CRYO ASSY
2 HOUSING-WTTMCSS MIRROR HOLDER
X PRCS-A PPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
2 BASEPLAi E:-W'TTNFSS MIRROR HOLDER
X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
4 SPRir^C-WITNESS MIRROR HOLDER
4 NUTPL ATE+WI YME'SS MIRROR HOLDE'F
x PROS-APP!„ OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
2 GASKETgREpnFR* CAPB0N SPRING
X PRGC SPEC,P nNDING W%EPDXY ADHESIVE
X CRYOSTAT ASSY-VISSR/GOES
X SHIELD+RADIATION COOLER
X INSTLxREMVL CLR TEST CVRACRYOSTAT
1 WCAR CABLE ASSY(W102)




WEAR	 C ABLE	 ASSY(W107)
X SPOT PONDImn rLE;CT COMPONENTS
1 WE AR CABLr ASSY(W106)
X SPOT SONDINA ELECT COMPONENTS


























































N0, REQUIRED FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY
	 NOMENCLATURE	 REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 !^ 9
2 JUNCTION StT LL(MAVE FROM 00246611
X SPOT PONDIN G ELECT COMPONENTS
1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(W104)
x SPOT PONpINA ELECT COMPONENTS
i WEAR CABLE ASSY(W103)
X SPOT PONDIN 6 ELECT COMPONENTS
i WEAR CABLE ASSY(W101)
X SPOT PONCI IS FLECT C06'iPnNENTS
3 SPACERgINSUTATOR
i BRACFETISPT-ELECT MOD




1 RETA.IvERgCRFS TYPE. 303SE900-S-763
1 FITTING	 •CRFS TYPE 303SE900-S-763
1	 ._._.NUT •ORES TYPE 303SE•GO-S-763
1 HOUSING
	
•CRFs , TYPE 303SE90Q- Fi-763
1 CRYOSTAT SUP-ASSY
1 MD END * CRYOSTAT
i MAID O EL r CRYOSTAT
1 WARM ENR.a CRYOSTAT














i _	 _M._ ..RIN69HANDLING(MAG)
x GEN Hp:DLG SHPSACOP ;TAM CONT RATS
X- INITIAL CHA N NEL AI NMT-VISSR/GOES
x CET FROC.PRT LAH MOD XFER FUNC MSR
X OET PROC-RELATIVE SPELT RESPONSE























N0, REQUIRED FOR ONE





b 7 e 9
25A 1giP1 X DTLC TEST PPAC FLC VLE W MSRMITS F
16A 19418 X CLN4NOL 'WC-OPT CONPASUPASSY 8
6A 14140 X SPEC.SHIPPIP'G CONTAINER, VISSR A
5A 1Q250 X CLNG PROC.VAC DEPn ALUM-RADN CLR A
6A 1 +8251 X CLNG PROC,A II PLTD P'TS,V'ISSR COOLER A
6A 19467 X INSTI8RCMVL CLR TEST CVR&CRYOSTAT C
11A 19406 X TURN ON/OFF PPOC VISSR LAD TEST 0
41A 19AP9 X TECHNICAL SPEC - VISSR/GOES (.S AC F
AOA 19644 Y TEST SPEC-CALIRAACC TESTgGOFS A&C F
99A 2 r,E59 X INTERCONN LIST-INTERFACE CABLING B
F 26565 X ,	 ,	 w SLING ASSYJ IFTINC _A_
IOE 44345 X SCANNER ASSY-VISSP/SMS • GOES *
21 45n94 X ELECTRONICS MODULE ASSY(UNIT 2) Y
IF 45943 X VISSP FUNCYIONAL PLK OTAG B
IC 459 4 7 X BLOCK DIAG 11 ISSR SCAN DRIVE LOGIC B
11 4594e X POWER 9 GROONVING BLK DIAL A
IF 49471 X OPTICAL SCHFM "VI.SSR/GOES SCANNER A
2F 26297 X HDLG SLING-SetNNEP C
2C 48414-2 X BENCH TEST 9 VISSR/GOES	 ' F
/ 4941.4-99 i CARLE	 ASSY, 4'1-W79FER	 2`i659 F
99A 25659 X INTERCONN LIST -INTERFACE CABLING 8
/ 49414.96 1 CAPLE	 ASSYt WS-W13 A W619PER 25659 F
99A 25659 X	 ^ INTERCONN'LIST-INTERFACE CABLING B
IF 4574 9 1 COVER ASSY,TEST-RADN COOLER E
IF 4!4720 1 COVER, CONE C
10 45721 1' RING, MOUNTTNG9 CRYOSTAT A
/ 45721-99 ! RING A
IF 4 05722 1 RING, MOUNTING, COVER A
IF 45723 i	 ...._ ... RING-, MOUNTING, RFTAINER A
/ 45723-99 1 E'ING A
18 261.95 1 WINDCW9 CRY OSTAT 8
iB 27084 1 COVER.WINDO'-'-CRYO ASSY A
1C 25140 2 HOUSING-WITNESS MIRROR HOLDER 0
3A IPS63 X PRCS -APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT D
1C 2A139 e 2	 _	 _ SASEPLATE-WITNESS MIRROR HOLDER B
3A 1APG3 X PROS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
1B 2A13e 4 SPRIG-WITNESS MIPROR HOLDER A
iE 20137 4 NUTPLATE-WITNESS FIRROR HOLDER A
3A ISP63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
/ 45749.99 2 GASKETgRUSSFR•FCAPSON SPRING E
*For Rev Ltr see Note on Sheet	 14.





N0. REQUIRED FOR ONE
SIZE ORAWIrc N0, NLXT ASSY NOVENCLATURE REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
4A 1P4(-2 x PROC SPEC,RnNrING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE 0
10 262PO x CRYOSTAT ASSY-VISSR/60 S D
IF 446!6 X SNIELPsRAOIATION COOLER H
6A 19467 X INSTLAREMVL CLR TEST CVRACRYOSTAT C
10 27192 1 WEAR CAOLr A SSY(WIO2) C
14A 1x049 X SPOT PONOIN R ELECT CCMPONENTS 0
10 272% 1 WEAR CAOLr AWiWI 07) 8
14A 1 g 049 X SPOTFOB+DING ELECT COMPONENTS D
10 27190 1 WEAR C ABLE A SSY'(WI06) 8
14A 14tt49 X SPO T HoNDINg ELEC T COMPONENTS 0
IF 27189 1 WEAR CABLE ASSYIW105) C
/ 271P9-99 2 JUNCTION SHFLL(MAYE FROM 0024(, 611 C
14A 19049 X SPOT PONDiNR ELECT COMPONENTS 0
10 271A8 1 WEAR CA©Lf	 ASSY(W304) D
14A 19049 x SPOT PONDINR ELECT COMPONENTS D
10 27167 1 WEAR CABLE A SSY(W103) B
14A 1 0 049 X SPOT PONOMS ELECT COMPONENTS D
10 271A6 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(W301) C
14A 190 4 9 x SPOT PONDINR ELECT COMPONENTS 0
18 27167 3 SPACER 9INSUL ATOR A
1C 29472.2 1 SRACKET9SPT-ELECT MOO A
IC 26472 - 1 1 BRACKET9SPT -ELECT MOO A
1C 2647.1 .1 . «.,PLATE.,MTG-El ECT	 Mc10 A
1D 26200 1 CRYOSTAT ASSY-VISFR/GOES D
10 24149 1 FILTER.FLARFn TUnF C
/ 24349.99 1 RETAIN'ER,CRFS TYPE	 303SE900-S-763 C
/ 243,49-98 1 FITTIPG	 ,CRFS TYPE 303SEoGG-S-763 C
/ 24149 - 97 1 NUT	 9CRFS TYPE 30W900-S-763 C
/ 24149-96 1.	 , HOUSTPG	 9 CRFS TYPE	 30$SEgGJ-S-763 C
1C 26190 1 CRYOSTAT SU P -ASSY B
18 261P4 1 CO)a.r END S	CRYOSTAT A
18 2631x5 1 MANOREL•CRYCSTAT A
IC 261P6 1 WARM END, CRYOSTAT A
18 26IM7 i HEAT SINK A
16 261P8 1	 ... SHR0009 CRYOSTAT A
18 26189 1 RING,	 SHROLI n A
19 2A391 1 STEM 9 --CRYOS T AT A
1C 26192 1 HOUSINGS CRYOSTAT A
18 26143 1 FITTINGrEXHAUST(MAKE FR AN815-4C) A
18 26194 1 FITTINGS INLET A
TITLE REV NUMBER	 ACL 49465
VISSR/GOCS SYSTEM
.^	 .._.^	 w........ _.. ,..





NO, REQUIREV FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY






















































GEN 1^wDLG S HPS8C4F TO CANT ROTS
OPTIf,AL ALI GN•VISSn TO CALIRRATOF
VISSk/GOES PENCH TEST PROC
CLNS1 OL F i R f'C-OPT COMPK$UBASSY
SPCC-SHIPPI NG CONTAINERv VISSR
CLNG PROC.VAC DEPF' ALUM-RADN CLR
CLNG PROCAII PLTp PTS,VISSP COOLER
INSTI p REMVL CLR TFST CVRACRYOSTAT
TURN ON/OFF PPOC VISSR LAS TEST
TECHNI C AL SPEC-VISSR/GOES D&C
TEST SPEC-CALI89ACC TEST t GOES RSC
INTEPCONN LIST-INTERFACE CABLING
SLING ASSY0 TFTING
SCANF F ' R ASSY-VISSR/SMS-GOES
ELECTRONICS MODULF ASSY(UNIT 2)
VISSP FUNCTTONAL PLK DIAG
BLOCK DIAL VISSR SCAN DRIVE LOGIC




SPACER 9 INSUI. ATOR
INISULATOR^SNOULDEPED
R ING. VANDL I f 'G (MAG )
GEN HNOLG SHPGACOPTAM CONT RnTS
VISSR MASS PROPERTIES TEST
CLNaHNOL PRPC•OPT COMPASUBASSY
SPEC-SHIPPING CONTAINER S VISSP
CLNG PROC-V A C DFPf' ALUM-RADN CLR
CLNG PROC,A( l PLTD PT8 9 VISSF4 COOLER
TUPN ON/OFF PROC VISSR LAB TEST
TECHNICAL SPEC-VISSR/GOES 09C
TEST SPEC-CALIBAACC TESTgGOES 88C
INTEPCONN LIST-INTERFACE CABLING













NO. RE QU IRED FOP ONE
SIZE ORAVIF G NO. NLX1 ASSY NONENCi A+URC REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 E 7 A 9
IF 2FPF5 f( SLTNr ASSY#( tFTTNr- A
10E 41;{ 45 x SCANPrR ASSY -VISSP /SMC-GOES
2J 450 Q 4 x ELFCTFONICS PonULF ASSY ( UNIT P1 Y
IF 4 K943 x VISSN FUNCTIONAL FLK O IAG 9
1C 459 4 7 X E!LnCM DIAG VTSSR SCAN t1RIVE LOGIC 0
10 49 Q118 X POWER A GR0 11NDING OLK nTAG A
IF 4 471 X OPTICAL SCHrl'&VISSR/GOES SCANNER A
2F 26797 X H[)LG SLINs-SCANNFF C
20 41414- 4 x SCANtFR VTPP ATION * VISSR/GOES F
/ 4014-98 1 CAPLF. ASSY9 1,1 5 A W79PER 25659 F
99A 2.5659 X INTEFVONN LIST-INTERFACE CABLING 0/ 48414-95 i CAPLF	 ASSY9 41 9 9 PFR '25659 F
99A 2!5En9 x INTCFCONN LTST-INTERFACE CABLING 0
4441.4«94 1 CAPLf ASSYs WAI IS A W619PER ?5659 F
99A 296F9 x INTCRfONN LTST-INTERFACE CABLING 8
10 27192, 1 WEAR CABLr A S$Y(W102) C
14A 19 049 x SPOT FONOINP F'LE'CT COMPONENTS 0
10 271.91 1 WEAR CABLr ASSY1W107) 0
14A 14049 x SPOT rONGIN6 ELFCT COMPONENTS 0
10 27190 1 WEAR CA04r A SSY(W106) 6
14A 19049 x SPOT PONDINR FLECT COMPONENTS 0
IF 2711% 9 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(WI05) C
/ 27109.99 2 JUNCTION SHFLL(MAVE FROM OL246611 C
14A 19049 x SPOT PONDING rLECT COMPONENTS 0
10 271PS I WEAR C ABLE AS8Y(WI04) 0
14A 1Qn49 x SPOT PONVIN A ELECT COMPONENTS 0
iG 27107 1 WEAR CABLE A SSY1W103) B
14A 19n49 X SPOT PONDIN S rLECT COMPONENTS 0
10 27106 1 WEAR CABLE'
	
ASSY(W101) C
14;, 19049 x SPOT RONDINA ELECT COMPONENTS 0
18 27067 3 SPACERtINSU1ATOR A
1Q 2!57150 3 TNSUL ATOR , 5NOULoFREO A
10 25748 1 RRACNETiCNCTR A
IF 25440- 2 1 RINGtHANOLTNG(MAG) H
l0A 19119 x GEN PNOLG SHPGBCONTAM CONT ROT'S 8
33A 19P78 x VIRRATION TEST PROC O
16A 15418 x CLNAHt% PR nC.OPT COrPASUOASSY A
6A 19i9O X SPEC-SHIPPTNG CONTAINERo VISSP A
5A 19250 x CLNG PROC.VAC IIEPr ALUM-RAON CLR A
6A 19251 x CLNG PROctA ll PLTO PTS I VISSR COOLER A
*For Rev Ltr see Note on Sheet 14.
TITLE REV	 H NUMBER	 ACL 494165










N0, REQUIREP FOR ONE
SUE CP AWIMG NO. NEXT ASSY NoreNCLATURE012345F,7 $9
1^1A 19 4P6 X
•TURN ON/OFF PROC VISSR L AS TEST
41A" 1 QAP9 X TECHt,ICAL SPEC-VISSR /GOES PAC
eOA 1 0644 X TEST SPCC-C ALIDAACC TEST9GOES RAC
99A 25159 X INTERCONN LIST-INTERFACE CAKING
IF 2065 X SLIt++(,	 ASSY91 'IrTING,
IOC 4434C X =SCANNER ASSY-VT$SP/SMS-GOES
20 4 K 0,94 X ELFCTPONICS MODULr ASSYIUN'IT 2)
IF 4S9 143 X VISSPFUNCTTOM PLK MAG
1C 4±.947 X BLOCK DIAL VISSR SCAN DRIVE LOGIC
If) 4r948 X POWEP & GROONf ING BLK DIAS
IF 49471 X OPTI C AL SCHFM-VISSR /GOES SCANNER
2F 2FO97 X HOLE SLING+-SCANNEP
20 44414•S X OPTICAL CHECKoVISSR/GOES
/ 4A414 - 99 1 CABLE	 ASSY, 1•1 1-W7oFCR 25659
99A 056 !9 X INTEFCONN LIST-INTERrACE CABLING
/ 40414.96 I CABLE ASSYt W -W13 A W61tPER P5659
99A 29AR9 X INTERCONN LT$T-INTEIIFACE CABLING
IF 45749 i COVEP ASSY 9 T tST-RADN COOLER
IF 45720 1 Como CONr
10 4 057?1 1 RINGS MOUNTTNG9 CRYOSTAT
1 49721-99 ! RING
IF 45722 l RING S MOUNTI NG S COVER
IF 4 51723 1 RIM69 MOUNTTNG9 RFTAINER
/ 49723, - 99 i RING
18 26195 1 WINDOWt CRYOSTAT
18 27004 1 COVEP,WINOOW-CRYO ASSY
1C 2A140 2 HOUSxAG-WTTNrSS MIRROR HOLDER,
3A 1AP63 X FRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
1C 2AI39 2 QASEPLATE-61TTNESS MIRROR HOLDI.R
3A 1P063 X PROS-APPL of FLAT BLACK PAINT
is 2AI38 4 SPRING-WITmFSS MIPROR HOLDER
18 2A!37 4 NUTPLATE -WITNESS MIRROR HOLDER
3A 18$93 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
/ 45749.99 2, GASKET9RUAPFR•FCAPAON SPRING
4A 1A962 X PROC SPEC 9 P m NOING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE
10 25200 X CRYOSTAT ASPY-VISSR/GOES
IF 446!6 X SHIELD9RADIATION COOLER
6A 19467 X INST1,8REMVL CLR TEST CVRACRYOSTAT
10 27192 1 WEAR CABLE ASSYIWIO21
14A 19049 X SPOT BONDING ELECT COMPONENTS
*For Rev Ltr see Note on Sheet 14.
REV

















Ill o RM, ^'	 r FOR ONE
SIZE DRAWIPC NO, NEXT ASS% Nnt{ENCLATURE
012345t,7f 9
10 27191; 1 WEAR! cAnLF ASSY(W107)
' 14A 19049 X SPOT PONDws ELECT COMPONENTS
10 27140 1 WEAR CAVLr A ssY'(W1061
14A 19n49 X SPOT P ONDiNG ELECT COMPONENTS
IF 271 0 9 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(W105)
EJ I / 271P9 - 99 2 JUNCTi oN S ►if LL ( MAKE FROM DOP061)
r 14A 19n49 x SPOT GONDINS ELECT COMPONEtln
In 27308 1 WEAR CARLr ASSY(W104)
14A 1 n n49 K SPOT j4NGTPIr- ELECT COMPONENTS
j{ In 27147 1 WEAR' CABLr A SSY I W103 )
14A i o n49 x SPOT' E ONom r ELECT COMPONENTS
In 27306 1 WEAR C ADLF AS$Y4W101i
X4A 13049 X SPOT OONOIN G CLECT COMPONENTS
4 V 27061 3 SPACE P91ANSUI ATOR
1C 26472-2 1 BRACKFT`SPT-ELECT MOD
iC 2A ul2wi i BRACKET , SPT-ELECT MOD
IC 2071 1 PLATE ,MTG-CI E'rT MOD
ID 26 2no 1 CRYOSTAT ASPY-VISSR/GOES
10 24149 1 FILTER +FLAR F n TUVE'
/ 24149-99 1 RETAIDER«CRFS TYPf'303$E,QQwS,«763
1 / 24149-96 1 FITTING	 NCR rS TYPE" 303Sf,QG-S-763_
/ 241.49- 97 1 NUT	 MCR1`S TYPE 303SE900-t-163
/ 24149-96 1	 n ..	 JJOUSING ,CRFS TYPE 303SE40-3-763
I'
1C 26190 i CRYOSTAT SUP -ASSY
IS 2E1P4 1 COLA EN0 9 CPYOSTAT
IV 26IP5 MANDRE,LOCPYnSTAT
IC 26166 1 WARM END, CPYrSTAT
18 261P7 HEAT SINK
'; 16 2F1Pe 1 _,	 _.. ShROLI DJ	 CRYOSTAT
18 26189 1 RING,	 St(RAlln
19 26%91 1 STEM, CRYOSTAT
1C 26392 i MQUsrfGt rRYOSTAT
18 261 4 3 1 FITTINGrEXIIAUST(MAKE FR AN6%5-4C$
1B 26194 1 FITTING,	 IMI ET
IP 26196 1 GUT0rq CRYOSTAT-VISSR/GOES
1C 26197 1 MOUNT' CRYOSTAT
18 26109 1 8ELLOWSgCRYnSTAT•VISSR/SMS
IS 2 8,17! 0 3 INSULATOR , SNOULDEPED
IV 2574e i BRACKET*CNCTR
IF 29440.2 1 RIN69NANDLING(MAG1
RkIv
NO. REQUIRED FOR CNC
SFZE DPAWI ' PG N0, NEXT ASSY
0 1 3 4 5 6 7 0 9
306 19119
16A 1541 A X






































*For Rev Ltr me* Note on Sheet 14. .^
olilGINAL	 1.3
NorcuCLAT1)PE	 REV
GEN 1 mm .6 SHPGACOPTAM CONT ROTS
CLF4AHNDL PR M C -OPT COMPASUBASSY
SPF`C-S) liPPT mG CONTAINERS VISSR
CLNG PROC -VAC DOPE' ALUM -RADN C).R
CLNG PROC#A l! PLTD P"ISoVISSR COOLER
INSTL RRE:MVL CLR TEST CVRXCRYOS-7AT
CHECK FIELn e. OF VIE W- VISSR/GOrS
DET F+ ROC REF NTRRnR AL57NMT CHECK
TURN ON /OFF PROC VISSP LAP TEST
CHANNtL ALI GNMENT CHECK-VISSR/GOES
TECHt , ICAL SPEC-VISSR/GOES P4C
TEST SPEC-CAL,IDSACC TEST960ES RAC
INTEPCONN LTST-INTcArACE CABLING
SLING ASSYs l IFTINO
SCANNER ASSY-VISSR/SM,S-GOES
ELECTPONICS MODULE" ASSY(UNIT ?)
VISSF FUNCT I ONAL rLK OIAG
BLACV DIAL % l ISSR SCAN DRIVC LOGiC
POWER A GROONDING BLK DIAG
OPTICAL SC,HFM-VISSR /GOES SCANNER
HDLG SLING-SCANNER
PARAFETE R ADJ 8 PF'ELIM CALIS
CARLF ASSYi ld %4-1PAW19- ?3/ PER ?5659
INTEFCONN LTST-INTERFACE: CAPLING
CABLE ASSY# 14 8-0<3 S W61,PE:R 2F659
INTERCONN LTST-INTERFACE CABLING
WEAR CAGLF ASSY(W107)
SPOT PONDINA ELECT COMPONENTS
WEA R CADLF ASSY ( W107 )
SPOT PONDING ELECT COMPONENTS
WEAR CABLE ASSYIW105)
SPOT PONDINS FLFCT COMPOKNTS
WEAR CABLE ASSY(W105)
JUNCTION SHE'LL ( MAKE FROM D024f 6l )
SPOT PONDIN A FLECT COMPONENTS
WEAR CABLE ASSY(W104)
SPOT FONDING ELECT COMPONENTS
WEAR ,CABLE ASSY(W)03)





VISSR/GOES SYSTEM	 I-- ,.,...,1 -1	
SHEET	 10






NO, REQUIREn FOR ONE
SITE DPAWi p iG NO, NEXT ASSY Nci-lENC4ATURE	 REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9
14A 19049 X SPOT PONDINS FLECT COMPONENTS D
IF 7 70167 3 S0lACFP t INS(II ATOR A
1P. 25750 3 INSULATOR$SHOULDEFED A
1C 2574e 1 BRACVETgCNCTR A
IF 2FS4 0 0.1 1 RING • l ANDL jNgtCREF) H
10A 19119 X GEN I-P•nLG SHPGACOVTAP- CONT ROTS 0
7A 191P2 X OPTICPL ALIONI•VISsR TO CALIBRATOR H
59A 1 0MA? X TURN..CN A FI INCTIOP AL	 TEST PR c C
94A 'ER736 X PARAP'FTEH AOJLtSTMf NT PROC A
70A 15739 X VISSk/GOES TYPE I TEST PROC H
e4A 15740 X VISSR/GOES TYPE IT TLST PROC q
99A 1 9;742 X VISSp/GOF;S rALIPPNTxON TEST PROC H
39A 19432 X PROC.EtAKEOUT VAC CHMORSTEST SETUP C
16A 15418 X CLPJXIP;DL PROC-OPT COMPRSUDASSY B
6A 19190 X SPEC-SHIPP106 CONTAINER, VISSR A
5A 19250 X CLNG FROC.VAC DEPC ALUM-RADN CLR A
6A 19251 X CLNG PROC•A ll FLTn PTS M SSR COOLER A
11A 194P6 X TURN ON/OFF PROC %USSR LAS TEST 8
41A 146P9 X TECHNICAL SPEC-VISSR/GOES PAC F
e0A 19944 X TEST SPEC.CALIREACC TESTiGOES nAC F
99A 25659 X INTEPCONN LIST-INTERFACE CABLING 0
IF E6AF5 X SLINr, ASSY,I IFTINC A,
IOE 44345 X SCANNER ASSY-VISSP/SMS-GOES
2J 4SO94 X ELECTRONICS MODULF ASSY(UNIT 2) Y
­ IF 4594,1, X VISSP FUNCTTONAL PLK DTAG B
IC 4!947 X BLOCK DIAG VISSR SCAN DRIVE LOGIC
10 4!S94e X POMIER	 8	 GRL1 1.I NVING	 BLK	 DIAG A
IF 49471 X OPTICAL SCHFM-VISSR/GOES SCANNER A
2F 26297 X HOLG SLING- S CANMEF C
20 49414-7 X ELFC'TRONICS MODULF VIRRATION F
/ 49414_94 1 CABLE ASSY9 08,W13 3 W611PEIA 25659 F
99A 2 w5659 X INTEPCONP, LIST-INTERFACE C.APLINIG B
IOA 1 0 119 X GEN NN!DLG SHPCZSCON'TAM CONT ROTS H
33A 19278 X VIDRATION T EST PROC D
16A 15418 X CLN&HPOL PROC-OPT COMPASUHA SSY H
6A 19190 X SPE:C.SHIPPING CONTAINER. VISSR A
5A 1 O P50 X CLNG PROC-VAC DEPC ALU M -RADN CLR A
6A 19251 X CLNG PROC,AI I PLTQ PTS I VISSR COOLER A
11A 194P6 X TURN ON/OFF PROC VISSR LAB TEST B
41A 19629 X TECHNIICAL SPEC-VISSR/GOES BBC F
*For Rev Ltr see Note on Sheet 14.
JNOPENCLATUPE	 REV
TEST SPEC-CALInAACC TEST.GOf S S&C F
INTEWNN LIST-INTERFACE CABLING 8
SLTNC	 ASSY9I'IFTING A
ELECTRONIrS MOrULF ASSY(UNIT 2) Y
VISSR FUNCTIONAL PLK DIAG B
HL04 DIAS %USSR SCAN DRIVE LOGIC 8
POWER 3 GROI I NVING BLK nIAG A
OPTICAL SCHFM.VISSR/GOES SCANNER A
HDLG SLING -Rcomrp C
RADIATION COOLER LOWEST TEMP, F
CABLE ASSY+G'14-l8AW19-P3oPER 25659 F
INTERCONN LIST-INTERFACE CABLING 8
CABLE A SSYr 418-W13 S W619PER 211659 F
INTEPCONN LIST-INTERFACE CABLING 0
WEAR CABLE.	 ASSY(W102) C
SPOT FON61NG ELECT COMPONENTS 0
WEAR CABLE A SSY(WI07) B
SPOT P,ONDIN9 ELECT COMPONENTS 0
WEAR CABLE ASSY(W106) B
SPOT BONDING ELECT COMPONENTS 0
WEAR CA BLE A SSY(WI05) L
OUNCTION SHFLL(MAKE FROM DV24661) C
SPOT PONDINn ELECT COMPONENTS D
WEAR C ABLE ASSY(W104) D
SPOT PONDING ELECT COMPONENTS 0
WEAR CABLE A SSY(W103) R
SPOT P ONDIN G ELECT COMPONENTS 0
WEAR CABLE ASSY(W101) C




PLATE. M TG-E I ECT POD A
INSULATOR,S HOUL DEPED A
BRACKETrCNC T R A
RING.F I ANDLI NG(CRES) H
GEN KOLG SHPGACOPTAM CONT ROTS B
CLN8PNDL PROC-OPT COMPASUBASSY H
SPEC .SHIPPT NG CONTAINCR 9 VISSP A
CLNG PROC-VAC OEPV ALUM•RADN CLR 	 A
REV N	 NUMOER	 ACL 49465
...	 ..... ,<,......_ _.......,	 _...	 ..	 ^	 SHEET	 12
NO. REQUIRED FOR ONE'
NEXT A$SY

















































































)I	 .' ORIGINAL PAGE, iS14 	
' OF POOR QUALITY,
NO, REWIRED FOR ONE
SIZE DRAWING .Nia. NEXT ASSY NOPENCLA,TURE.	 RE'
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
;!	 *, 6A l g2! ; l X CLNG PROC,A tl PLTO PTSgVISSR COf1LER A
11A 1 g4P6 X TURN ON/OFF PFOC VISSR LAD TEST B
82A 19744 X RADIATION COOLER SYSTEM TEST P gcOC A
4IA 1.9F?9 X TECHNICAL SPEC-VIFSR/GOES Bxc F
8OA 1^F44 X TEST SPEC•C A LIDEAPC TESTeGOES PAC F
99A 256K9 X INTEFFCONN LIST-INTERFACE CAHLING B
2F 2(. '97 X HOL,G SLING-SCANNER C 
IF 2065 X SLING ASSY9I IFTINC A 
10E 44345 X SCANtCR ASSY-VISSR/SMS-GOES
2J 45094 X ELECTRONICS MODULE ASSY(UNIT P) Y
IF 4 0i943 X VISSR FUNCTTO p AL PLK DIAG B
i IC 45947 X BLOCK DIAG VISSR SCAN DRIVE LOGIC B
10 45948 X POWEP A GROONDING BLK DIAG A
IF 49471 X OPTICAL SCPNFM-VISSR/GOES SCANNER A'
20 49434.9 X THFRVAL/VACIIUM E FINAL CALIBRATION F
lI / 444x.4.99 1 CABLE" ASSYi WI-W79FER 25659 F
99A 25659 X INTE"FCONN LTST-INTERFACE CABLING 0
/ 49 4 14-9 6 1 GABLE	 ASSY9 1,'P-W13 & W61•PER	 2F659 F
99A 25659 X INTEPCONN LTST•INTERFACE-CASLING B
iD 27192 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(W302) C
14A 19049 X SPOT PONDIN n ELECT COMPONENTS D
10 27191 1 WEAR GABLE' A5SY (Wa 07) A
14A 1Q04 q X SPOT pONDTN r- €L`CY COMPON€NTS D
10 27190 1 WEAR CABLF ASSY(WI06) B
14A 19049 X SPOT HONDTPI G ELECT COMPONENTS 0
IF 271.89 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY01 105) C
/ 271P9-99 2 JUNCTION SHFLL(MAME FROM 0024661) C
14A 19049 X SPOT PONDTN G ELECT COMPONENTS O
10 271P8 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(W104) 0
14A 19049 X SPOT BONDINS ELECT COMPONENTS D
10 271 p 7 i WEAR CABLE A SSY(W103) B
14A #9049 X SPOT PONDINS ELECT COMPONENTS 0
10 27116 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(WI01) C
14A 19049 X SPOT VONDIN r- ELECT COMPONENTS D
18 27067 3 SPACF F 9 1NSUI ATOR A
1C 2A472.2 1 BRACKE T i SPT-F.E ECT MOD A
1C 26472.1 1 BRACKETiSPT-ELECT MOD A
1 C 26471 1 PLATE •MTG-E:I•ECT MOD A
IS 25750 3 INSULATOR,SHOULDEPE0 A
10 25748 1 BRACKET#CNCTR A










GEN HNDLG SHPGACONTAP CONT ROTS	 , H
TURN-ON A F liNf TW'AL TEST PROC C
VISSR/GOES T YPE I TEST PROC 8
VISSR/GOES TYPE IT TEST PROC B
VIFSR/GOES P ALIRRATION TEST PROC a
CLN41VOL PR OC-OPT COMPASURASSY @
SPEC-SHIPPING CONTAINER, VISSR A
CLNG PROC.VAC nrPr ALUM-RADN CLR A
CLNG PROC,A1+ PLTD PTS,VISSR COOLER A
TURN ON/OFF PROC VISSR LAS TEST 0
TEChVICAL SPEC-VISSR/GOES RAC F
TEST SPEC-CALIPSACC TEST960ES RAC F
INTEPCONN LTST-INTERFACE CABLING B
SLING, ASSY 9 1IFTINS p
SCANP, E'R ASSY-VISSP/SN,S-GOES
ELECTRONIcS MODULE ASSYIUNIT ?1 Y
VISSR FUNCTTOVAL FLK DIAG B
ULOCK DIAG VISSR SCAN DRIVE LOGIC E1
POWEP b GROHNOING BLK DIAG A




























N0. REQUIRE(' FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY






















NOTE: An asterisk (*) appearing in- the Revision Letter column on the preceding
pages identifies a released but unincorporated change to the listed document.
The data contained within each released E.O. is included in this ACL. Each af-
fected document, its current revision letter and released outstanding E.O.(s)
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REV
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SIZE CODE IDENT NO. NUMBER
A 11323 Ac L 44345-2
SCALE SNEET 1 Of 2 8L ^^ a r^^	 ^^












154 75 20I R S 96 20
15467 20
155P0 9 12 19 20
iS8F8 9
ISP69 9
1A760 2 3 5 10 22 23
18761 3 4 5 10
IP762 2 3 4 5 10 11 ?2 23 24 25 26
101 834 3 .5 10
1AA42 2 3 4 5 10 11 22 23 24 25 26
1P.843 3 4 5 10
irA u 9 15 16
lAP!; 0 24
1 p e51 24 25
1PA^i2 23
1AP54 24 25
188F2 22 23 24 25
18863, 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14	 15	 16	 17	 18




18920 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
iP g71 14




19004 21 22 23 24 ..._. ..;.....,
1901.0 19 27
i g nii 21
19037 9




F+EV N .,_	 ^> ..v.	 NUMBER










191148 2 6 7 P 10 11 12 18
190u9 7 8 9 11 13 16 17 19	 20 26	 27	 28








19104 7 8 9 11 12 13 18 19	 21








r 19179 8ii' 19]R0 11
14?12 20 26 27
19245 14 17
19246 16


















T I TLF _ RE' V '. NUMBER















19663 24 	 25
195P4 1 8
1 g 6P+9 17
19610 2 6.
19065 12
19P^'e 9	 12 19	 28
1 Q960 22
19970 0.0	 8 11	 13	 1$ 17	 19	 20	 2fs	 28
19471 8	 11 19	 20	 26 28
19973 11








2 ri141? 21	 26
24?65 21	 26
2 05311 21	 26
2!;21.9 15 a.	 `
2F3?; 2 26













































29907 8	 .	 ..	 ,	 ..«K	 _	 .	 ,..	 .....
2g9 p 8 7




43939 23>..	 ....	 xfi..,._.......	 w...	 ...
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44405 20	 26	 27
49414 28
r , 49471 28
49479 7
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AL Al Y TUF	 1 69 .20f ID X. nP2WALL
HOOK FSTNR, 5/9 WIDE, PLK
DOUBLER
LACING TAPE9TYPF IV,FIN AvSIZE 4
DOIJBIER,	 1. M WIDE
SHT,FL .LAM,1 -P-5099TYPF; 49GR.G-10
RUPpCNtVITOH ,TYPF 2,CL.19.031THK
GASKE T,RUVprR,VTTCN SPONGE +
MAIN FRAME ASSY-VISSR/GOES SCANNER B
HOUSIN G & RING ASSY i
HOUSING, TO £SCOPE A
MACH&STRESS REL PF:RYL,PROC A
PRCS-PASSIVATION OF BERYLLIUM A
RING,SUPPORT "MAIN FRAME-VISSR/GOES D
RING,.150 C R S PERYLLIUM D
RING9.150 CPS BERYLLIUM D
RING,.150 CPS PERYLLIUM D
RING9.150 CRS PERYLLIUM D
GUSSET9 9 150rRS D
BOSS,3.75HP O VFRYILEUM D
PRCS.PASSIVATION OF BE R YLLIUM A
-
BRACE SUPPO R T LEGS SCANNER B
MACHBSTRESS REL HERYL,PROC A
PRCS-PASSIV A TI ON CF BERYLLIUM A
BRACE,ELEC SPFT LEG D
MACHBSTRESS REL EFRYL,PROC A
PRCS-PASSIVATION OF BERYLLIUM A
MACHESTRESS REL EFRYL,PROC A
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT' 0
PRCS-rASSIVATION OF BERYLLIUMI A
PRCS.STRUCT F10NDTVG PERYLLIUM A
PALS-APPL OF wHITF EPDXY COATING C
SUPPOPT LF 1 EG ENCODER SCANNER F
MACH&STRESS REL BERYL,PROC A
CHROrIC ACI D ANOOTZIF'G BERYL A
SUPPORT RT I EG ENfODF'R E
MACHFSTRI SS REL FIRYL,PROC A
CHRONIC ACI D ANODIZING BERYL A
ELECTRONICS SUP LFG MF ASSY SCAN G
N0. REDUIPEn FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY

































F` OF POOR QUALITY
NO. REQUIRED rOR ONE
SIZE DRAW11 1 C NO, NEXT ASSY NOMENCLATURE	 REV
y 0 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9
4A IP762 x CHPOMIC ACT T ANODIZING BERYL A
10A ' 1AP42 X MACHASTRESS RFL QERYL,PROC A
10 49342-1 1 STIFFENER,LFG,M W FRAME ASSY A
I OA 1AP42 x MACHASTRESS REL BERYL,PROC A
4A IA762 x CHROMIC ACI D ANODIZING BERYL A
4Q34,2.2 1 ASSY0 A
l0A iRP42
x
MACE+PSTRESS RELARFRYLA PROC.. A
4A 1P762 x CHROMIC ACI D ANODIZING BERYL A '.
i 10 4UPP2 i DIAPF-FAGM rmcom SCANNER B
l
ID 49 :!43 1 ST FFENE11 9 P Y GOT STRUT,MAIN FRAMv A
IOA 1AP42 x MACHSSTRESS REL BERYL,PROC A
4A 1P7F2 x CHROMIC ACI M ANODIZING BERYL A
10 W941 1 STIFFENEK ,LFFT STPUT 4MAIN FRAME A
IOA 1PS42 x MACHASTRESS REL GFRYL,PROC A
' 4A IF762 x CHROMIC ACI D ANODIZING BERYL A k
10 44515 1 STRUT Sup SFC MIRROR SCANNER C
IOA iRP42 x MACHASTRESS REL. RFRYL,PROC A
4A 1A762 X M	 CHRONIC ACI D ANODIZING BERYL Af
10 44825 1 ADJ FOUNT, SEC MIRROR, MF ASSY B
4A 18762 x CHROftIC ACI D ANODIZING RER'^L A
- 10A IPP42 x MiACHRSTRESS REL BERYL,PROC A
3j 10 44 4 34 1 APERTURE STnP,MAI W FRAME ASSY B
10 455P9 1 ADAPTERvAL'IPNMCNT MIRRORgSYSTEM 6
3A lAe63- x PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT D
10 44511 2 ADAPTERgALIPN MIRPOR A
IOA l8e42 x MACH8STRESS REL RERYL,PROC A
5A IP760 X PRCS-PASSIVATiON rF BERYL.LIUM A
4A 1P962 x PROC SPEC,P^-NDING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE B^ 
w
IOA ISP42 x .... MACHASTRESS REL BFRYL , PROC A?Ix 4A 1-RP43 x HANDLING OF BERYLLIUM PARTS 9
3A iP863 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
IF 43991 1 SECONDARY MTRPOR ASSY-VISSR-GCES D
iD 44319 1 MIR 8 MIR SPRT,MATCHED,SEC MIP F
/ 44319-99 1 MIRROP9SEComnARY W A FR 43675-1) F
iD 47675-1 i _.	 MIRROPgSECOf'DARY-VISSRISMS-GOES E
/ 43675-99 1 MIRROR,SECONDARYI MAKE FROM 24619) E
§I 1D 24619 AR BERYLLIUM STOCK,SFCONDARY MIRROR B
11A IWX4 x BERYL	 BLOCK•VAC HOT PRESSED E
5A IP760 X PRCS-PASSIVATION OF BERYLLIUM A^
lY 20A 1A761 X PRCS SPEC•OPTICAL SYSTEM G
TITLE REV	 F{ _.	 NUM80	 ACL 44345.2















































N0. REGUIREQ FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY








































HANDLING OF RfRYL(IUM PARTS
	
A






MIRROP SPT, SEC VISSR	 e
MACHASTRESS PEL BERYL,PROC
	 A
CHPOFiC AC,IO At lOr)TZINC BERYL -	 A
SPRING9MIRP nR SPRT(MA FR 44590)
	 F
SPRIT G g MIR SPPT-SE'C MIRROR 	 D
NUTPLATE,SECOlmpARY MIRROR MOUNT	 A
NUT, SECONDARY MiPROR MOUNT
	
A
BALL JOINTg6ECONDtRY MIRROR MOUNT A
FLANGE9ADJT g SEC MIRROR MT	 e
MACHASTRESS REL RFRYL,PROC
	 A
CHRONIC ACI M ANOOIZING BERYL
	 A
SCPE6,DIFFrPEMTIAL,	 A
PLONGER g SECONCAPY MIRROR MOUNT	 A









CHRONIC ACI D ANODIZING BERYL	 A




CHRONIC ACID ANODIZING BERYL 	 A
BAFFLE SEC MIRROR MOUNT	 C
MACHASTRESS RF,L BERYL,PROC
	 A
CHRONIC ACI n ANODIZING BERYL	 A
TARGET,SECO NDARY MIRROR	 8
PROC SPEC,RRNOING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE B
PROC-SEN MECH ASSY OF THE VISSR 	 C
NUTvAOJ•SECnNDARY MIR MT	 e
SCAN MIRROR SUPPOPT ASSY-SCANNER
	
F
.FRAME,SUPp0 R T,SC0' MIRROR	 8
MACHASTRESS REL PFRYL,PROC	 A
CHRONIC ACID ANODIZING BERYL 	 A
ARM ATTACHING BALANCE SCANNER
	
C

















NO, REGUMV FOR ONE
SIZE ORAWIVG NO• NEXT ASSY NONE:NCLATUPE	 REV
012345,6759
In 45270 2 ARM MOUNTING SCAN MIRROR H
10A 1AP42 X MACHWRESS REL eCRYLoPROC A
4A 1A7F2 X CHRONIC ACI D ANONTZING BERYL A
10 453MO 1 ARM PEARING SHAFT SCAN MIRROR A
10A IPP42 X MACHASTRESS REL PE'RYL,PROC A
4A 1A762 X CHRONIC ACT ANODIZING BERYL A
10 44PP5 i PAP F TVOT S O AP' MIRROR	 t 0
10A 1AP42 X MACH$STRESS RrL PFRYLgPROC A jr
4A 18762 X CHRONIC ACID ANODIZING BERYL A
1C 49444 2 SHIELD? BEAP T NG SCAN MIRROR Ait 45039 2 SPRIp:G LOAD BEARING SCAN MIR A
1C 45045 2 RETAJf+ CR 0'ARING OUTSIDE RACE A
10 44PP8 " 1 REARIVG,GUPI EX PAJR - SCANNERISch! E
3A 19046 X PRCMT SPEC' -PIIS•PALL-SPACE D DUPL PR E
1C 45053 1 CAP FETAINE" R SCAN MIRROR 0
4A 1AP43 X HANDLING OF nERYLIIUM PARTS A
1OA IPP42 X MACHxSTRESS REL PERYL , PROC A
11A l gin7 X PROC-CEN ME OH ASSY OF THE VISSR C
4A IA 062 X PROC SPEC * SMNJVINGW /EPDXY ADHESIVE 8
IF 443PO 1 SCAN MIRROR MOUNT ASSY G
IF 43676-1 1 MIRROR,SCAN-VISSR/SMS-GOES F
/ 41676-99 1 MIRROR,SCAN(MAKE FROM 24620) F
10 24620 AR BERYLLIUM STOCK , SCAN MIR A
11A IP834 X BERYL 8LOCK , VAC HOT PRESSED E
5A IP760 X PRCS-PASSIVA'TION CF BERYLLIUM A
20A 1P7F1 X PRCS SPEC-O P TICAL SYSTEM G
4A 1PS43 X HANDLING OF BERYLLIUM PARTS A
10A IPS42 X MACH&STRES,S REL PERYLgPROC A
2OA iP7F1 X	
^
PRCS SPEC- ►OPTICAL SYSTEM G
SA 18760 X PRCS-PASSLVATION OF BERYLLIUM A ;a
10 44219 1 MOUNT,MIR`ROR-POSITION I A +.
44219.99 1 MOUNT A
3A IP863 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
10 44220-1 1 MOUNT.MIRROP-POSITION 4 B
/ 44220-99 1  MOUNT B
3A 1RAf3 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
10 44220-2 1 MOUNT•MIRPOP-POSITION 2 0
/ 44220-99 1 MOUNT 8
3A 1AS63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
10 44221 1 MOUNT, MIRRGR, POS N O . 3 A






NQ, REQUIRED FOR ONE
SIZE onoWlPlG NO. NEXT ASSY NOMENCLATURE REV
0 1 2 1 4 5 F 7 a 9
` 44PPI-99 MOUNT
3A" lAf(3 X L	 K	 NPRCS•APPL OF F AT BLAC  PAI T 0
10 442P6 4 CUP# PEARIN A * $CAP' MIR SUPPORT A
IV 411227 4 SHAFT REARING SCAN' MIR SUPPORT A
10 44PP2 4 SEARING9HALljGUPLrX PR-SCNRISCO) A
3A i g f 1 45 X SPft-PEARINA0ALL-RUPL , EX PR C
1C 44554 4 RETAINER pArr PEAPING INSIDE A
1C 445'; 3 4 RETAINER, Ry PGo REARING • OUTSInE A
1P 45769 1 NUTPLATE•VIS$R/SMS A
4A l ft9F2 X PROC SPEC.RONOING W/EPA''/Y ADHESIVE 8
1C 4S4 g 3 1	 ...,, ARMATURE AS t Y A
10 45466 1 HS69ELECTPOPAGNETIC ARMATURE C
/ 45466-99 1 HOUSING C
3A 1PP63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
IC 45639 1 ARMATURE CO R E 8
1C 45464 2 eUSHIAG SPRING A
r- in 45527 2 SHAFT SPRINT A
Xt 4N465 2 SPRING HELI C AL COMPRESSION A
IC 45462 1 MOUNT STOP ASSY SCAN MTRROiR REST 0
10 411961 1 MOUNT SCAM MIRROR RESTRAINT C
1P 44960 1 TUEIE SPACER A
C 44962 1 STOP SCAN MIRFOR RESTRAINT A
3A 1PP63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
1C 449F3, 1 SOLENO109EM-VTSSR/GOES(SCO) B
3A 1AA63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
6A 19080 X PRCMT SPEC98TOW ASSY C
2F 4501 . 9 1 COVER.CAVITti * SCANP ' ER-VISSR/GOE'S H
/ 4!5019-99 1 COVCR H
45019.98 1 STRAP H
1 4505.9-97 1 STRAP H
x / 4 g oi9-96 3 STRAP H
/ 45019-95 1 STRAP H
/ ?5019••'34 1 STRAP H
10 45494 i WELL MOUNWIG SCAP'NER A
4A A962 X	 ., PROC SPECoPnNCING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE B
3A 1OP63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
i 3A 19048 X PRCS.APPL OF WHITE EPDXY COATING- C
` 10 45020 1 RINIG.SUFPORT COVEP G
3A 19048 X PRCS-APPL OF WHITE EPDXY COATING C
3A lAt63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
^. TITLE REV	 }{ _ 	 ,.	 NUMBEK	 ACL 44345.2
`






N0, REQUIRED FOR ONE
SIZE nRAWIA'G NO, NEXT ASSY NOMENCLATUPF REV
O 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 A 9
10 44479 1 COVER•AFT-VISSR /GVES SCANNER C
3A IW3 Y PRCS-APPL OF `LAT BLACK PAINT D
20 49.0P2 1 SHADE SUN-S r AVNEP F
/ 45022.99 1 SHADF,SUN F
1C 47CF1 1 HOLDER+DOOT A
1C 47199 1 BOOT A
10 47060 1 LOCK.LATCH A
10 2AF47 X COVET ASSY- nFTACHf B4C SUNSHAPF, E
IIA i gJ07 X
x
PRoc.GEN ME TH ASSY OF THE VISSR C
SA IMP63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
3A 19045 X PROS-APPL OF WHITE EPDXY COATING C
iC 494 g 5.1 JUNCTION PDX ASSY L
10 4 q 344 1 JUNCTION PDX-VISSF F /GOES SCANNER A
3A 14048 X PRCS-APPL OF WHITE EPDXY COATING C
13A 10104 X IDFNT OF OE TAIL PTS A ASSYS 0
10 45PP9 1 CAPLE. ASSY-STOW9SCNR	 IW3) D
14A 190 4 9 X SPOT PONDIN r ELECT COMPONENTS D
2F 297P4 X FIX 9 SCNR CAPLE o WDR 90907 A
IF 29906 X WRG AID DWG9SCNR CAgENCDR(WIAJ71 A
IF 49fli
1
CABLE'	 ASSY- %? ISIBLF9SCNR C
14A 19049 X SPOT PONDINA ELECT COMPONENTS D
2F 247A2 X FIX9SCNR CAPLE	 ASSY9COOLER END A
IF 29908 X WRO AID 0WG9SCNR CA 9 CLR END A
10 4 gA10 1 CAPLE ASSY* SCNR COOLER (W4) Q
14A 19049 X SPOT PONDINP FtCCT COMPONENTS 0
2F 297P2 X FIX9SCNR CAPLE ASSY9000LER END A
IF 299n8 X WRG AID DWG9SCNR ► A9CLR END A
10 45Pn7 i CABLE	 ASSY-PRI FMCGry GCNR	 IWI)
14A 14e49 X .;, SPO T P ONDIN4 ELECT COMPONENTS D
4A 19970 X IOENTIFICATTOM OF BULK ITEMS A
2F 297P4 X FIX9SCNR CIIALE*ENCDR9W1SJ7 A
IF 29906 X WRG AID DWG9SCNR CA9E:NCDRIWIXJ7) A
10 45PI2 1 CABLE ASSY-FOCUS SCANNER(WO D
14A 19049 X SPOT PONDINS ELECT COMPONENTS D
2F 297P2 X FIX9SCNR CAPLE ASSY9COOLER END A
IF 299re X WRS AID DWG9SCNR CA9CLR ENC A.
in 45P13 1 CAPLE	 ASSY-THERMAI,9SCNR(W7) C
14A 1OP49 X SPOT POND W ELECT COMPONENTS 0
2F 297P2 X FIX9SCNR CAPLE ASFY9COOLER END A
IF 29908 X WRG AID DWG9SCNR CA 9 CLR END A
T 1TLF
	
HEV „N	 . ....r	 NUMBER	 ACL 44345 -2




No yOF P000 QUALet 
Nos RroulRtn FOR ONE
SIZE DRAWIP I G No. NEXT Ass y NOFENcLATURE REV
0!
2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9
ID 4A5;13 1 CAPLE ASSY-OCnUtInANT ENCD SCNR F
14A 1OP49 x SPOT rONUTN A ELECT COMPONENTS 0
4A 19970 x IDENTIFICATION OF OULK ITEMS A
IF 297e3 x FIX9SCNR CAPLE9ENCOR10) A
IF 29907 x WRIrl AID DWGsSCNR CA9ENCOR(W2) A
ID 47147 I COVER#,'UtjCTTON PDX A
3A I8048 x PRrs-PPPL OF wHitt EPDXY COATING c
IF 47142 2 TEPMThIAL PD ASSYq(AMPRCGvVLTG H
IC 476A7 I TRANSISTORIMAKt FP PN : 3752) A
13A I9IM4 x IDENT OF DETAIL PTS A ASSYS a
20A 19179 x XSTRtSILICONtHl PV I R92N3752 0
10 47152 2 TEPMIVAL SOAR0 9 LAPP REGULATOR 8
47192-99 1 BOARD B
10 47153 1 BRACKET 9 TER M INAL rOARD 9
9A 1 00 71 x FRCS SPECoCONF CTO W/SOLITHANr A
28A 19975 x GOrS rLEC A ► I TH PT I.%*ALT99X-REF LIST M
4A 19970 x I0FNTrFICATlOV OF BULK ITEMS A
IC 47144 x ELECT OIAG-tAMP PrGULATORoVOLTAOE C
13A 1 0 104 x ivrNT OF METAiL PTs A Ass ys a
14A 1904$ x SPOT PONDim m rLrCT COMPONENTS 0
28A 190 6;5 x TEST FROC-V T SSR 0ECT SUnASSYS N
1P 49067 1 KITvCONN SAVER CAPLES A
10 271P6 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(W101) C
14A l q n49, x SPOT SONDINA ELECT CVMl-UNLNlb 0
10 271e7 I WEAR CABLE	 PSSY1WI03) 8
24A 190 4 9 x SPOT VONDINS rLECT COMPONENTS 0
10 27186 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(WJ04) 0
14A 19049 X SPOT PONDING, ELECT COMPONENTS 0
IF 271 P9
1
WEAR CAOLr ASSYJWJ05) C
/ 271P9-99 2 JUNCTION SHFLL(MAKE FROM POP4661) C
14A 14049 x SPOT SONDIN A ELECT COMPONENTS 0
10 27190 1 WEAR CABLE A SSY(W106) a
14A 19049 x SPOT PONDIN P ELECT COMPONENTS 0
10 27191 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(WI07) B
14A 19M49 x SPOT PONDINn ELCCT COMPONENTS D
10 27192 1 WEAR CABLE ASSY(WIO2) C
14A 19049 x SPOT EONOIN P ELECT COMPONENTS 0
1C 47478 PLATE# NUT, LOCKING C
4A If9f2 x PROC SPECePnNDING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE 8
9A 19971 x PRCS SPEC•C n PIF CTO W/SOLITHANE A











0 1 2 3 4 F 6 7 8 9
X SPOT DONDINn rLECT COMPONENTS
X IOFNT OF WAIL PTS A ASSYS
2 ENWER s TOR O ur MOTOR, 8 Q G ASSY (SCO )
X DEARIV0,19RALI, -SPACFO GUPL PAIRISC01
X HEARIP`G+PALI -OUPLrx PR










X IBEARING 1 BAL 1 - SPACM DUPL PAIR I SCO )
X ENCODER PEAPING ASSY TOOL
X PROC.RF SPT P LL10 ANTIF RCTN ERGS
X PROC - ASSYgPPCCOND SP +ERG DUPL PR
X PRCMT SPEC-ENC.QR,TORQUE MTR A MS8
X 6EARING96AU -DUPLrX PR
X HI-SPEED HOPNISH ANTIFRCI:N FRGS
X PL,GCrS STA T IC WS ITEMS
x GSPEG PROT ST SENS ELEC PTS & EQPT
i SUN CAI.18 ASSY . VISSR
1 HANGAP oP'RIS M MT,SL'N CALM
X PRCS..APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
1 FOUNT,PRISM950LAR CALIBRATOR A
1 .	 PRISN , SOLAA CALIRPATOR 0
X PRCS-tPPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
2 PRISMoOOVE,50LAR CALIBRATOR k
X PRCS-APPt. OF FLAT BACK PAINT 0
2 CLAMP* OLIVE PPISM,SOLAR CALIBRATOR D
X PROS-pPPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
1	 _ CLA.MPvPRISM,SOLAR CALIBRATO R 8
X PRIES-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
1 SHIELPtDOVF PRISM A
1 SHIELrl+DOVF PPISM A
9 PF,,OC SPEC t untIrING W/EP D XY ADHESIVE B
x P14CS.APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
REV






13A l q ) 0 4
IF 4 +11 a5
IC 4S431
9A IgP08




























































































NO. REQUIRED FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY NOhENCLATURE REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 TROUG149CASLF - SCAFIP ER D
'	 X PRCS. f PPL OF WHITF EPDXY COATING C
1 CLANE'.CABLE-VISSR/SMS SCNR 8
X PRCS.APPL OF WHITE' EPDXY COATING C
1 SUPFOPT CARI.F TROUGH SCANNER a
X PRCS -PPPL OF WHITE' EPDXY COATING C
1 MOUNT CASt,E' TROUGH SCANNER	 1 8
X PRCS.PPPL Or NIHITf EPDXY COATING C
1 RETAIF ' ER CA"LE SCANNER A
X PROS-APPL OF WHITE EPDXY COATING C
3 MIRR0R9ALf.IMT-VISSP/SMS-GOES SCNR F
1 FRAME A BRA0KET ASSY-SCANNER H
1 FRAME PRIMA R Y MIRPOR C
X MACHSSTRESS REL BE'RYLgPROC A
x CHROMIC ACID ANODIZING 13ERYL A
3 FR'ACKET9TANGENTIAL 8
1 MIRRopoPRIMARY-VISSR/SMS-GOES E
1 MIRROPoPRIMARYIMAKE FROM 24617! E
AR BERYLLIUM STOCKvPPI MIR A
X BERYL RLOCKoVAC HOT PRESSED £
X PRCS.PASSIVPTION OF BERYLLIUM A
X PROS SPEC-OPTICAL SYSTEM G
X HANDLING OF PFRYLLIUM PARTS A
X MACHsSTRESS PEL PERYLgPROC A
X PRCS-PASSIVATION OF FERYLLIUM A
X PRCS SPEC-OPTICAL SYSTEM G
3 PIN PRIMARY MIRROP SCANNER 8
AR WEIGHTiSLIJO SCANNER 8
AR WEI4TvSLL1G SCANNER 8_
1 WEIGHT9BALANCC-SCANNER 0
X PRCS.APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
2 WEiGHT9BALAMCF9UPPER-SCANNER C
X PRCS.APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
1 WEIGMT9BALANCE9RICHT-SCANNER e
X PRCS.APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT D
1 WETGM17 9BAI ANCE,LEFT-SCANNER 0
X PRCS.APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT U
1 GROMMET ALIGNMENT B
1 GROMMET ALI GNMENT B





















































NO, RE GUIREr FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY



































PRCS-APPL OF WHiTF EPDXY COATING 	 C
SPACrPsPOS T IONINA-SCANNER	 A
CONNCCTOR W ELL	 C
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT_	 0
CUP ASSEMPL Y
	
CUP,CONNECTOR-VISSR/SMS SCNR 	 8
CUP	 8
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 	 0
PRCS-APPL OF WHITE EPDXY COATING 	 C
CAP SCREW SFANNER	 A
W iCAPTIVC	 Q
RING•SPCT,nFT X FOC-VISSR/SMS	 A
RA0 COOLER P1  7HERPAL DETECT OR ASSY F
ADAPTERtRAn T ATION COOLER	 D
4HROMIC ACID ANODIZING BERYL 	 A
MACHASTRESS REL nERYL,PROC	 A
PRCS-APPL OF WHITF EPDXY COATING 	 C
PFEANP MOUNT BRACKET-SCANNER 	 F
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
	
0
SHIM I hAOIAT T O--M COOLER	 C
NUTPLATE-SCANNER	 C
COVER THERMAL PREAMP SCANNER 	 A
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLOCK PAINT
	
D
SPACER PRF'A MP MTG SCANNER	 C





PWB ASSY-THFRMAL PREAMP	 R
PWP-THERMAL PPF'AMP	 G
BOARD,PL SH LAM	 G
IOENT OF DETAIL PIS R ASSYS
MSTR ARTWK-THF"RMAI PREAMP	 C
SCAN SPEC-J A NTX/JANTXV XSTRS	 C




IDE'NTIFICAT T ON OF BULK ITEMS	 A
SILICON N-C H AN FIELD EFFECT XSTR 	 D
GOF'S ELEC A1 1 TH PTSvALTvAX-REF LIST M
PRCS SPEC-CONF CTS W/SOLITHANE 	 A













NO, REQUIRED FOR ONE
SIZE DRAWIt G NO. NEXT ASSY Nor'ENCLATURE	 REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 F 7 0 9
IF 44? P 8 X E:LF.0 nIAG-T HER MAL PREAMP H
28A 19PF5 X TEST PROC-V T SSR ELECT SUBASSYS N
13A 191f,4 X IDENT OF orTATL PTS A ASSYS B
3A 155PO X PL,GOES STA T IC SEES ITEMS A
9A 19PeS X GSPEC PROT S1 SENS ELEC PTS A EGPT C
3F 46?0o 1 RAnil+TION C OOLER ASSY L
10 4F1 P4 L COVET	 ASSY,FILTE.R A
lE 45152 1 FIL TEP BANOPASS TF'ERMAL B
6A 19P77 X SPEC-FILTERoRANDPASS-THRML CHNL A
It 4F05 1 GOVEF,FILTF.R C
4A 1A9PO X GOLD PLATIN O ,LOW EMITTANCE SURF G
3A 1AS63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
1C 4FP68' 1 FILTER-MOUNT B
E 4A 1P9PO X COLD pLATiNF,IOW EMITTANCE SURF G
7A 192!7 X INSP,CLNGRIIOLG REOT-SMS RAON CLR 8











1 46183-99 1 HOUSING H
3A 1 g PE5 X PACs :SPEC-STARLZN HT THMT ALALYS A
3A iPP63 X pRCStAPPL O F FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
C3A 19048 X PROS -APPL OF WHITE EPDXY CCAfi3NG
l 4A 18920 X GOLD PLATIN r-,LOW EMITTANCE SURF G
10 46197 3 SUSPENSION PAND ASSY 0
y 1C 4098-1 1 60106SUSPENSION F
4A 19255 X PRQC SPEC FOR BANC,SUSPENSION D
5A 19247 X PROS SPEC APL VAC-OEP AU COATINGS C
1C 46198-2 1 OAND,SUSPENSION F
4A 192n5 X	 .., _.	 PROC-SPEC F OR HANC 9 SUSPENSION
APL VACAU COATINGSPROS SPEC	 -DEP
D
C5A 19247 X
10 46201 1 FITTING,MAIN SUPPC'RT C
r 4A IS920 X GOLD PLATTNG,LOW EMITTANCE SURF G
y 18 46202-1 1 FITTING90ANO SUSPENSION E
4A 1A920 X GOLD PLATIM PI LOW EMITTANCE SURF G
1V 462n2 -2 i FITTING,	 F30 1 D sUsFENSION E
$A 11920 X GOLD PLATIN n vLOW EMITTANCE SURF G j
1C 4AP03 4 SNLDF BUSHIPG,SPNSN ELAND A
4A IP920 X GOLD PLATIN O gE.rOW rMITTANCE SURF G
18 463P5 4 SCREW A
4A 1A920 X GOLD PLATINO•LOW EMITTANCE SURF G
TITLE REV MUMSER	 ACL 4434 5 -2








N0, REOUIREn FOR ONE
SIZE nRAWIt'G NO. NEXT ASSY NOMENCLATURE	 REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9
i p 46474.5 4 WASHrP vPLATF n tMAKf FROM NAS62000 1 A
1C 46199 3 NUT•SUPPORT FITTIVG A
1C 46227 3 RING,CAM A
101 46272 1 FIRST STAGE HOUSING ASSY 0
2F 4AI P7 1 HO0SIP GtFTRFT STAGE C
4A 1P920 X GOLD PLATIN S iL.OW FMITTANCE SUPF G
11^ 462 ,°3 1 SK: IRI,HOUSI 01 G F
4A lA q 20 X GOLD PLATTM r-itOW FMITTANCE SURF G
?A 19P57 X INSP,CLNGPI4OLG RFCT-SMS RAUN CLR Q
10 46219 1 RING.NOUSIMs B
4A In920 X GOLD PLATTMSgLOW fMITTANCE SUPF G
10 46190 1 PLATE:ONS11I.ATION FUPPORT E
4A 1A920' ? GOLD PLATld r-v(OW FMITTANCE: SURF G
IP 4074.1 6 WASHFPvPLATF0(MAKr FROM NAS6?000) A
10 4011:5 8 1 HCATER ASSY-FIRST STAGr(SCD) J
1C 446'79 1 PLATE .HEATFP F
4A 1P920 X GOLD rLATINS910W FMITTANCE SURF G
SA 14019 X APP SOL 11,1/300 CnNF COAT ft
14A l g 049 X SPOT E'ONQIPJI; ELECT	 COMPONENTS 0
4A 19302 X PRCS.POND IST STG SHLDAHSG ASSYS C
4A 14970 X IlYNTIFICATTON OF BULK ITEMS A
6A 194] 0 X PRCSmSELECT STRIP PoLy IMIOC INSUL C
13A 14104 X IorNT OF orTAIL PTS A ASSYS u
6A 19157. X APPL OF MULTILAYE;R INSUL-RAD CLR B
10 267F3 X TEMPLATE-FIRST STAGE INSULATION A
10 267P4 X TEMPLATE•IMSUL	 IST STAGE RADIATOR A
1C 4AP74 A W'ASHURiANTI-ROTATION A
IC 46275 3 LOCKPLiT,CAM A
1C 4A2P7 3 L,OCKNUTiFITTING A
In 46472 6 SCREW,PLATE`S(MA FP	 NAS11001;06-5) A
lH 4h474.4 6 WASHERiPLATFD(MAKf FROM NAS62OC6) A
IC 270PO X RASF,ALIGN'MFNT HOUSXNG IST STAGE A
in 26`1 n5 X WRfNC1-19LOCK	 NUT 8
2F 26652 X FIXTURE, FI R ST STAGE TENSION C
4A 1P` 62 X WC SPEC t OnNnING W/EPFIXY ADHESXV I.- 0.
7A 192K7 X INSP•CLNG?,HVLG REGT-SMS RAC1N CLR a
10 461P9 i CLAMP•RADIATOP E
3A 1AS63 X PROS-APPL OF FLAT SLACK PAINT 0
10 46192 1 RAnIA'TOR ASRY-FIRST STAGE F
























































NO, REAUIREn FOR ONF
NEXT ASSY NOFENCLATURE	 REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7! 9
1 RACIATORoFIR6T STAGE F
X GOLD FLATIN A ,LOW rMITTANCE SURF G
X EPDXY BONDING ALUM HONEYCOMB A
X PRCS -APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT D
X INSPfcLNGAHBLG REOT-SMS RADN CLR H
X FIXT,]ST STAGE HONEYCOMB INSTL A
1 SHIELD ASSY,	 FIRST STAGE A
1 SHIELDoIST STAGE',VISSR/SMSRGOES C
X PRCMT SPEC-FIRST STAGE SHIELD C
i RIMG,F'EAT XFFR 8
X GOLD f LATING',LAW f MITTANCE SURF G
FLAN(,E,SUPP RRT C
X GOLD PLATINS,L.OW FMITTANCE SURF G
1 RETAIP•'ER,HT	 XFER A
X GOLD PLATIP S 40W FMITTANCE SURF G
X PRCS.FOND 1ST STG SHLDAHSG ASSYS {
X FIIXTUfiE ASSY,	 RING TO SHIELD A
X lNSP,CLNG$H0Ls REPT-SMS RADN CLR B
1 CCOt C STAGF ASSY 1 F3AND SUSP ) F
i DEWAR HOUSING ASSYtE)AND SUSP) G
1 SHELL,nEWAR SUPPORT(BAND SUSP) E
X GOLD FLATIN 9 9 LOW FMITTANCE SURF G
6 SCREW, BAND SUPPoPT B
X GOLD PLATTN S ,LOW FMITTANCE SURF G
b CLEVIS,2ND S TAGE PAND C
X GOLD PLATIN G ,LOW FMITTANCE SURF G
6 80SHING9 RA N D B
X GOLD PLATTNS ,LOW FMITTANCE SURF G
6 SCREv,CLEVIS C
X GOLD FLATIN S ,LOW EMITTANCE SURF G
6 SCREW,TENSION G
X GOLD PLATINP,LOW EMITTANCE SURF G
6 SCREW,ADJUSTING C
X GOLD PLATIN A ,LOW FMITTANCE. SURF G
3 BAND, SUSPENSION - SECOND STAGE A
X SPEC FOR AAP'0,SUSrEPJSION,2ND STAGE 0
X PRCS SPEC A PL VAC-DEP AU COATINGS C
3 BAND, SUSprMSTON - SECOND STAGE A
X SPEC FOR BAND,SUSPENSION,2ND STAGE 0





0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 HOUSIAG#BANn SUPPORT
X GO(D PLATTN A ,tOW FMITTANCE SURF
9 STPIP,HOLE COVER




SION FIX T ,?Pi10 STAGE
X FIXT95ECorin STAGE ASSY
X PROC SPECon n
 NOING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE
X INSP ^NG,RHCLG RECT•SMS RADN CLR
1 DEWAR/CABLE ASSY
1 HG-Cr-TE nCTECTOR/OEWAR ASSY
1 WINDOW ASSY
1 600Y, GLASS 7520
1 WINDOW9DEWAP
1 FLANFE,KOVAP
X PROC SPEC01 9COTE, DET/DEWAR ASSY
i COLD SHIELD
X PAINT, GLOS'Q PLACK 9 EPDXY,	 APL OF
i HEATER ASSY-2ND STAGE(SCD)
1 HOUSING-2Nn STAGE HEATER
X GOLD FLATTN 9 9LOW rMITTANCE SURF
1 SLEEVE ASSY-NEAT TRANSFER
1 PLUG,	 SLE.EVF
2 SLEEVE
1 FL,ANGr v	 SLEFVE
X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
1 DETECTOR POINT ASSY
i STEM ASSY,nFWAR
1	 ^... GLASS TUaE, TYPE 7052
1 GLASS TUBE, TYPE 7052
1 GLASS TU©E9 TYPE 7052
4 PlN, KOVAR	 .040 DTA X	 ,37 LG
2 PIN, KOVAR	 .040 CIA X	 956 LG
1 PLATFORM 7062 GLASS
1 FLANGE:,STEM
X GETTER HANM ING Ir'STAL A FIRING
X VIVRATICN FTXTURE,STEM ASSY
X PROC SPEC-V T B ACC TEST VISSR DEWAR






















































N0. REQUIRED FOR ONE
SIZE OPAWIn'G NO. NEXT ASSY Not,.ENCLATURE REV
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 e, 7 A 9
,4A 1x407 X DETECTOR SUP STRATF PRELIM TEST A
20A 19246 X FINAL	 ACC P R OC-MGCDTE OET/vEWAR G
ID 27r g 6 X VIPRPTIOW P T XTURF 9 0EWAR ASSY 0
IC 2PT57 X CLANF ,DETrr T OR/VE V l AR TEST A
5A 19979 x OETCCTOR-nri-IAP VACUUM nAKE SCHED A
' 1P 29490 X FIXTUREgHFATE'R	 ASSY B
7A l q 57 X INSPocLNGAHnLO REPT-SMS RAUN CLR n
3A 1 9;415 k HEt,IUN LEAK TEST PROC A
t 4A I g P53 X PRC i SPCC-S m rR MAr G WI R E/KOVAR PIN C
18A 1AP49 X PROC SPEC,NGCOTE LET/DEWAR ASSY F
4A 10;An0 X BONDC W/S p A r r GRAf E ENCAPS C
4A 1 0 092 X GE:TTEr HAN01 ING INSTAL 3 FIRING 6
4A 19173 X DEWAR FLA146 F' 4 ELPTNG PROC B
3A l g A r,2 X PS (INVG DFT Sl'nSTRATE:RCOLD 'SHLh B
2F 4A?21 1 CARLC A S SYs T HE'RM AL	 COOLER N
IC 46220 1 PLATt.ELECT CONNECTOR A
4A iP 020 X GOLD PLATIN Si Low FMITTANCE SURF G
1C 46292 1 BRKT,TERN.INAL C
4A 1 p 9?0 X GOLD FLATING,LOW FMITTANCE SURF G
IC 46294 1 HOARDeSTRAIN RELIEF 8
iB 4623e 1 MOUNT,W SPRT A
4A IA920 X GOLD PLATTN r ,LOW E'MITTANCE SUFF G'
1P 46232-1 1 ROn q SUPPORT D
7A 19P57. X INSP•CLNG$HrLn REr,T-SMS RAOn1 CLR B
IS 49542 1 SPACI<ET,CAPI C SUPPORT 8
4A 1A9 :0 X GOLD f'LATINR,LOW FMTTTANCE 'SURF G
7A 192 1+7 X INSP,CLNGorLG REPT-SMS RADN CLR 8
5A 1n4?4 X CONOG W/TI I E P MAL CONDUCT'IV EPDXY A
14A 10n49 X SPOT FONDTP IS ELECT COMPONENTS D
6A 10410 X PRCS.SELE;CT STRIP POLYIMIDE INSUL C
SA 19019 X APP SOL 133/300 CONE COAT 8
4A 19970 X IDENTIFICATION OF BULK	 ITEMS A
IF 297P5 X FIXTURE-DEWAR WIRTNG A
18 46276 1 HLOCK.SENSOP MOUNTING C
3A 1AP63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
1C 45930 1 SENSOR A
9A 1 0 1E1 X PRCMT SPEC- PLAT RFS TEMP SENSORS C
IV 46208 1 SUSH'ING,ROn SUPPORT C
., 18 27323 X ROP LDCATINf PLOCK B
14A 19049 X SPOT BONDING ELECT COMPONENTS 0
TITLE REV H NUMBER	 ACL 44345-2
VISSR SfANt! L H ASSY
... _..^ ,.	 ,_.. . _...... _	 _	 ... SHEET 16
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF POOR QUALITY
NO. RE QUIRE[ FOR ONE
S IZE CPAGM G NO. NEXT ASSY NQPCNCLATURE	 ACV
0 1 2 3 4 5; 6 7 0 9
5A 144?4 X BOMOC W/ T )IF pMAL CONDUCTI V CPDXY A
5A 1 g fP8 X PS-POTTING P AO CLP TEMP SENSOR A
8A lanl!g X APP ECL liA/;inn CONE COAT 8
1P 2.73PS X ROp )_ OCATINS VLOCK B
16 4h?nO i f+USNItGz Hnn St1PP0rT C
10 46 ?n9 1 RAC7ATOR AS SY,SECCNO STAGE A
10 14(,?70 1 RAV IIJOR,srroND STAGE C
4A 1A9PO X GOLD {'LATIN r, ,LOW rMITTANCE SI)PF G
3A 1PPf3 X PR'CS - APPL or FLAT BLACK PAINT C
7A 10P57 X INSP,CLtJGRHPLC RECT-SMS RAGN CLR 6
3A 19245 X EPDXY RONnI NG ALUM HONFYCOV-8 A
1 E 4K470- 1 3 SC REI..,PLTV(PAYr FPOM LL1352CnP-3) R
ID 46413 3 WASW R OL AC, K ( MAKE FRG'M NAS620C P) A
1P 46474-2 1 WASHFP,PLATFD(VAKF FROM NAS620C2) A
10 467n9 3 WASHE R 9 PLATF_t? A
10 47n48 3 DAMPER WSY92VO STAGE(SCO) D
IC 47049 1 STAN['-OFF op P r STAGE DAMPER A
18 470 9 0 1 CORE.?ND ST A GE W'PE'R A
1C 470 rl i RING.2NO STAGE DANPCR A
13A 194?7 X MATL SPEC.P I ' p FEPgSILICONE.DAMPING 8
10 47052 1 WEIGPT iOAvprR-grin STAGE. C
le 46291 i DISK,r EFINT OIG WrTLIFE 0
4A 1PO20 X GOLD PLATIN S I LOW fMITT A NCE SURF G
18 47434 AR SHTM, 2ND STAGE PAMP A
1C 45930 1 SENSOR A
9A l g lfi X PRCMT SPEC-PLAT RE'S TEMP SENSORS C
le 4A?16 1 oLOCK.SENSOP MOUNTING C
3A 1PS63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
18 27335 x Mol_INTING FI V TURE-?ND STAGE A
18 27nV6 X WRF'NCHOAMPFR 8
5A 19608 X PS-PCTTING P AD CLF TEMP SENSOR A
3F 4f^2n0 X RAPIAT'ION C P OLER	 ASSY L
5A 194P4 X SONOG W/THE P VAL CENOUCTIV EPDXY A
4A 19970 X IOENTI,FICATTON OF BULK 	 ITEMS A
7A 192K7 X IfvSP,(LNGRHr'LC REPT-SMS RAON CLR 8
4A lA nE2 X PROC SPEC,P PNRIMG W/E,PDXY ADHESIVE H
14A 19049 X SPOT ^ONoImm ELECT COMPONENTS C
16 47377 12 SCREW,SHLO D AMPER-M/F NAS1352C04H6 8
1P. 47378 12 WASHEP , BHIEl C' DAMPER A













N0. REQUIRED FOR ONE
S I?E DPAWMG NO. NEXT ASSY Nop,ENCLATURE	 REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1C 461 0 1.1 1 WINDOWS	 APE F TURE(SCO) C
in 4?07 1 PLATE.APLPTIIRr D
4A ifA QP0 X GOLD PLATIN A vLOW rMITTANCE SURF G
3A 1AP63 X PRCS -APPL nF FLAT BLf-CK PAINT G
7A i g257 X INSPocLNcgHnLG RErT-SMS RADN CLR R
4A 199PI X PROS SPCC-ASSY APFRTURF. PLT B
10. 46 14 ?1 0 1 COVER ASSY9 1 $1 STAGE C
10 46IF8 1 COVEk,FRST STG B
4A 189PO X GOLD PLATIN S 0.0W F'MITTANCE SURF G
7A 19257 X INsP,CLNGxHnLG REOT-SMS RACN CLR B
6A 19x57 X APPL OF MULT;ILAYER	 TNSlJL-RAD CLR B
ID 2A7P0 X TEMPI ATEWISUL FTFST STAG, COVER A
1P 464P 0 18 WASFif R #PLAT Fh ( MA FR MS15795-so?) A
1n 46474.2 26 WASHE R o PLATFO (MAKE FROM NASWC2) A
In 46474-1 8 WA5HrPtPLATF0tMAKE FROM NASEPVC0) A
IF 46470-2 17 SCREW,PLTn(mAKr;= FPOM LL1352CO2-6) B
In 46709 8 WAS){f R 9	 PLATE:P A
1P 46PP5 4 WASHERS	 TAPERED A
10 47nF8 1 SHIELD ASSY C
IF 40,56-1 1 SHIEID,RAnTATION rOOLER H
5A 1PP96 X PRCMT SPEC-PArTATION COOLER S1 4 TELD C
3A 19048 X PRCS.APPL OF WNITF EPDXY COATING C
10 470,1 0 12 DAMPEF	 ASSY,SNTELC B
IC 470;1. 1 HOUSI1oGvO0TFR-SHxfLD DAMPER A
18 47032 1 TUSE,INNER-SHIELD DAMPER A
13A 14427 X MATL	 SPEC-Rl lVrER,SILICONE,DAMPING 8
2D 474 4 5 1 SEAL.SHIELn(SCD) B
7A I g P57 X INSP,CLNGKHnLG PEPT-SMS RAON CLR 8
3A 1 q 5 33 X PROC SPEC-I ^ I ST OF BONDED SEAL B
IC 2P955 X FIXTUPE-SEAL	 INSTPLLATION A
IC 25956 X FIXTUVEv2PJD STAGE SOLOFRINC A
IF 26764 X RiNG9RADIATTON COOLER NEATER A
10 2F959 X VIP FIXT,COMLER ASSY ON AOPPTER A
8A 195P4 X VIPR SHKON PROC-RPC COOLER ASSY C
1C 265,1 X APFRT'URE PL A TE 	 LOr'ATING FIXTURE D
1C 2,6P7 X FIXTLIFE ASSY. nEWhR ALIGNMENT A
4A 11962 X PROC SPECgr m NnTNG W /EPDXY ADHESIVE cB
13A 19104 X IDENT OF OFTAIL PTS 8 ASSYS B
7A 19257 X INSP•CLNG%HnLG REfT-SMS RACN CLR B
11A 191n7 X PROC-GEN METH ASSY OF THE VISSR C
TTTLF REV
	
}i NUMBER	 ACL 44345 -2







NO, REQUIRED FOR ONE
S17E nPAllrci No. NEXT ASSY Nm ENCLATUPC
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
7A 19P 4 9 X ALNF1 PROCr TIlERM PET ON RAO CCOLER
14A IQ049 X SPOTPONDING E'LFCT COMPONrNTS
13A 1 0 355 X TEST rROC,VTSSR RAO COOLER
SA 19019 X APP SOL 133/100 CPNF COAT
IIA 1 g 707 X EROC.GEtJ ME'rH ASSY OF TIIr VTSSN
9A 1 4071 X PRCS SPEC-C nNF CT( W/SOLITHAtir
4A 14970 X iOFNTTFICATTON OF BULK ITEMS
14A InC49 X SPnT POND NA ELECT COMPONENTS
11) 465P3 X WIP CIAG,PAn COOLFR A THrRP. OCT
10A 19010 X CONNECTOR ,FTI,TER rIN
3A 155P0 X PL,GOES STATIC SUIS ITFMS
9A 1 0 PA8 X GSPEr PROT S T SENS ELEC PTS I FGPT
ie 4(4:5-1 1 NUTiJAM
10 46435-2 1 NUTvJAM
1B 46448 2 WASHEP+FWD 8RM-VISSR/SMS
4F 4n347 1 VISIFLE DE:T F CTOP 9 FOCUS ASSY
IC 455?3 1 HOUSING,LAMp HOLCFR-SCANNEF.
3A IPP53 X PRC..S.APPL	 )F FLAT BLACK PAINT
C 4n5P4 1 TUPE,LENS FRONT-SCANNER
3A 1PPF'3 X PRCS.APPL OF rt.A1` BI.AC,K	 PAINT
IC 455P5 1 TUVE,I ENS REAR-SCANNER
3A 1PA63 X PRCS.APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
10 44998 8 PWR A;SSY,VT F XELE PREAMP
1D 4490 9 1 PWP-VISIOLE PREAMP
/ 44999.99 1 BOARC,PLASTTC SHEET I-AM
20 41000 X MSTR ARTWK- %f lsinLF	 PREAMP
13A l q ln4 X IDFNT OF OE'TAIL PTS X ASSYS
28A 1 8975 X GOES ELEC A lITH PTS9ALT93X-PFF LIST
9A 19971 X PRCS; SPECS-CCNF CTrw W/SOLiTHANE
10A 19n p 2 X SCREEVING SPEC OTCDES




13A 191n4 X IDENT OF OF T ATL PTS & ASSYS
14A I c n49 X SPOT OONDIN G ELECT COMPONENTS
6A 1.94P2 X TEST PROC VTSTDLE PREAMP STAVIL1TY
4F 49347 X VISIE^LE DET E CTOR F FOC US ASSY
28A 1 g P55 X TEST PROC-VTSSP ELECT SUnASSYS
10 45005 1 ORPM7 9CONNECTOR-SCANNER
45005.99 1 BRACKET












N0. RCQUIREV FOR ONE
S12E 0R0W c N0. NEXT ASSY
0	 1,	 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9
IV 4q777
10 4 11 4; 4 1
9A 1A g70 x
IF 4 Q S"• 6 ALT
1F 445:53 1
1 0 49543 1
1 C 4"if 5 1





















14A 1n p 49 x



















ACTUATOR o rA E  IP SHUTTER I SCO )
PkCFjT SPEC .r ALIORPTION SHUTTER






 t l *ROTOR ASSY
CLAM/• WASFV gPOTOP ASSY
PEARIPO t HALL-ANNUL AR I SCE) 1
PRCrT SF'EC-PEARINPoPALL-ANNULAR
REAR ING v BALE -ANNUL AR (SCE))
PRCMT SPEC-11EARINC,9HALL-ANNULAR
PRDC SPEC-P ONOG W/EPDXY RESIN
STATOR ASSY
STATOR WN0GoPI-STABLE: ACTUATOR
STATCR i BI.S T APLE: ACTUATOR
COIL CROUPvSTATOR WINDING
REAR 1,, OUS,TNP,STATCR ASSY
INSULATOR,S YATOR ASSY
WASHf R o STAT OE2 ASSY
PROC SPEC.POTIIG W/CLEAP ENCPSLNT
FRONT HOUSTMG 9 81-STABLE: ACTUATOR
PRGC.GE:N MCCH ASSY OF THE VISSR
SHUTTCR • VIS SR/SMS SCAi^NER
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT 0,l.ACK PAINT
THEa RV I STOR t PREC IS I ON I SCO 1
SCRE:EP.ING SPEC -THFRMISTORS
SPOT PONOIrI S FLE+CT COMPONENTS
PROS SPEC-C nNF CTS W/SOLITHANE





PROS-APPL OF' FLAT BLACK PAINT
	
0
SPNCFR E3AFFI F SCAr'NER	 e
SPACER BAFFI E	 B





NO. REOUIPED FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY	 NOVENCLATURE	 REV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9
X	 FRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT	 0
1	 STOP,BAFFLF-SCANNFR	 8



























! 490 r.16 -99


















































PRCS .APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
STOPrRAFFLC-SCANPlf R
PROS -APPL OF iLAT BL_AC F( PAINT
NUT vfiAFFLE.SCANNEP
PRCS -APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
MOUNT * BAFFL F TUBE
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
FIREf OPTIC" ASSY(SCD)
FIRER OPTICS
PRCMT SPEC-FIBFP OPTICS ASSY
RING VOUNTI NG FIP.ER OPTICS
RING VOUNTING
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
PERROLEtFI pFR OPTICS-SCANNER
SLOCK,FIDER EV09FTHE it OPTICS
FERRULE FIRER OPTICS DUAL SCANNER
CAP FELLOWS SCANNER
CAP EFLLOWS SCANNER
PRCS -APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
MOUNT ALIGN MENT TUBE SCANNER
PRTSMgFIBFR OPTICS-SCANNER
PRTSF
PRCS.APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
BEL.LO^S,FIF FR ROUTINGiSCO)
ALTGt• WENT TllVE,FIEER
6RKT FELLOWS FT FIBER OPTICS
BRACVr T SUPPORT MOUNT SCANNER
CLAMP MOUNT SCANNER
PLATE MOUNT Y NG SCANNER
SPACCR SCANNEP
PRCMT SPEC- P IPER OPTICS ASSY
PRCS SPEC-f Omr W/TRANSP EPDXY ADH
PROC SPEC,PPNVING W/E,PDXY ADHESIVE
PRCS.APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
IDFNT OF DETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS
















NO, RfGUIR n FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY





































PMT K HV SOPPL Y-SCANNE R (SCO )
PRCS-NPPL of FLAT BLACK PAINT
PR(M1 SPCC- y NTEC rMT 3 HVPS
PRISr . PRTSMAPMT ASSY
PPCS . NPPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
PRCS SPEC.nMNn W/TRANSP EPDXY AOH
COVET' PMT VTS SET FOC ASSY
PRCS•APPL OF FLAT (SLACK PAINT
THI'RVAL CHANNEL FOCUS DRIVE ASSY
DRIVE ASSY-MATCiiEC
TUPC,FOCUSING(MAKE FROM 44119)
TLJVEvFCSG-T f4 RN' C1 , AN FCS DR-
APPL OF BOMnED $0110 FILM On
PRCS.PASSIVATIIIN OF BERYLLIUM
GEA14 4 t-UT (MA V E FROM 43961)
GEAR,t•{UT TIANML CI4AN FOC DRIVE
APPL OF BONPEP SOLID FILM LUS
PRCS.PASSIVATION CF BERYLLIUM
DUSHING(MAK F FROM 43990)
OUSHING
APB L OF BONnEC S01 iD FILM LUA
PRCS-PASSIV A TIOM CF BERYLLIUM
SEAL INSTL( MAKE FFOM 441359-1)
SEAL INSTALLATION-BLANK HSG(SCO)
SCAL
HOUSING & COVERoLINE BORING
PLATE' BEAPT N G I VI AKF Fr%O M u, 3977 )
PLATT•SEARI NG-THPML CHAN FOC DRIVE
MACHLSTRESS REL PFRYL,PRAC
MACHpSTRCSS REL PFRYL,PROC
CHROVIC ACI n ANODIZING BERYL
COVE 'r nLANKtMAKE rRom 440351
COVE rt gHOUSTNG BW K
MACHFSTRESS REL PERYL,PROC
MACHASTRESS REL PFRYL,PROC
CHROMTC ACT H FNOOIZING, BERYL
HOI)SING96LA N K(MAKF FPOM 49346)
HOUSjr! G g VLA N K•THEFM CHAN FCC OR
MACHFSTRESS REL PFRYLgPROC
MACHESTRESS REL BERYL,PROC









































LOA 1 P1l 42
ICA 1AR42
TITLE'
1	 4	 VI S SR SLAW ER ASSY





NO. REQUIRED FOR ONE
SIZE OPAWII G NO. NEXT tSSY NOVENCLATURC	 REV
0 1 2 5 4 r, 6 7 8 9
4A iA7f2 X CHRONIC ACIn ANODIZING BERYL A
10A 1PA42 X MACHASTRCSS REL PCRYL,PROC A
4A IP762 X CHRONIC ACI S ANOCIZING URYL A
5A IP662 X APPL OF BOPPED SOLID FILM LUO A
5A IP760 X PRCS-PASSIVATION OF SERYLLJUM A
5A 1AP62 X APPL OF DONnCO $0110 FILM LLM A
5A iA7AO X PROS-f ASSTVATION OF FERYLLII ►M A
IC 44PS0 1 SEAL,INSILWHRML. CHAP) FOC DR1 aCO) E
44250-99 2 SEAL R
iC 479PI I SHFT SEAL A ASY,FRF'T,THRM CH FOC OP C
IC 47973 i AOAPTERi6EL1OWS-TVRM CHN FOC CR C
IC 44n27 I SCAL,SHAFT-THERM CHANNFL FOC rRIVF E
3A IW4 X PRCS SPCC- PMNP W/TRAP:SP EPDXY AAH 8
1C 44 p 2'9w 1 1 SEAL- I NSTt N-T f iRML CHAN FOC DR I SCD) C
442P9-99 2 SEAL C
IC 47 g PO-1 1 SHFT SEAL,RFAR,THRM CHAN FUG CRIVE D
1C 4;N P69 I ADAPT ER,k3ELl04 I S -TVRM CNN FOG C at C
IC 47979 1 SEAL,SHAFT-THERM rHNL FOCUS DRIVE C
In 49337 1 R009PULL-V ssR/COQ'S SCANNER q
in 49379 1 R009PUSH-VIsSP/oors SCANNER A
3A IW4 X PROS SPCC-P nNO W/TRANSP EPDXY ADH 0
10 4411P LENS,RELAY,THRMI.'C'HAN FOC OP+SCO) A
10 44116 1 LENSgPLY,FRPNTsTPAM CH FOC OF(SCO) A
10 44?13 1 LENS9CL-THFPM CHVL	 FOC OR E
1C 44115 1 RETATNER,LEMS- THRFL, CHAN FOC CRIVE A
3A 1AS63 X FRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT C
IR 44211 1 SPACERoLENS-TPRML, CHAN FAG DRIVE 0
3A IPS63 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
1C 4 P46 1 SHAFT oPINT0 1 -THRRI	 CHNL FOC OR H
5A 1PP62 X APPL OF DONnE'(1 SOI 10 FILM LUR A
IC 439 5 9 1 GEAR,3ST ST A sf THKM CHNL FOC OR B
5A 1AA(2 X APPL OF QON nEV SOHO FILM LUS A
18 439P7 WASHLF A
1P, 43978 1 WASHER-THRM1	 CHAN FOCUS DRIVE" A
1P 44212 1 PIflsALIGN-TNRFL CHAN FOC DRIVE A
10 43039 1 MOTOPrSTEPPFR D
8A nP52 X PROC SPEC MPTOR STEPPER C
iC 4FP75 i STOP,THERM rHAN FCC CSR-VISSR/SMS 6
3A IP A 63 X PRCS-APPL O F FLAT BLACK PAINT D
18 465n p i GASKETvLENS A
TITLE









F	 OF POOR QUALITY









































NO, REDUIREV FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY









































NEAR It G o DAL1 -ANMU1 AR	 A
PRCMT SPEC- OEARIlvSgBALL,ANNULAR
	 H
ElEART1, 6o PAI L-ANNULAR	 A






SWITCPtSPDTsPi.UNGfR ACT,HFFtMET SLV A
NUTtJAM-VIS SH/GOF,Q SCANNER	 A
SCREV^ a $OC Hr (VA FF NAS).35?.COP-3)
	
A
SPCR.iIM SW-TNCRM CHNL FOCUS OR AS A
PR CS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
	
D
W'UCL HURN T SH ANTIFRICTION PPGS
	 B
PROC.GEN MrrH ASSY OF THE VISSR 	 C
PROC SPEC,P nMrING W /EPDXY ADHESIVE 13
VISIT'LE CHAMNrL FOCUS DRIVE ASSY 	 A
WASHrff -THRMI CHAN FOCUS DRIVE
	 A
GEAR,PINION,VISIPtE CHANNEL FOr OR D
APPL OF BONrEC S01ID FILM LUD	 A
MOTOR , S?L:PPr'R	 E
PROC SPEC,MTR STErPF.R
	 D
SEAL IN STi. SHAFT SEAL ASSY B
SHAFT SEAL. ASSY,VTS CHANNEL FCC OR D
ADAP'1ERvFELi.OWS,VTS CHN' FOC DRIVE 8
SHAFT SEAL O I TS CHANNEL FOCUS DRIVE C
PRCS SPEC-PnNO W/TRANSP EPDXY ADH B
SEAL INSTL SHAFT SEAL ASSY R
SHAFT SEAL ASSY,VIS CHANNEL FCC OR D
ADAf TER 9 8ELI OWS I VIS CHNL FOC [)RIVF 11
SHAFT SEAL O'IS CHANNEL FOCUS [RIVE C
PROS. SPEC-i1 nMO W/TRANSP EPDXY ADH 8
DRIVE ASSYg M ATCHEC,VIS CHAN FOC OR H
HSG CVR LINT VORE(MA FR 45G69-1)
	
A
HOUSING COVF'R.VIS CHAN FOCUS rR	 B
HOUSII"GvRLA NKJMAKr FROM 49335)
	
B






ChROVIC ACTn ANOOTZING RE'RYL. 	 A
PLATE BEARING(MAKE FROM 44136)
	
R
PLATE BEART MG VIS CHAN FOCUS DR	 B





















1 2 3 4 a F 7 8 9
NOMENCLATURE	 REV
10A 1PS42 X MAC118STRESS PEL RFRYL,PROC A
4A IP762 X CHROMIC ACI D ANODIZING BERYL. A
/ 49PG9-97 1 COVER BLANK(MAKE FROM 45071) B
i IF 49071 1 COVED BLANK VIS CHAN FOCUS DR B
a 10A 1P642 X MAC,HBSTRCSS REL RE RYL,PROC A
j 10A ISP42 X MACHWRESS REL SFRYL,PROC A
4A iP7(-2 X CHROMIC ACI n ANOIIIZING SFRYL A
IPA 1AP42 X MACHNSTRESS REL PFRYL,PRCJC A
C 0 1A7P2 X CHP	 IC ACIr ANODIZING 6E:RYL A
511 111 862 X APPL OF DONGFD SOLID F I LM LUB A
/ 45(+68.90 1 SCREW LEAWAKE: FP OM 45074) 0
1C 45n74 1 SCRLW LEAD V IS CHAN FOCUS DR A
E 5A 1AP62 X APPL OF DOW)CE) S01 IA FILM LUB A
/ 49068.97 1. GEAR NUT(MA KE FROM 44141) B
R It 441 4 1 1 GEAR NUT VIS CHAN FOCUS OR C
5A 1APF2 X APPL OF BON TEC SOIIn FILM LUP A
/ 4506e-96 2 BUSHIA'fs WAKF FROM 45072) E)
1B 45072 1 BUSHING SCANNER A
5A 1AAA2 X APPL OF BON PEP SO[ ID FILM LUB A
5A 1PA62 X APPL OF BONnED sw i0 FILM Ll a n A
1C 45073 1 GEAR FIRST STAGE VIS CHAN FOC OR B
5A iAAF2 X APPL OF EON rED Sol In FILM LUB A
IR 45079 1 WASHEP VIS C HAN FOCUSGR A
ID 49?06 1 SHAFT PINIO N VIS CHAN FOC OR 8
5A iPSF2 X APPL OF BONDE[? SOIIO FILM LUB A
iP 470Pi 1 SCREW,AOJ.FPC OR A
1C 470e2 1 STOP,FOCUS r'RIVE-%/ISSR/SMS A
3A IPP63 X PRCS.PPPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0
I IC 49345 2 SWITCP,PI.UNSFR	 ACTUATED(SCO) A
i1.A 195F3 X SWITf1l, SPOT ,PI.UNGF.R 	 ACT,HERMET	 SLD A
IB 49'38 2 PLUNCE"R,SWITCH ACTUATOR A
18 44101 2 BEARI( GIBALI -ANNUI AR B
3A 1PS67 X PRCFT SPEC- P EARINC,BALL,ANNULAR B
18 40941 2 REARING98ALI -ANNULAR A
3A 1AP51 X PRCMT SPEC- PEARINr-@SALL,ANNULAR B
16 4 0 348 4 NUT•JAM-VISGP/GOES SCANNER A
1E? 47993 3 SCREW!,SOC Hn(MA FP 	 NAS1352CO2.3) A
4A iA9F2 X PROC SPEC,t PMOING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE B
6A 1AP94 X MANUtL BURN T S11 ANTIFRICTION ERGS B
3A iRAF3 X PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 0























































N0. RcQUIREP FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY









































PROC-(:EN MFf H ASSY OF THE VISSR	 C
CLAMPf.DOVE'T A IL-VISSP/SMS 	 C




PLATE VISTW E DET AND FOC SCANNER F
MACHPSTRE,SS RE'L PFRYL_gPROC 	 A
ChPOrIC ACI r ANnnIZING BERYL
	
A
STANCOFF f'MT SCANI'ER	 C
ST ANC OFF PMT SCANNER	 C
PROC SPE;CvPPNIVING W/EPDXY ADHESIVE B
LAMP HOLDEP ASSY SCANNER	 8
LAMP SCANNE P	
BASE t AMP	 E
HOLDER LAMP SCANNER	 A







PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT	 D
SEND S(* ASSY9TEMP	 0
TERKIVAL SE'N'SOR 	 B
ThFRNISTORgPRFCTSTON(SCn)
	 A
SCREENING S PEC-THrR MISTORS	 0
SPOT PONOING ELECT COMPONENTS 	 0
HOLDER OPTIrAL FOCUS OR 	 B
BRACKETtACTI I ATOR	 A
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT	 0
IDENTIFICATTOP OF BULK ITEMS	 A
SPOT • CIONDTPI r- ELECT COMPONENTS	 0
WIR PTAG.VIS nET S FOC ASSY
	
F
WIRE LIST-VTSIPLE DET R FOCUS ISSY D
BRACKET SUPPOPT MOUNT SCANNER 	 A
CLAMP MOUNT SCANNER	 A
PLATE MAUPJT T NG SCANNER	 B
SPACER SCANNER	 A
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
	 0
PRCS SPEC-C rl Np CTC W/SOLITHANF	 A
PROC SPEC.P MmnTNG W/EPDXY ADHESIVE a
TEST PROC I NTE;GR f HOTOSENSOR 	 B




NO. RCOUIRED FOR ONE
SI7,E DRA(I ''ING	 NG, NEXT ASSY




10A 199) o X
IC 4FV u 3'-1 AR
1C 46043-2 AR
1C 4F0 4 3-3 AR
1C 4Fn99-5 AR
IC W09-6 AR







1R 459 11 0-3 AR
IR 46770 1
3A IPF8 3 X
IF 47249 2


















18 47/x 38-1 2




TEST PROC VISIBLE PREAMP STAPILITY C
VIS CET A F CC ASSY CHECK-VISSR B
PROC-('PT AL MMT9VIS [SET A FOC ASSY E
COANrCTOR,FTLTCR FIN	 F
SHIM I SCAN MIRROR	 A
SHTM,SCAN MTRROR	 A
SHTM,:,CAf4 MTRROP	 ,	 A
NAMEF4 ATE.-V I SSR/GCES SCANNER	 C






SCREFI'ING SPEC-THf RMISTORS	 D






PRCS-rPPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
	
0
WE I GI-T o SLAG SC ANNFR '	 B
BRACKET,LATtH-SCANNER	 0
PRCS_APPL OF FLAT BLAC K PAINT	 D
GROMr'ET-CAHI E,SCANNER	 A




PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT 	 D
PS RO^IDINC, W/CLEAR SILICONE ADH	 A
ARM ASSY,AFT	
ARM,AFT FOR w A p n	 C
PS E?Cr'DING W/CLEAP SILICONE ACH	 A
WETGHT945 SFr, ARM	 D
PROS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
	
G
WEIGHT945 hFG ARM	 D
PROS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT	 0
WETG0945 MFG ARM	 D
PRCS-APPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT
	
D
OUTER THERMAL BLANKET	 A
S7UD,FASTErj rR,IIJSL'L FI LKT	 A
WASHED vsimUL1'FR, IN$UL RLKT 	 A
INSULATOR - SCANNER N
SWTTCH,BSC- V ISSR/GOES SCANNER(SCD) D
GRMMVET ,ENC O rFP VISSR /SMS SCAT ?JER A






N09 REQUIPEP FOR ONE
SIT. F_ DPA1, mG N0. NEXT ASSY Novi NCI. A TUPE REV
0	 1 2 3 4 L 6 7 P 91C 49701 1 SF1iM.mDR A
3F 46P Po X RAr p ilON COOI ER PSSY L
F 49 0 2 4 0 X ADAPTf. R9RAnTATION COOLER 0
IC 145031 X SHIM'FADIATTOr	 COOLER C
IF 49471 X OPTICTL SCHF M •VISFR /GOES SCANNER A
IC 14,568 X WIRIp;C DIAG . SENSOF	 & STOW E
IIA 101n7 X PRnC-rEN MEr4 1 ASSY OF THE VIS g R C
4A IP QF2 X PRnC SPEC,PnNCING W/EPnXY ' ADHFSIVE B
BA l n ?. el X TEST PROC-SPIN FAI ANCF A
14A 1 0 049 X SPOT 1'ONp IN G ELECT COMPONFNTS D
3A IPP63 X PRCS . PPPL OF FLAT BLACK PAINT D
3E 450 n e X VISSR
	
SCA^ 1 PIFR (ICr ) P,
5A W1 443451-2 X WIRE LIST-SFt;SOR 8	 STOW A
1C 26795 X LATCH ASSY,SCAN MIRROR STOW C
9A 19971 X PRCS SPEC-r nMF CTr W/S0LIT[10!r A
2C 49 1414 X TEST CONF'If1 1 RATION LIST-VISSR/GOES F
4A 19970 X IOFNTIFICATTON OF BULK ITEMS A
13A 1 4610 X DET PPOC - TN g TRALNI " T OPT /HSG R CHK 8
4A 14479 X AOJ PROC,THF R 1v PRFAMP REG A





10A 19119 X GEN b 1 1IOLG S4 4 PC= 8CONTAM CONT	 ROTS B
4A 1 9 U P 5 X EPDXY ADFIFSTVE	 POVDING SPEC A
29A i g 145 X INITIAL CHA NNCL AINMT-VISSR/GOES 0
4A l g ?P9" X ASSY F CL.1 TEST,TELE.SCOPE PORTION C
3A 155P0 X PLgGO FS STATIC SEWS ITEMS A
9A 19APe X GSPEc PROT ST SE.NS ELEC PTS a EOPT C
NOTE: An asterisk (*) appearing in the Revision Letter column on the preceding
pages identifies a released but unincorporated change to the listed document.
The data contained within each released E.O. is included in this ACL. Each af-





	 APPLICABLE E.O. NO(s)
44345	 R	 4668
In addition, the following listed listed documents have an unincorporated
change in process as indicated by the applicable ECR number.
REV
DRAWING NO. LTR APPLICABLE ECR NO(s)
19055 N 426/01
45094 Y 475/O1R1	 (End-Of-Contract Effectivity)
TITLE REV













Ei►ECTWITY SVM; DESCRIPTION DATE M►COVED
As MAL REUE/1161,t 0 OEC 1974Is 1, ,.4
RECORD [ COMPLETELY REVISED PER ECR 304/03 Q MAR,
RECORD C COMPLETELY REVISED PER ECR 421/03
`1RECORD ' D COMPLETELY REVISED PER ECR 459/03 Fj^ i'' Z:
RECORD E Revised & updated as reg l d to reflect current 19Dec75CHANCE status of all drawings. 	 As re	 I d by ECR 489/02 (^/
RECORD
F
Revised & updated as	 req'd	 to reflect current
29MAr76CHANGE 'status of all drawings.	 As re	 d b	 ECR 52k/02
RECORD
G
evised & updated as req'd to reflect current 11Junr_76 r,CHANGE tatus	 of all drawings.	 As req 1 d by ECR 535/02. Ab
RECORD R Revised & updated as req'd to reflect currenC 13Sep76 ,^'








	 F 1 41976
DO N T M)E THIS PRINT
CONTRACT NO. SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH CENTER
N AS 5- 2 O 6 f) O
A Subsidiary of Hughes Aircraft Company
GOLETA, CALIFORNIA
Np• ,ri I T D E t 714 TITLE
ELECTRONICS MODULE ASSEMBLY"^^'	 w.l^lelur /Ni^l 'f
An.ov	
-	 1..., r i , VISSR/GOES
ArrR	 RO
SIZE	 CODE IDENT NO. 	 NUMBER
A	 11323 ACL 45094-2
I
SCALE	 SHEET I of
!
y




















































2	 3 4. 5 6 7 8 9 1R 11	 12	 13
4	 5 6 7 0 9 10 11













4	 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1'^
2	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12	 13
2	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1? 13
4	 5 6 7 e 9 1:0
2	 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

































































































































































































3 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 3P
























	(,1 09 	 SHEET
477P0 10























NO, REOUIRLO FOR ONE:
SIZE 0PAWIV6 NO, NLXT ASSY NOFENCLATUFC REV
0	 1	 2 3 4 K O 7 P 9
2J 4 ,004.2 1 ELrciPONICS MODULE ASSYIUNIT 21 Y
2F 49P97 1 HOUSING ASSY t ELE:CTRONICS MODULE N
/ 41097-99 1 HOIJSIf G N
13A 19104 X IDENT OF n T AI1. PTS 8 ASSYS a
4A 19!.60 X STANNATE IM PS TRTFT, APPL OF A
3A 19P48 X PHCS -APPL OF WHITr EPDXY COATING C
1P 4nO98 1 COVE,R,WIRTNS-CLEC MODULE C
4A 7 a J E-0 X STAW ATE IMP$ TRTFTo APPL OF A
13A I c J n 4 X IOE'NT OF DETAIL PTS A ASSYS B
10 4 r,099 1 COVE r% q TOE' E1 ECT Mf DULE H
/ 45099-99 1 COVER H
/ 4n pg 9-9 3 2 SHIM,1NO100P.99 PCT PURE H
In 4066 1 PAD,TOP COVFR-ELEC MOD C
5A I g Prt9 X MAT91	 SPEC- PUPBER,MLO SHoSIL TYPE A
13A 1Q1R4 X IDFNT OF DE T AIL PTS N ASSYS 8
iP 4AO64 1 1 PAVoTOP COVFP-CLEf MOD C
5A 1a2F9 X MAT I L SPEC- P LlFlBE R gMLD SH,SIL TYPE A
13A 19104 X iv NT OF DETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS 8
IF 46064-2 2 PAVoTOP COVFP-ELF( 'MOO C
5A 19P r 9 X MAT'L	 SPEC-PUPPfR,MLO SH,SIL TYPE A
13A i9I04 X IOENT OF RETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS 8
14A 1 C1 049 X SPOT POMOIN A ELECT COMPONENTS 0
3A 1an4e X PRCS.PPPL OF WHITE EPDXY COATING C
4A 1 g a60 X STANNATE IM R S TRTFT, APPL OF A
13A 19104 X IDfNT OF DETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS 8
1J 47P59 1 PWR PSSY-IN T EPCONtECTION F
IF 472 5, 8 1 PWP- IMTE RC0 1 NECTION F
472E8.99 1 800C,PL SH LAM F
13A 1 0 104 X IDE'NT OF DE T AIL PTS R ASSYS a
2F 47PS7 X MSTR ARTWK-TNTfRCONNE:CTION DOARU E
10 45641 1 CHOKE FILTE R A
13A 19104 X KENT OF DETAIL PTS A ASSYS 8
1OA 19n71 X SPEC-XFMRS,REACTOPS,AUD FREGAPWR F
9A 19971 X PROS SPEC-CnNF CTC W/SOLITHANE;; A
2A 19974 X CONN.rLUG A RECEPT,ELEC * PRTO CKT A
4A 10970 X IOFNTIFICAT'TON OF BULK ITEMS A
14A 19049 X SPOT F lONDING ELECT COMPONENTS 0
10 47552 X ELE:C DIAL-I^I TFRCOPNE:CTIOM B O ARD c
47A i4PF2 X TEST PROCE01 1 RE VISSR ELECT MOC'11LE F












NO. REOUIPCP	 FOR CNE
SIZE; DPA 141f Gr	 No. NEXT ASSY NQNENCLATUPE
p	 2+1 3 4 5 6 7 8 933F ^14slJ Q. 1 1 p	 t^PWp ! A ss y 0 poWr p surPLYJAl
IF 4 5,194 1 PWP-F'GWCR SOPPLY4F 49 4 . 9 9 1 BOARC,PL S14 LAM
lE 4RI95 x MSTR 1RTWORN i'WP FUPPLY A18AP
13A l g JP4 x IDeNT OF nFTAIL PTS 9 ASSYS
1C 4 ri)91 1 14EATSINKoXSTR4 C I91.9 9 1 HCATSINK
3A Iml n4 x IcFNT OF I)ETAM PTS 8 ASSYS
IC 4 5I 4 3 1 C OVER O PWR SUPPLY
/ 4!;143 .99 1 COVEF
13A IQ104 x 1DF.NT OF pETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS
In 4! 144 1 CHOKE	 MAIN I INF
10A 19071 x sPrC.YPMRs,RE'ACTOPS,AUn FREGAPW R
13A 1 0 1 04 x ICFNT OF rrTAIL PTS & ASSYS
20 4 r,I++5 1 TRAM FORh.ER+POWER
10A 100 7 1 X SPF,C.XFMRS,PEACTOPS,AUn FRLQXPWR
13A 1e,104 x IDFNT OF OFTAM PTS & ASSYS
10 4 r,198 i HCATSINK POWER SUPPLY
45198.99 1 HCATSINK
14A 19049 x SPOT bONDItIG ELECT COMPONENTS
13A 193n4 x IDENT OF OFTAIL PTS A ASSYS
ip 4045 2 WASHER,SHIM-POWER SUPPLY
13A 1 p In4 x IDFNT OF VE T AIL PTS $ ASSYS
1C 45210. 2 RETAItER,HEPT SINV
45PIO.09 1 RETAINER
13A IL004 x IDENT OF nC T nIL PTS 9 ASSYS
in 45192 1 CH(1KE,FILTF`P
1OA 10 07 1 x SPEC•KFMRS9PEACTORS,AU0 FRrQxPW R
13A 141()4 x IDENT OF OE.TAIL PTS 8 ASSYS
10 45472 3 CHOKE ,FILTE P (SCn )
10A 1 g n71 x SPEC-XFMRSIPEACTOPS,AUR FREQxPWR
13A 19104 x IDENT OF nET AIL PTS R ASSYS
in 4roi2 1 TRANSPQRMFR.SATURATING
IOA 14071 X SPEC«XFMRSiPEACTOPSgAU0 FREGAPWR
13A 19104 x IDENT OF VETATL PTS 8 ASSYS
IC 471MO 11 TERMTr'AL,CLTNCH PINgTURRET
1C 47n97.a 7 TERMjNAL, N sUL PASE
/ 47097.99 1 BASE
14A 1Ar49 x SPOT pONDIN n ELECT COMPONENTS












































NO, R!'OU IREO FOR ONE
NLXT ASST



































I0FNT OF Or TAIL PTS A ASSYS
SPFC.XFMRSoPEACTOPS , AUD FRCOAP14R
TERMIt AL ""ARP
BOAR[
GROWA , STRA P oPOWEP SUPPLY
KENT OF nETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS
INSUL A TOIl T1113E
PkCS SPEC
-rONF CTO W/SOLITHANC
COE l NjrLUG X RECEPToCLEC,PRTO CKT
GOES FLEC A lI TH PTS*ALT9AX -REF LIST
WN 'TIFICAT I ON OF HULK ITCI'!S
SCRN SPEC - UANTX /JANTXV XSTRS
XSTR,SILICOt l , NI Pk,R92N3752
SPOT PONOIMP ELECT COMPONENTS
TEST EROC -VTSSR FI ECT SUIT#ASSYS
IDrNT OF {DETA IL PTS A ASSYS
EMDEPMT 010mr tN 14T SINK - SOLTHN
ELFG PIAG-POWER SUPPLY(A102)
PL,GOES STATIC SCE-°S ITEMS
GSPEC PROT g T SENS ELCC PTS a EQPT
PWO ASSY 9 POWER SUPPLY(A2)
PWS-POWER S ► IPPLY
BOARC * PL SH LAM
MSTR ARTWORK PWR SUPPLY AIAA2
IOF.NT OF DETAIL PTS A ASSYS
HEATETNKoXSTR
HEATSINK
iOENT OF nETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS
COVEf1 ,PWR SlIPPLY
COVER
iDFNT OF DETAIL PTS 9 ASSYS
CHOKE MAIN I INE
SPEC-XFMRS * P EACTOFSiAUn FRCGXPWR
IDENT OF OF,TAIL PTw R ASSYS
TRANEFORMCR,POWER
SPFC•XFMRSi P EACTOPS,AUD FREGAFWR
IOF„NT OF nF T AIL PTS & ASSYS
HEATSINK POWER SUPPLY
HEATSINK














No. REOUIREn FOR ONE
"ITE Or+A ►-tII G	 NQ. NEXT ASSY NONENCLA T IJPC REV
0	 12 X 4 5 F 7@ 913A 1^+1P4 ICENY OF nF T AIL PTS 8 ASSYS 6
10 4(??45 2 NASNF R * SHIM-POWER SUPPLY H
13A i +AI r4 X IDF'NT OF nF T AIL PTS 8 ASSYS 8
1C 45PI0 2 RETWER.KAT SIMP U
/ 4rPl0-99 1 RETAINER D
13A i g in4 x IDENT OF nE T ATL PTS A ASSYS R
18 4 F1 Q 2 1 CHOKC.FILTfP C
10A 19071 X SPF•C-XFMRS.PFACTOFS.AUn FREQXPWR F
13A I g tP4 X ICENT OF nFyT AIL PTS R ASSYS B
in 49472 3 CHOKE,FILTrP(SCD) C
IDA 14071 X SPEC-XFMRS,PrACTOPS#AUn FREQXPWR F
13A 191n4 X ICENT	 OF nETATI. PTS 8 ASSYS B
10 4n132 1 TRANS'FORME'R tSATl1RATING V
10A 19071 x SPEC XFMRSt P EACTOFS,AUD FREOAP14R F
13A 19104 X IDFNIT OF DETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS 8
1C 47097-P 6 TERNINALgINgUL EASE A
/ 47n`.'7-99 i BASE A
14A 14049 X SPOT p ONDIN r FLfCT COMPONENTS 0
IC 471n0 10 TEPMIP'AL,CLTf!CH	 PTN,TUPRF'T A
10 471;1 5 I CHAKF.FILTEP 6
13A 19104 x ICFNT OF DE T AIL PTS R ASSYS F?
IDA 19071 X SPEC-XFPIRS.AEACTOPS,AUO FREOSPWR F
C 47117 1 TERMI;11AL	 ROARO A
/ 471.37-99 1 BOARD A
IC 47251 1 GROUr-n STPAP,POWFP SUPPLY A
13A 1Q104 x IDENT OF RETAIL PTS R ASSYS 8
18 4 0 779 2 INSULATOR	 T1 1 FE A
9A 19971 x PRCS SPEC-CONF CTC W/SOLITHANE A
2A 1 Q974 x CONN,PLUG R PECEPT.ELEC9PR7D CKT A
28A 19975 X GOES ELEC A"T p PTF,ALT98X-REF LIST M
4A 1 0970 X IDENTIFICATION OF BULK	 ITEMS A
7A 19973 x SCPN SPEC-J A NTX/JtNTXV XSTRS C
20 A 19179 X XSTR.SILICOf'tHI 	 PVR,2N3752 0
14A 14049 X SPOT FONoms ELECT COMPONENTS D
28A 19CF5 x TEST FROC-V T SSP ELECT S UBASSYS N
13A 1P1n'4 X IDEhT OF OF'TAIL PTS 8 ASSYS a
6A I n ' 0 4 X EMPECMT Orort IN HT SIMK-SOLTP N I A
IF 4E141 X ELEC CIAG-POWEP SUPPLY(A1,A20 L
3A iFFPO x PLrGOES STATIC SEVS ITEMS A
9A 19PS8 X GSPEC PRAT ST SENS ELEC PTS A EOPT C
TITLE	 REV{	 NUMIdEH	 ACL 45094-2	
&










































NOP NCI A TUPE	 REV
PWP ASSY-SC A N DRIVE LOGIC(A3,All
PWD-SCAN DRTVF L0rIC(A3sA5) J
BOAR04PL SH LAM J
MSTR ARTW6RK SCAN DR LOGIC B
IDENT OF DETAIL PTS X ASSYS B
TERMINAL,INSUL	 PASE A
RASE A
SPOT FONOIM S ELECT COMPONENTS D
TEPMINAL,CLTt1CH	 PTN,TIJRRET A
PWP-TOP FR OVRD LJM,SUFICKT R
IaOARI, ,PL SH LAM PER MIL-P-13949 13
MSTR PRTWK rWG-TOP Flt LIM OVRC SUP A
KENT OF nFTAIL PTS S ASSYS B
PO 9 1, ONG FR
	
CMD Sl'BCKT B
BOAR[G,PL SH L.AM PrR MIL-P-13949 B
MAST E R ARTW K DWG-1 ONG FR CNC SUBCK A
W NT OF OrTAIL PTS R ASSYS R
SPCR41NSUL A
PRGS SPEC-C nNF CTF W/SOLITHANE A
GOES ELEC A lI TH PTStALT99X-REF LIST M
ICENTIFICATIOE' OF BULK	 ITEMS A
CONN,PLUG 3 RECEPT,ELEC g PRTD CKT A
SCPN SPEC-JANTX/JPNTXV X STPS C
SPEC.XFMRS,PEACTORS,AUD FREOX,PWR F
SPOT PONDINS ELFCT COMPONENTS 0
ELEC rIAG,SrAV OR LOGIC(A3 A P5) R
IDENT OF DETAIL PTS F ASSYS H
TEST PROC•VTSSR ELECT SUF3ASSYS N
SCAN FRAMF l lh'IT	 PDJ H
PL#GOES STATIC SFF'S 	 ITEMS A
GSPEE PROT ST SENS ELEC PTS R EQPT C
PWP ASSY-SCAN DRIVE AMPL(A4) AA
PWP-SCAN DRIVE AMPL(A4) G
SOAR[, ^ SH LAM G
MSTR ARTWORK-SCAN DR A M PL C
IDENT OF rETATL PTS g ASSYS B
CHOKE	 FILTE:P90.3	 VHISCII) C
SPF'C.XFMRS * P EACTOPS,AUD FREOXF)WR F
IDENT OF Or T AIL PTS A ASSYS B
INSULATOR A
















































NO, REOuIRE[ rOR ON E
NEXT ASSY












































NO. REOUIREV FOR ONE
SIZE DPAWlt,G NO. NEXT ASSY Nri^,ENCLA'TURE	 RLV
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
13A 101(14 X IDF'NT OF PETAIL PTS a ASSYS FI
in 470SO-1 4 WASH P 9 INSOL 0
IC 470T7-P 5 TERFIINAL,TN'4UL	 EASE A
/ 47097-°9 1 FASE A
14A l n r '49 X SPOT rONUIN s ELECT COMPONENTS 0
IC 473 r0 20 TERMIP AL,C(.TNCH PTN,TURRET A
9A 19 0 71 X PRf S SPEC-C OOF CTr W/SOLITHANC A
4A l9 4 70 X IU('N1TFICATIOV OF BULK 	 ITFVS A
28A l g0 75 X GOr'S	 1:LCC	 A+ I T H 	 PTl',ALTsAX-FEF	 LI ST M
7A X gc3 73 X SCRN SPEC.-J A NTX/JrNTXV XSTRS C
2A 19 n 74 X CONN,FLUG R RFCEPT,ELLC,PRTO CKT A
15A l q l PO ''R SIt lcoN N-GI'At	 FIl LO EFFECT	 XSTR 0
23A l g 075 X FROG SPEC,T r -FET SWITCH DRIVER C
28A 1 g Oc5 X TEST F'ROC.VTSSR FI ECT SUBASSYS N
14A 1 g O49 X SPOT rONoiri s ELECT COM PONENTS 0
13A i g ln4 X IDFNT	 OF CtF T ATL PTS & ASSYS B
2E 4 8 451 X ELFC nIAG,Sr Af' 0RTVF AMPLIFIEP(A4) U
3A lF9 i o X PL,CCUS STATIC SFPS ITEMS A
9A 1QP(lA X GSPCC PROT S T SENS ELEC PTS a F'GPT C
2F 45131 - 1 1 PWD ASSY,CAI	 r LOC•IC(0) W
1F 45132 1 PWP-c ALICE	 L O GIC ( AF } F
/ Hill32.99 1 130ARC ,PL	 SH LAM F
2E 45133 X MSTR AHTWOR V -CALIF LOGIC AE, A
13A l g tn4 X IUENT OF DETAIL PTS R ASSYS 6
lc 47097 -r to TEFMINAL,IN"uL PASS A
/ 47097-99 1 BASE A
14A 1004q X SPOT PONDIN r ELECT COMPONENTS D
IC 47100 12 TERMINAL,CLTP'CH	 PTN,TT.RRET A
7A 1 0 973 X SCRN SPEC-JANTX/JANTXV XSTRS C
2A 18974 X CONN,PLUG R RECEPT,E.LEC,PRTD CKT A
9A 1 gg 71 X P iCS	 SPEC-C n flF	 CTC W/SOLITt'ANE A
4A 19910 X IVENTIFICATTON OF BULK ITEMS A
28A 19475 X GOES ELEC	 AlllI, PTS,ALTs&X-REF LIST M
8A 1 0 079 X SPEC - XFMR S , PULSE - LOW PWR C
lE 44 g nl X ELECT	 DIAG,rALIP	 IOGIC(A6) R
13A loln4 X IOFNT OF PFTATL PTS R ASSYS B
14A 1 g 049 X SPOT pONDT^tn ELECT COMPONENTS 0
28A 190!^5 X TEST FROC-VTSSR ELECT SUBASSYS N'
3A 15500 X PL96CES STATIC SENS ITFMS A
9A i gPPS X GSPEC PROT ST SENS ELEC PTS a EOPT C
TITLE REV NUMBER	 ACL 45094 -2






We REGUIREV FOR ONE
SIZE PnAWIrC,	 NO. NEXT ASSY NovENCtATURE	 REV
0	 1	 2 3 4 5 F 7 0 9
2F 491 *4 1 Pwn rSSY -CAt .TI'	 nRIVFR (A7 )
IF 4 r l.l b I PWP-CALIB C R IVGRIA7) E
4 r 1'5-99 1 E30ARI lPLAST f C SH l AM E
2E itrlx6 X MASTLR ARTW nRK CA ► IP DRIVER A7 C
13A l g IP4 X IVFNT OF nF T AIL PTS X ASSYS Q
1C 47100 11 TERMIr AL,CLYNCII P1N0URRCT A
1C 47n Q 7- 0 TERMIr*AL, JN S 11L	 WE A
1170 0 7-99 1 BASE A
14A InV49 X SPOT r7 ONUIr , F FLCCT romPONFNTS E
9A i g 971 X PRCS SPEC-C n Nr CTr W/SOLITHAPIF A
28A 14975 X Go S ELCC M I TI, PTSiALT9A-X-REF LIST M
4A 1 g Q70 X IOrNTIFICATTON OF WILK ITrvs A
7A inQ73 X SCRN S( ) E:C •JANTX/JANTXV XSTKS C
2A 1Q g 74 X CCflN.rjLUG A Rf CEPTiELrCiPRTO CKT A
IOA 1 g n78 X SCRN SPEC,M 1'Cr'FT.IC LATCHING RFLAYS E
IOA 10071 X SPCC-XFM8S9Pf'ACTOf'S,AU0 FRE091 1 WR F
14A 140 4 9 X SPOTIONuINr F;LF(T (,'GMPnNf7 TS U
28A 1 0 055 X TEST PROC-VTSSR M ECT SUE)ASSYS N
2C 45PI l X E`t.L C	 ()1AG ,C A i„Its	 DRIVER I A7)
13A 19104 X IDENT OF OC T AIL PTS 8	 ASSYS 0
94A 15738 X PARAMf TE:R AnJLIST.MFNT p ROC A
3A 1rSPO X PL, 9GCES STA T IC	 SFNs	 ITFM,S A
9A 19AP8 X GSPE:C PROT S T SE NF ELFC PTS A FQPT C
2F 4 ,;1 03 1 PWp AsSY-Co""MA N O RELAY (A8) M
/ 4 r, 103-99 1 EPDXY GLASS LAM- i , n31TliK M
IF 451 n4 1 PWS c OMMANI) RCLAY ( A6) F
4S1 P4-99 1 BOAR[ of)L SH LAM F
2F 4 ri1P5 X MSTR ARTWO RW -Cr"D PELAY A
13A 1 0 1n4 X IGFNT OF rlETAIL PTS x ASSYS 6
18 47090 6 WASHER,INSWl 8
1C 470°7-2 6 TE;RMINAL,INSUL BASE A
/ 47097-99 1 EASE A
14A 19049 X SPOT DONDINS ELECT COMPONFNTS 0
9A 14971 X PRCS SPEC-C n Nr CTC W/SOLITHIANC A
4A l g 970 X IQFNTIFICATYON of BULK ITEMS A
28A 1 g Q75 X Gorr EL.EC	 A II TH PTS+ALToAX-f EF LIST M
10A 1 0 078 X SCRN SPEC,MAGPFTIr LATCHING RFLAYS E,
10A 1 g OP2 X -SCREENING SPEC nIOOES C
7A 19973 X SCRN SPCC-JANTX/JANTXV XSTKS C
2A 19974 X CONN.FLUG A RECE;PT9FLEC9PRTD CKT A
*For Rev Ltr sae Note on Sheet 14.





QP POOR QUALr Y







NOMENCL A T URE 	 REV
TEST PROC-VTSSR ELECT SUBASSYS	 N
IDENT OF nETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS 	 D
ELEC DIAG,,C MMFAND RELAYS(Ab)	 F
SPOT PONDIN P ELECT COMPONENTS 	 0
P6P ASSY-GATN * TEP'P & CnMMANn(A9)	 P
PWh-GAIN TE MP E COMMANN A9i	 D
VOAR ^ SH LAM	 D
MSTR ARTWORK-GAIN TEMP R CMD	 A
IDENT OF nrTAIL. PTS 8 ASSYS 	 H
TERN'INALoCL T NCH PIN9TURRET	 A
TEPMINAL,IN'^UL RAFE	 A
BASE	 A
SPOT PONDIN S ELECT COMPONENTS	 D
SPEC.XFMRSgPEACTOPS,AUD FRFQRPWR 	 F
PROS SPEC-CONF CTS W/SOLITHANF	 A
SCRN SPEC-J h r!TX/JANTXV XSTRS	 C
IDENTIFICAT I ON OF BULK ITEMS	 A
GOES ELEC Al I TH PTSvALT9AX-KFF LIST M
CONN9FLUG A RECEP19ELE;^q PRTD CKT
	
A
TEST PROC-VTSSR ELECT SUBASSYS 	 N
SPOT PONDIN S ELECT COMPONENTS	 D
IDENT OF DETAIL PTS A ASSYS	 B
ELEC CIAG-G A IN TEMP 8 COMMAND 0 9) -F
PLgGOES STATIC SENS ITEMS A
GSPEC PROT ST SENS ELEC PTS & EQPT C
PWP ASSY-VI S R THPML AMPL(AIaXA11=) *
PWR-VIS & THERMAL AMPL(A10,A11) 	 J
BOARr,PL SH LAM	 J
IDENT OF DETAIL PTS & ASSYS	 B
MSTR ARTWOR V gVIS & THRML AMP	 B
WASHERS INS11L	 B
TERMINAL * CL T NCH PIN.TURRET	 A
PRCS SPEC-C ONF CTS W/SOLITHANE	 A
PROC SPEC,Ir .FET SWITCH DRIVER	 C
IDENTIFICATTON OF BULK ITEMS 	 A
SPEC-XFPIRSj P EACTOFS.AUO FRE:ORPWR	 F
GOES ELEC AI ITH PTS9ALT9&X-FEF LIST M
SCRN SPEC.JANTX/JANTXV XSTRS	 C
CONN.PLUG & RECEPT,ELEC,PRTD CKT	 A
SILICON N-CHAN FIELD EFFECT XSTR	 D
SIZE 0PAVIVO N0. NEXT ASSY
3	 5	 90	 1	 4	 6 7 C+
28A 190F5
X
13A 1 g J04 x
1E 44732 X





13A 1 a 1 04 X








c a ,1:)9 7 ,^„ x













W IF 451?5 1
/ 4125.-49 1
13A 19i nil x
2E 45126 x





. IOA 18071 x
{ 28A 19975 X
7A 19973 X
2A 19974 x
► 	 s 15A 19180 X
For Rev Ltr see Note on Sheet 14.
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TITLE'	 REV H
	 NUMBER	 ACL 45094-2









ELECT morUI E ASSY
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
NO, REQUIRED FOR ONE
S12E DBAWIr-G NO. NEXT ASSY
0 1 P 3 4 5 6 7 P. 9
14A lnn49 X
2%.I 491 g 7 X
13A 19104 X
28A I gp F5 X
94A 15734 X
3A 155r 0 X




2E 451 ?3 X
13A 1 g 1Q4 X
1C 471 `10 6
1C 47097-2 1
/ 47097-99 1
14A 1 g n49 X

















14A 1 19049 X










SPOT FONDING ELECT COMPONENTS
	
D
ELEC DIAG-U7S3THRM AMPLIAicWt )
	
P
IDENT OF VFYAIL PTS E ASSYS	 B
TEST PROC-VTSSR ELECT SUBASSYS 	 N
PARAMETER AOJWSTMENT PROC	 A
PLiGVES STATIC SEVS ITEMS A
GSPEf PROT ST SENS ELEC PTS R EOPT C
PWP ASSY-VT S ,THRM FOC MTR CRIAl2) U
PWP-FOCUS MOTOP DPIVER(Al2)
	 D
BOPRV qPL. SH LAM	 0
MSTR ARTWORK-FOC MOTOR DR	 A






SPOT PONDINS ELECT COMPONENTS 	 0
PRCS SPEC-rPNF CTS W/SnLITHANE	 A
GOFS ELEC AIITH PTS9ALT9&X-REF LIST M
IDENTIFICATTfF OF BULK ITEMS	 A
SCRN SPEC-JANTX/JANTXV XSTkS	 C
COAIN.PLUG A RECEPT9ELECgPRTn CKT 	 A
ELECT DIAL- 1 1 IS9THPM FoC MTR pRTVER D
IDENT OF DETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS	 H
SPOT RONDIN S ELECT COMPONENTS	 0
TEST PROC-VTSSR ELECT SUBASSYS	 N
PWP ASSY-TE MP MON?HV MON BFR A13
PWP-TEMP MO N' 8 HV MON BUFFER A13	 A
BOARDePLAST T C SH l AM	 A
MSTR ARTWKgTEMP MON 8 HV MON @FR	 A
IDENT OF DETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS
	
A
ELEC DIAG-TEMP MON$HV MON BFR A13
IDENT OF DE T AIL PTS E ASSYS	 B
PRCS SPEC-C nNF CTV W/SOLITHANE	 A
SPOT RONDIN A ELECT COMPONENTS	 0
TEST PROC-VTSSR El ECT SURASSYS	 N
PARAMETER ArJUSTMF.'NT PROC	 A
GOES ELEC A IITH PTS9ALT•3X-REF LIST M
CONN.PLUG A RE.CEPTgELEC•PRTO CKT 	 A
SCRN SPEC-J A NTX/JANTXV XSTRS	 C
PL9GOES STATIC SEP'S ITEMS	 A
ORIGINAL PAGE 1$
OF POOR QUALITY
N0. REQUIRED FOR ONE
SIZE' DPAWIMG NO. NEXT ASSY NOMENCLATURE	 NEV
0	 1 3 54	 6 7! 9
9A 14PP8 X GSPEC PROT ST SENS ELEC PTS E EOPT C
1D 457ne i CMT FILTER A SSY0 15 L
10 44 gg6 1 HOUSING,EMI FILTr P B.
13A 1AaP4 X I[1FNT OF nFTAIL PTS 8 ASSYS B
1H 46n97 ? SCREW LOCK, FEVALE C
13A I g Jn4 X IvrNT OF DETAIL PTS R ASSYS B
In 4APP0 3, STRIP,GROLINr CMI	 FILTER B
13A 19104 X IDF.NT OF nFTAIL PTS & ASSYS 8
iil 46PF9 4 WAShER,SHOUI DFR C
13A I q n4 X IDFN'f OF DETAIL PTS R ASSYS B
40A WL45094-2 X WIRE LIST,FLECTROPICS MODULE G
4A lg970 X IDENTIFICATION OF BULK ITEMS A
10A 19010 X CONNE.CTOR,FTL,TER FIN F
2J 4 9 P94 X ELECTRONICS MOPULF ASSYIUNIT 21 Y
14A 1 O P49 X SPOT FONDTNS ELECT COMPONENTS 0
13A 19IV4 X IcrNT OF DETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS 8
10 4F PPS 1 RAR,GPOUNn C
! 46028-99 2 GROUND RAP C
4APPS-98 i INSULATOR C
13A 19104 X ICENT OF DETAIL PTS R ASSYS B
14A 19049 X SPOT FONDTN m ELECT COMPONENTS 0
10 4 q$158-1 AR NAMEFLATE,EIECT MOD-VISSR/GOES A
ID 49 4 58-2 AR NAMEILATE,FIECT MDD-VISSR/GOES A
iD 475PO 1 REGULATOR ASSY-PUAL,+5V E
10 47577 2 BOAR[`	 ASSY-REGULATOR,+5V E
1D 47576 1, TERMINAL G! ► ARV-REGULATOR,+5V 8
/ 47576-99 1 BOARD 8
1C 47P97-2 1 TERMINAL,INSUL RASE A
/ 47097-99 1 EASE A
14A 19049 X SPOTVONDINA ELECT COMPONENTS C
28A 14055 X TEST FROG-VISSR ELECT SUBASSYS N
13A 191P4 X ICENT OF nETAIL PTS 8 ASSYS 8
28A 19975 X GOES ELEC	 AL I TH PTS,ALT,$X-REF LIST M
4A 19970 X IDENTIFICATIOI' OF BULK	 ITEMS A
1D 47:78 X. SCHEM DIAL- %I OLTAGF REGULATOR,+5V 8
14A 18049 X SPOT F ONDTN S ELECT COMPONENTS D
1D 47F27 1 NETWOPK ASSY-PECOL'PLERt-5V C
10 47501 1 BRACKET ,SUPPORT C
/ 47SP1-99 1 BRAC W C
IC 47097.2 7 TERMINAL,INFUL BASE A






































13A i q 1 n4










NO, RFOUIRED FOR ONE
NEXT ASSY








































SPOT nONOTmr. ELECT COMPONFNTS
PROC SPECJAnNr, ING W/EPDXY AnHESIV E
IDENT OF nF. T AIL PTS & ASSYS
BRACKE'TtSUPPORT
HRACKFT
FRCS vPEC-C nNF CTC W/SOLITHAVE
IDENTIFICAT I ON OF BULK ITEPS
SPAT RONDTNG ELECT COMPONENTS
IDENT OF DETAIL PTS 9 ASSYS
WIR E'IAG,FLFCT Mor-VisSR/GOES
TRANSTSTORJ M AKE FR 2N3752)
IDENT OF nETAIL PTS A ASSYS
XSTR ,SiLIC0 1 9HI PWR92N3752
INSULATOR, rONNECTOR PIN
INSULATOR, rOP NECTOR PIN
INSUI PTOR, roNNECTOR PIN





IDFNT OF DETAIL PTS & ASSYS
SPACED
IDENT OF nE: T AIL PTS & ASSYS
SPACER
IDENT OF nETAIL PTS A ASSYS
SPACLF
IDENT of nKTAIL PTS & ASSYS
SPACER,GROUND BAR,LOWER
SPACER
ICENT OF DETAIL PTS & ASSYS
PCP.-Tf INF'R MODIFiFD


























NO• REQUIRED FOR ONE
SIZE DPAWlt-G NO, NEXT ASSY
0 1 3 4 5 6 7 0 9l0A 19071
2










13A 10 104 x
14A 18049 X
IC 2 g 954-1 1







40A WL45094 . 2 X








3A 155 P O X
9A 2.9A118 X
*Fos Rev Ltr see Note on Sheet 14.
NOVENCLATURE
	 REV
SPEC-XFMRS# AEACTOPS g AUQ FRCGAPWR
(DENT OF CE' TAIL PTS $ ASSYS
HEATSI'NK •RFS R XSTR
IDE:NT OF DETAIL PTS A ASSYS
KITeCONNECT OR SAVER
$CREv LOCKgFEVALE(CONNECTOR SAVER)
WNT OF OFTAIL PTS A ASSYS
SCPE ► l LOCKgFEMALE(CCNNEGTOR SAVER)
ICCNT OF DE TAIL PTS & ASSY$
WEAR CONNECTOR
CONNECTOR
ICFNT OF DETAIL PTS & ASSYS
SPOT EONUIP IS ELECT COMPONENTS
CONN SAVERt MOD(M/F DEF19PS-P'M))
CONN SAVERg MODIM/F 08825PS -NMI
 )
COPIN SAVE:It. MOVIM/F D6nP5PS•NM11
CONN SAVER,M'OrIM/F OCE137PS-NM11
CONN SAVER, MOD(M/F DCB37PS-NMI)
CONNECTO(t,F T LTrR PIN
I':UENT OF DETAIL PTS $ ASSY$
PROS SPEC-C nNF CTS W/SPLITHANE
WIRE` LIST,El ECTROP'ICS MODULE
WIR rIAGirLFCT MO(' -VISSR/GOES
TEST PROCE01 1RE VISSR ELECT MODULE
SPOT PONDIN O ELECT COMPONENTS
CONNECTOR,F T LTER PIN
HOLDING FIXTORE -1P`TE:RCONN BOARD
IDENTIFICATTON OF BULK ITEMS
SCPN.SPEC,P"PGP'ETIf LATCHING RELAYS
ELCCT CONNECTION rIAG,E:LECT MOD
PL•GCES STA T IC SENS ITEMS






At asterisk M appearing in the Revision Letter column on the preceding pages
identifies a released but unincorporated change to the listed document.
	
The
data contained within each released E.O.	 is	 included in this ACL.
	
Each affect-
:x ad document, its current revision letter and released outstanding E.O.(s) are
listed below.
' r REV
DRAWING NO. LTR APPLICABLE E.O.	 NO(s)
45124 U 4148,	 4452
..
45134 S 4450	 I








In addition, the following listed documents have an unincorporated change in
process as indicated by the applicable ECR number.
REV
DRAWING NO. LTR APPLICABLE ECR NO(
19055 N 426/01
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